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EXECUTIV SUMMARY

i After 50 yeass of almost conplete isolation, and a deep soio-cononic crisis that accmpanied
the collimse of comninsm in 1990-92, Albania is emerging as a new, vibrant country eager to build a
free maeket economy and participate fully in world trade and investaent. Despite extremely difficult
starting conditions, in mid-1992, the newly elected Albanian govermnent embarked on a very courageous
IMP and World Bank backed stabilization program. Macroeconomic stability was quickly re-established,
wish inflation decining from the 200-300 percent range to 25-30 percent almost immediately after the
policy package put in place in June-July 1992, including a large devaluaion, very tight monetary targets
and liberalization of almost all prices. Accompanying the macro-measures was rapid privatization of
agdculture, housig and small-scale eneris. Alreadl in 1993, strong new privat sctor growth led
to an overall GDP increase of about 11 percent, despite continued tight monety policies. This
combinton of low inflation and rapid growth in a country lacking the basic insdttuonal infrastucure
for a market economy, is a remarkable event, unique in the EICA RegionL

ii The challenge is now to turn the early success of the stabilization into long-term sustainable
growth. The task involves nothing short of building a new economy. It will require two types of
measures. First, the fiscal consolidation has to be contined. This requires stcucal changes in the
nature of revenues and expenditures, as stabilization has mostly relied on measu that cannot be asily
replicated to yield further reductions in the deficit. At the same time, the claims of the state enterprise
and bankng sectors on the budget have to be strictly controlled. Second, conditions favorable to a
continued strong supply expansion have to be created. This involves not only the transfer of scarce
productive assets to the private sector but also the development of a financial sector, the rehabilitation
and expansion of public infrastructure, and the development of a legal framework to define and enforce
proerty rights.

Hii This report propoes policies which would encourage rapid growth while mainaing
macroeconomic stability. It is strutured as follows:

first, the main features of the Government's macroeconomic strategy are discussed and the
sustainabiity of the results so far achieved is assessed.

second, a discussion of public finance presents options with a view to raise revenues and reduce
expenditures while mantaing a minimum safety net and initiating a much-needed rehabilitation
of public infastructure and services;

dtird, the report proposes stategies for contied rapid disengagement of the state from
productive activities in order to keep outlays on enterprise and bank support consistent with the
path of fiscal consolidation, to achieve a rapid shift to a private ownership economy, and to build
a banking system able to provide at least the minium intermediation required by private sector
development; and

fourth, the report examines the growth prospects of activities linked to four of Albania's main
natural endowments-agriculture, minerals, water, and, potntiay, toursm-and assesses whether
the policies under consideration will sufrice to promote their rapid development.
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1. A Medium Term Framework for Growth

hv The Government adopted an ambitious program of reforms for the period 1993-1996, which X
described in the Policy Frmwork Par (PFP) prepared in collaboration with the World Bank and the
IMP. Under current assumptions, growth is projected to stabilize on a trend of about 6 percent per year
from 1995, following a shap output expansion of about 8 percent in 1994; annua inflaticn would
decse to about 10 percent; and the ,iscal deficit would fall to 8 percent of GDP over the next three
years with only 1-2 percent domestic financing. The growth objectives under the program require public
Invesutent flows of about 13 percent of GDP on average, reflecting the need to rebuild infrastucure,
and increasing public savigs. Such a major fiscal effort would require strong actions on reveues and
expenditures: revemnes would rise by 5 percentage poits of GDP and expenditures would fall by 3
percentage points of GDP over 1994-1997. This requies stong structural measures: a new tax base has
to be developed and expenditre savings must be sought by rationalizing the social safety net, while
epding and reorganzig public investment.

v With the strong fiscal adjustment, the current account deficit is projected to decline from US$370
miSlion in 1993 to about US$240 million in 1997. Albania also needs to implement a comprebensive
action plan in order to solve its external debt problem. It has requested tie use of an IDA-Debt
Poduction Facility for the buy-back of its commercial bank debt and discussions with commercial banks
are underway. Estiaes of the financing requiements over 1994-97 amount to US$1.2 billion, including
the cost of debt resolution. The projected gaps would have to be met on highly conce=ional teWms for
exten viability to be a realistic goal by the end of the 1990s.

vi As growth will be private sector-based, the Government needs to mauntain an eaviroanent
conducive to private sector development. This requires first and foremost finial stability, tanspar
and stable policy rules, an appropriate legal framework, and access to foreign markets, as well a an
active privatizon policy, development of financial intermediation, and rebuilding of i r.

X1. Public Tiuce: Supporting and Finaciug Growth

vii In 1994 the fiscal deficit is projected at 16 percent of GDP-although the availability of foreign
aid means that only 8 percent will be financed domestically. Nonetheless, this high init level of the
budgetary financing needs implies that, over the medium term, the deficit has to fal relative to ODP
through revenue enancing and expenditure reducing reforms. IMplementation of these refoms s,
however, constrained by scarce administrative capacity, which has to be built as the economy progresses.

A. _lnanng Growth

viii The dramatic decline of state teprises, once the tax base for the Goverment, is ifreversible.
Iherefore, a new tax base has to be found. This endeavor is constrained by two factors: short-tem
revenues cannot be sacrificed to the long-term development of a sustainable tax base, and the insutional
capacity of the tax administration is very limited.

ix Despite efforts to develop a domestic tax base, over the medium-term, external trade will have
to contibute substantially to public revenue. Improving the taxation of external trade by lower but well
collected tariffs is therefore an overriding and immediue priority. Domestic taxation efforts are likely
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to be more successfiul if they are concentrated on the tation of consumption. The crent form of
tuation of consunption, the turnover tax, is bighly distortoniy. A move to a simple form of Value
Added Tax (VAI) is therefore necessary. Furthermore, the reform of domestic tax policy will re
a srengtbeing of the organizaion and procedures of the administraton of taxation.

Taxation of &terndl Tr1e

x Improving Tanif Policy. The Goverment is considerng changes in tariff policy in three principal
areas: tariff rates, classification of goods, and exemptions. The current tariff schedule could be
stramlined to three bands. Effors are also needed to refine the classificauon system which is curreny
too aggregative in nature. Finaily, the number of exemptions could be reduced, in particular the
exclusion from tariffs of imports by individuals for their personal use.

xi Increasing import dutes on Motor Vehicles. Additional revenues could be generated by
increasing the current import duty on motor vehicles. Furthermore, such a tax has the advantage of being
relatively easy to collect and would be progressive from an income distribution view point.

xii Rteorganizng the Ckstom Admnistration. Customs field houses are being reorganized to
standardize their operations. MTe authorities are in the process of mobilizing and coordinatin
inteational support for a comprehensive training program for customs officers and for the provision of
basic equipment. A code of conduct will also be issued. Lastly, more emphasis should be put on audits
of the work of customs houses.

Domesdc Tax Policy

xiii Preventng the Erosion of Proft Tax Revenues. The general profit tax rate has been set at 3o
percent with special provisions: temporary tax holidays for new private firms, tax credits for reinvested
profits by private firms, and differetiat tax rates according to sectors. Experience in many countries
has shown that such incentives are dificult to implement, are costly in revenue foregone, and often yield
dsappointing results. Ihe removal of these incentives would increase revemnes and economize on scarce
administrative resources. At this stage, Albania does not have the administrative resources to operate
a complex government-financed incenive system.

xiv Decreasing Colketion Cost for te SmnaU Revenue Earners. The procedre for collecting the
small business tax could be greadly simplified without a significant revenue loss to the budget: thc
number of categories should be reduced and businesses with revenues below specified floors should be
ignored for tax purposes.

xv Prepang for the ntroduchon of the VAT. Introduction of the Value Added Tax would be the
best solution to the cascadig problems of the current tumover tax. The governmt is planing to
introduce a VAT by mid-1995, which is expected to have one rate and a broad ba;,e, and to initially focus
on the main taxpayers that currety provide the bulk of umover tax revemnes. Preliminary steps to the
introduction of VAT include simplifying th current tumover tax and esablishing a VAT unit.

xvi Sinplifying the Turnover Tax Regime. Many of the exemions from the turnover tax, such as
those for manufacred foods and household fuels, appear to have the objective of incMraing the
progressivity of the tax. Greater efficiency in aiding low-i; me groups could be achieved thogh
targete income transfer progrms. As the Goverment has already established the basis for such a
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program the exemptions on basic consumer goods-including the exemption of goods subject to excise
tax-should be eliminated over fte next two years.

xvii The turnover tax does not establish an annual tumover threshold below which enterprises are
exnemped from the liability to pay the tax. To economize on scarce admintatve resources, the
Governmt is planning to establish a turnover threshold for the payment of the tax, and to implement
a lunp-sm payment scheme for small taxpayers.

Irq.vvrg Ta Adnadsnuion Prmcedwres

xviii A reorganization of the General Department of Taxes (GDI) i underway, supported by a
technicil assistance program with te World Bank and !he IMF. Tne program includes: (i)
reorganizaion of collection procedures, and (ii) development of an audit plan to cover about 30 percent
of taxpayers liable to mnover taxes, rather than the current unrealistic 100 percent. The hiprovement
in revenue collection expected from the above measures is very much constrained by the absence of a
systematic taxpayer registration. The GDT will therefore work with the new Social Insurance Institute
(SIl) in designing its numbeing system and require the taxptyers to use Sn numbers on payment advice
and rerms filed at the tax office.

D. RetUng Public Expen ditUs to Support Prltv Sector Development

xix Over the nex few years, there will be strong financing needs in two areas: investment in public
infrastructu, and rtrucing of the public enterprise and financial sectors. Accommodting these
higher expenditures and remahiing within the targeted overall decline in the ratio of expendiures to GDP
will require significant savgs in other programs. These could come from the rationalization of the
curent provisions of the social safety net. At the same time, strucual changes are required to improve
the inmpc of Government spending. Public investment has to move from investment in the direcdy
productive sectors to investment in public infiasucture at 4 a reform of the public service has to take
place in order to develop iurter the capacity to manage these changes.

Meving Socl Insr"ce Toward Fc P lsc

xx The financial viability of the two numin contributory schemes, unemployment insurance and
pensions, is threateed by unsustnable provisions, a shrinking contribution base, and an increase in the
number of beneficiaries. In June 1993, the Albanian Parliament passed the Social Isurance Bill, which
rationalizes the provisions of the current system and provides a fir step in the direction of fiscal
sustainability.

Mi Regardtg wswloyment insurance, the 1993 legislation has lowered the replacement ratio by
introducing a flat-rate non-indexed benefit and has introduced employee contribution. Furthermore, a
number of non-contributory support measures for certain merit categories have been shifted to social
assistance and will be fully fimded by the budget.

xxii Regarding pensions, the Social Insurance Bill reverses the reduction in the contnbutory base
through the imposition of a flat contribution on the self-employed, particularly farmers. Furtiermore,
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the Bill moves tie system towards fiscal sustainability through the introduction of employee conutio,
provisions to raise the effective age of retirement, and through the transfer to the budget of merit pensions
reserved for preferetial categories.

xxiii To mnge these changes, the Social Inurance Law has established an autonomous soial
insurnce admnaton ihrough the Social Insurance Institute (SLI). The Govemment is planning to
conduct an actua study of the SSI and reassess the need for further changes to the law in order to
move the pension system towards actuarial balance. Because of the current difficulties in tax
administration, the Govermment has entrusted the SU with the collection of contributions. In the medium
term, collection of social insuranc contributions should be transferred to the tax administration to
economie on scarce administrative resourcea.

xxiv Following the adoption of the Social Insurance Bill, the effective rate of wage tax will rise by
1996 to more than 42 percent, a fairly high rate which could induce some enapris to shed labor or
evade fe tax. Furtmore, the Goverment is planing to introduce a moderate wage tax to finace part
of health expenditures. The impact of these measures on revenues should be carefilly monitored and
current plans-including benefit levels-reassessed if necesszy.

BeMer Targeting of Social Assistance

xxv The Government has made much progress in the elimination of the badly targeted and inefnt
system of price controls and subsidies. Ideally, income support programs should be means tested. This
may not be feasibie in Albania given the current limited adminive capacity and the lack of data on
the rapidly changing income distnbution. The Goverment has tderefore, opted for discretionay meam
testn at the local level through the introduction of a system of block gran bestowed onto each
muncipal authority according to such parameters as popuation strucre, unemploymt, health status,
and land distrbuti' n.

Developing a Public Investment Program

xxvi Albania's public infastructure is in such a dilapidated state that it constiutes a major obstacle
to prvate sector development and to foreign diect investment. Rebuild inatruct requires a
fundamentalchange in the nature of public investment, which should be used to swort the Government's
role as a provider of basic services and infhrastu aimed at assistng the development of the prive
sector.

xxvii To establish effective mechnisms for the control and management of public investment, the
Government has prepared a three-year Public Investment Program (PIP) for the 1994-96 period. A bey
reform in the establihment of better investment management procedures will be the intodtion of
resource ceilings set at the beginning of the budget cycle. Since prparation and implementaton of the
budget and the PIP camot be disassociated, it is crucial that the authorities clarify the responsibilities of
the newly created invesment deatnt vis-a-vis the Ministry of Finance and establish procedures hat
ensure compatibility with progress in the control of public exditures.

Reforming du Caiv Service

xxriii Tbe stucal changes recommended above will reque a strog effort of capacity building a
the Government. At present, the machiney of the state is in flux. The mandates of many ministries are
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not clear, with inadequate mechanisms in place for policy fonnulation and coo;dination in vital reform
issues. Civil servants have yet to be trained to comprehend the objectives of their ministry, as well as
in their own role in their implementation. Most importantly, the public service pay scale has to be
reassessed with a view to retaining high performers. This is a crucial and urgent need which should no
longer be neglected. Well performing top civil servants should receive adequate compensaion for their
efforts; at the same time there are probably substantial redwudancies in many ministries.

III. Disegagng the State from Direclly Productive Activities

xxix One of the key challenges for Albania is to further reduce the role of the state in the direcdy
productive sectors in a manner consistent with the objectives of the fiscal consolidation. Privatization is
the fastest and most efficient way to achieve this objective since it takes enterprises off the books of the
state and provides their owners with an incentive to run them profitably. Some large loss makers and the
state banks, however, cannot be closed in the short-tenn; at the ame time, they lack the incentive or
expertise to carry out the necessary restructuring. The Government therefore should play an active role,
within the limits of its administrative and financial resources. Furdtennore, since the state enterprises
are the main customers of the banks, the refonms of the entprse and financial sectors will have to
proceed in tandem.

A. Downszing the State Enteprise Sector through Pvatizaton and Rstuturn

xxx The Government initially concentrated its efforts on privatization of small-scale units, which has
been a highly successful strategy. By the end of 1993, virtually all units with up to ten employees had
been privaized. In May 1993, the Govermment also intoduced Decree 248, dealing with the rapid
privatization of enterprises with up to 300 employees or less than US$500,000 in book value. To date,
about 950 t'lts have been privatized under this decree.

xxxi The Government has now tumned its attention to developing a general privaiation program for
all the remining State Owned-Enterprises (SOEs) and to devising a funding strategy for differet
categories of enterprises, based on their privaization prospects and their social and strategic importance.
The Government is rapidly implemeing this strag and establisng guidelis for tose enteprises
that will remain in the public domain over the medium term.

PWivazaoin and Funding Saegy

xxxii Clear nules have been implemented regarding the privatization and fundng regime of SOEs
involving: (i) SOEs likely to remain state owned in the mediun run, mainly the electicity, railways, and
water companies; and SOEs with high privadzation revenue potential, such as in the oil and gas, and
mining sectors; (ii) large loss makers of strategic or social importance to the Government; and (iii) all
odter SOEs.

xxxiii The SOEs in group (i) require a case-by-case approah to privatization. Utilities will continue
to have access to budgetary fnancing for investments i rehabilitation, mainly throguh the Public
Invesunent Program. Furthermore, selected utilities will have access to operating subsidies in the short
run unil all prices are increased to cost recovering levels.
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xxxiv Group (11) enteiprises are being taken care of by a special ageny, the Entprise Restcturing
Agency (ERA), that is in charge of their priv.izaotion. Since the ERA should wind down witiin 3-S
year, privatiatlon would hav. to take place within that period. Entaprises that are not privatized by
the end of that period will be liquidated. Group (ii) enterprises have access to budgetary fimding through
a specific envelope administered by the ERA. This envelope can be used to fruance the social cost of
restmucturing (e.g. wages or severance pay) as well as high return expenditures on mintenance vand
repairs, and, when it would lead to Immediate privatiation, limited invt anent expenditures. No
entises under the ERA have access to financing from the banking system.

xxv Group (iii) enterprises are to be privatized quickly. A majority of these witl be privatid
according to the procedures established by Decree 248. To promote a rapid privadzation of group (iii)
enterprises, the Government intends to remove floor prices and transfer under Decree 248 argeW
enterprises that have shrunk to less than 300 employees. For the remaining large enterprises that are not
covered by Decree 248, a multi-track strategy emphasizing speed over revenues will be implementd.
Group (iii) enterprises have access to credit from the domestic bankig system but the Govemment will
not exercise any pressure on the banks' behalf.

xxvi R.aisalon. Restitution has provided a major avenue for privatization of state assets. TMe
Govemment is now reviewing its fimctioning, and will need to address a nmaber of issues that may
ot-rwise slow down privatzation through other routes. These include legislation on leasing to allow
maximum productive use of assets privatized in this way.

Poving State Exterprises wth the Right Econoaic Signals

xxxvii For the few enterprises that will remain in the public donin over the medium term, Ihe
Goverment intends to create an environment that will provide them with the right economic signal.
These wil include continued adhesion to the above financing framework; amendments to the stae
entrprise law; and the restoration of basic ownership fimctions.

D. Lting the Scope and Cost of Goveani btenteon in the Fincal Setor

xxxviii The Albanian financia sector consists of throe state-owned commrcal banks and three small joint
veues. At present, the banking system continues to experience problems: the public banks have not
yet acquired the experise needed to appraise credit, and a large portion of their resources is channelled
to loss-making public enteprises. At the sam time, a robust informal private financial network hu
emerged, providing financing to the private sector, but at high cost. The immediate concer of the
Govermment is to put a stop on losses by ban while ensuring that adequate resorces are chamnled to
the private sector. A two-pronged strategy has been developed to this end: placing strict limits on the
activities of the state ban, and encouraging the emergence of new private banks, both from domestic
sources and from foreign insttutions. These short-term emergency actionls will be complemented by the
medhiu-term endeavor of building up bankng infrast r.
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Rutefwwing State Ban

xxxix A large proportion of new loans made by the sate owned banks, to both public and private
enterprises, is in arrears. The banking system continues to be affected adversely by the lack of expertise
in banking practices based on market principles and inappriate reglation and enforcement measures
for collateral and claims, as well as by pressure to lend to loss-making state enterprises. It is the
Government's intention to eventually privatize the state banks, either wholly or in part, while taking
short-term actions to restrict thIr lending actvities to more careful scrutiny and performance-based
measures. Specifically, prudent lending limits wifl be imposed on the Savings Bank (SB), the main
deposit taker, which will lend primarily to the Government through the new Tra market and to
engage only in limited lending to the private sector. New deposit taking by the National Commercial
Bank (NCB) will be restricted to enteprises. The situation of the Rural Commercial Bank (RCB) can
be expected to improve as the extensive technical assistance progr takes hold (see below).

Premolng the Esty of Private Blank

xl Clreatng conditiomfor the entry and development of pnvate bank. Over the medium tem, the
need for fonnal credit intermediation is likely to increase; this provides a strong case for allowing entry
of addidonal private banks. To promote a rapid entry of private banks, the Government has adopted a
policy of relatively low minimum capital requirements for enty, coupled with relatively high capital
adequacy ratio requreents for investors other than internationally recognized baning insttutions.

xii Superision and reglation. Superviing private sector participation in financial instiuons will
require major improvements in the regulatory framework and in the supervision ability of the authorities.
The Government has already taken the first steps by issuing a series of regulations and the BoA has begun
limited inspections of the banks. However, the staff of the BoA's se-rvision department needs to be
tained and ineased. Pull-time exernal assistance in this area is ctmial and short-term assistance is
ofrrendy being sought. In the longer run, this could be strngthene tbrough twining with a foreign
cental bank.

xlii Bankng ir&wastcture. In addition to restricting the activities of state-owned bans and
encouaging the entry of new private banks, a basic banking infrastructure has to be developed through
strengthenin of legal and accounting framework and the establishment of basic communications and data
processing facilities. A payment system has to be developed. A wide-ranging effort to promote
cmercdal banking experise through on-the-job training of bank staff and the development of a trauimng
center is also required.

IV. Developing Albania's Resources

xliii In the medium term, the basis for an economic take-off exists provided the medium-erm strategy
of the authorities can unleash private entrepreneurship in agriculture, industry and services. To this
effect, it is important that policies regarding Albania's main resource endowments-agriculture, mineral,
water and, potentially, tourism-be developed to ensure rapid but enviromentally sustainable
development.
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A. Agricutre

xliv Over the last two years, Albania has achieved extraordiiary progress towards refoming the
agriculture sector, the restuctng of which has produced a strong supply response: for the second year
in a row, agriculture is growing at more than 14 percent at an annua rate. The cropping pattern is,
however, oriented toward satisfng family needs as the newly established private famers seek to protect
their food security: many farmers have become subssteee-orented and the marketed surplus is limited.
Refonrs are reqired in order to encouage famers to market their production and specalize according
to their compative advantage. These refonns consit of privatzing processing and markeig
enterises, the rehabilitation of infructure, the establishment of a system of rutal credit, and
developnmi of land policy.

xlv Processing and Mawing Eneprbises. At present, state enterprises have a de facto monopoly
in processing, handling, storage, and wholesale distribution of agricultual products. To promote
competition, the Government intends to rapidly privatize agro-enterprises. Privatation, while In itself
an important objective of the Govement, may not, however, suffice to bring about the necesay
increase in prvate sector pardcipation as new private entrepreneurs are compeing against established staft
enterprises. To lower entry costs for potential private investors, the Govemment encourages private
participation at all levels of import, distribution, and processing of all food commodities. Private
entrpreneur are futmore being supported by credit lines exended through exernal assistance.

xlvi Rura Credit. Pesently, the rural credit system cannot service dte needs of the emering private
secor. A new agricultural bank has bee created to take over the deposits, capital, ad performing asse
of the former Bank for Agricultural Development. The new Rural Comdmial Bank (RCB) has been
set up as a joint stock compan and bas been placed under the banking Law. An extensive tecical
assisuace program is being provided under the Agricultural Structural Adjustment Credit to assist with
the development of banking experdse in the nrual system.

xlvii The creation of the new RCB will not cover all the credit needs of the agriculral sector. Most
small farmers are likely to require small, uncollateraized loans that are not profitable for a fonnal
bang institution such as the RCB. In addition to the development of a new RCB, rural credit policy
wil require the extension of small loans to individual farmers and micro-entrepreus, which wil be
done partly through the decentralized network of Village Credit Funds set up under the Rural Poverty
Alleviation Pilot Project.

xlviii Inrta c*ure and Etension. The ibdequate infrustucture and extension services consttute yet
another obstacle to the marketig of crops by farmers. These have to be rebuilt and restrictured to lower
farmers' market costs and increase agricutural productivity. The Gove ent is concentating its
efforts on irrigation and exWion services through progras included in the PIP.

xlix Land Policy. Land ownership and ownership rights have to be clearly established to allow the
consolidation of land holdings and, most importaly, the use of land as collateral. The Goverment has
decided that sales of agricultural land will be allowed when a proper system of land registration is in
place and all claims for compensation by fonrer owners have been reolved. The Goverment will also
develop the legal framework allowig leasing of land, including a property law.
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B. The Minal and Oi Sector

I Although Albania's geological endowmet is not such that the country could become a major
mineral exporting center, the mmeral sector could make a significan contribution to the recovery of
exports. With this in view, much is now being done to reorganize the sector and close non-viable
activities. Close attention is also being paid to preparing a progran of emegency rehabilitation and
repairs; and to creating an environment attractive to foreign investors.

Ii Reorganization. The Govenmment is reassessing the organization of the sector and will divest
from non-viable activities. Prelimiary to the restucturing of the sector, systematic geological surveys
need to be undertaken. Sector studies and acton plans for copper, nickel, and oil will then be prepared.
Such a study has already been carried out for chromium, and a joint venture with foreign partners Is
being sought for the chromim company (Albchrome). Lastly, the Government intends to cary out a
reorganizion of its activities in mining development and management.

Hii With regard to coal, a general consensus exists on the need to close most of the mines due to
technical cost and market difficulties. Recent trends indicate that domestic demand would be in the order
of 100,000 tons a year and could be met by the operation of a single mine without further m n
or mechanization.

liii Rehabiaion. A cost effective program of initial emergency measures could make a crucial
conibution to raising export revenues in the chromdum and oil sectors. The Govermen intends to
prepare a list of masures that would directly increase export revemes in the short tenn, assess their cost,
and start mobilizing the required financing from private sources. lnvestment in direcdy productve
acivides, such as oil and mineral extracion, wiU not, in most cases, come from the Public Invesament
Budget as these activities are expected to be carried out on a commercial basis and should be sef-
fiacilng.

liv Atracdng Foreign Investors. The above measures will protect exising productive capacides.
In view of the technological obsolescence of the sector, any expansion in the productive capacides will
require foreign investors to bring in much needed capital and know-how. The Goverment has prepared
a mining law definig rights and regulatng mining actvities. Similarly, a petroleum law, establishing
a framework for aU petroleum activities and model contracts for production sharing agrements, has
already been approved by Parliament. The minig law also defines afical regime for mimnig eanses.
It provides for the payment of import duties, royalde., corporate income tax, property tax and social
security but defines a special regime regarding export taxes, turnover taxes or value added taes. A tax
regime for oil activities-not included in the law-needs to be prepared and enacted. Lasdy, the
Govermnent needs to step up its promotion aWivities.

C. Wate Rtse"rees

Iv Albania is rich in both underground and surface water resources, which has import
implications for the supply of drinking water, agriculture, and hydroelectric power generation. The
development of these sectors wll have major long-term consequences on water availability, and
sustainable development wUl therefore require adopting a nadonal water strategy that coordinates water
use across these sectors. To this end, the Government intends to establish a National Waer Committee
to develop and monitor a national water strategy while assigning responsibility for leasing and control
to the Nadona Water Council.
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lvi Despite the relatve abundance of water, Albania is unable to provide its small popuation with
a sufficient supply of dninking water of reasonable quality. Water supply and seweage systems exist in
most urba area but suffer from extemely poor quaity of service, old and inefficien disibton
networks, and virtually no maitenance. Furtmore, water charges are cutly far bdow cmst
recovery levels.

lvii Irrigation is crucial for tfie development of agriculture. Although the quality of the water is
naturally good, the mining idustry is causlng serious pollution of some rivers and lakes that supply water
for irrigation. In addito, many drains are polluted by urban effluent due to the insufficient number of
water nteatment plants.

Iviii Hydroelcriity accounts for 90 percent of Albania's electricity generadon and 23 percen of
export eaning. There is substnt undeveloped hydropower potential which, when exploited, will bave
a major Impact on the availability of water. Studies on the potential for electricity exports, and on the
impact of new power stations on the availability of wate and on the environent, will have to be
launched before new projects can be started.

D. Tourism

lix Albania's 470kn coastle is rich in biodiversity and its many lakes and rivers support ecosysms
with a large nber of endemic species. This endowmen, together with numme unexploited hiorical
sites, bas strong implicatis for the development of twusm. As inhfasru improves and the poLitical
situaion in neigboring counties settles, tourism could become a major source of growth, provided that
Albania preserves its aual and cululral endowmen. Measures to protect biodiversity and historical
sites should therefore be taken now.

CONCLUSION

lx Constuction of the new Albanian economy began in 1993. In al aspocts of economic and
political life-property fight, infr,acture, financial inn, and taxation, to name but a few-the
Govenment has started from Wsd rasa to build the intiu required for an open, pluralisic,
market-oriented society. With great d aion, it has embarked on an ambitious stabilizationprogm
and, against seemingly Insumotble odds, ro-ebHd eonomic and poitcal stability. In 1993,
after three consecutive years of decline in GDP, Albaia achieved a remarkable comination of modeate
inflation and healthy growth. This growth has conted in 1994.

bxi This early macroeconomic succss has created an extaordinary oppornity for Albania: with
suessful stabilization come funds from foreign donors. These funds in tum alow invesments in human
and physical capital that streng the upply resonse, generate more fiscal revenue, mnte the
consensus for reform, and eventualy reinforce the early success of stabilizaton Such a virtuous cycle
of stabilization and growth, however, is ftagile. The medium-term fiscal sitnation is not yet secure and
the Govremment must concenct its effort on building up a revenue generat capacity. Furtherore,
with the very difficult situation in the enterprise and banking sectors, the temptaion is great to presure
banks into lending to non-viable state enerprises. This temptation must be resisted for it would endaner
the remakable success achieved to far. Growth will come from the dynamism of the private sector that
has already denwstaed its creadvity over the past year, not from old and outmoded enterprises.
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Ixii Albania is endowed with a favorable loion close to European centers, and generous
agricultral, minera and water resces. To create an envionment conducive to the development of
these resos, an enonnous effort of building insdmtional capacity and public inastructu i required.
The authorities' absorptive capacity needs to be expanded through the establishme of project
implemention and procurment procedures, as wel as hough the carfication of tie responsibilities
and roles in each ministry. Albania also needs to hmpress upon the international community the urgency
of shifting the comosition of aid from food and emergency supplies to project fian within the overall
frameork of the PIP. Over dte medium tem, there are good chances that the dynamism of its people
and the coordiated actions by the Government and the international commity will take Albania out of
poverty and tun the Albanian eonomy into one of the most dynamic in Central and Eastem Europe.



CHAPTER 1. A STRATEGY FOR GROWTH

A. Intodution

1. In mid-1992, Albania bega implementing a successful adjustment program. Within the next
year, it enjoyed one of the highest growth rates in Eastern Europe;' with inflation has stabilized at less
than 2 percent a month since mid-1993. The purpose of this intoductory chapter is to describe these first
years of Albania's transition to a market economy, present the main featres of the macroeconomic
strategy adopted by the authorities, and assess the sustainability of the good results obtained so far. The
main theme of the capter, and a recurrent theme in ths report, is that to turn the early success of
stabilization into long term sustainable growth, far reaching structural measures are needed.

2. The task ahead involves nothing short of building a new economy: basically, Albania has
abandoned cenral planning but does not yet have the institutions, expertse, or Inrastucur required by
a well functioning market economy. The contraction of the state enterprise sector over 1990-92 is not
likely to be reversed and means the loss of a tax base for the Governmen. After 45 years of extreme
autarky, the opening of the economy implies a significat downsizing of the industrial sector, despite the
currenT very low labor costs. The privatiaon of the agricultural sector has resulted in a strong supply
response, but also in a sharp decrease in marketed agricultual products as famers have tuned to
subsistence agriculture. The need for reform is enormous and covers all sectors of the economy. At the
same time, implementation of the reforms is constrained by not only the limited administrative capacity
of the authorities, but also by the low level of income per capita which makes the population parcularly
vulnrable to the cost of adjustment.

3. On the other hand, the speed and vigor of private e rial response to Albania's openingZ
and liberalization bave been nothing short of . Compared with a year ago, the Albanian
ouryside and cities have changed considerably. Goods of all kinds have become available, invesmet
in trade, services, and construction are beginning to gather speed, and an increasing number of forign
pnvate mvestors are showing interest. Agricultural products from the newly privatized farms have begun
reaching urban centers in modest quanties. In the cotryside, pnvate conacting finmS supplying
mechanized production services with tractors and harvesters have been established. In urban areas,
helped by the privaiation of tucs and reti shops, trade activity was the first to develop. It was
further fuelled by the remittanrcs of A5ba workers abroad which provided enough purchasing power
for the expansion of trade activity from basic food st to durable consumer goods.

4. Three factors sum up the situation in the middle of 1994: a decisive commitment to reform by
the political leadership; weak administrative structures to support the reforms but a remarkable
entrepreneurial spirit in agriculture; and trade and small-scale enterprise. A major policy priority is to
reform public fiance in order to consolidate the results of the stabilization and to rebuild the
irasucture required by private sector development. Others include: privatization and restructurig of
the state enterprise and banking sectors to support the budgetary consolidation, transfer scarce capital
rcsourc to the prive sector, and allow the development of a viable financial sector; and support for
small-scale private initiative throuot society and specific efforts to develop Albania's naural

11 Gowth in 19 is esimated at 11 percent. Since to ndonal ccoont have been produced in ecet years,
grwth esiae are baned on limited outu data and should not be en as definitive. There is, however,
widespread even of a very srong ptu in economic acdviy in 1993, continuing into 1994.
Cumlative output exansion ove the 1993-94 peroo wil probably be cose to 20 pece.
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endowments in agrculture, mineral, water resources and tourism. This reform program and its
macroeconomic implications are discused in this report.

Box 1.1: Main catural, socia, and demographic characderisi of Albani

0 Albania borders on the Adriatic Sea on the west, Greece on the south, and FYR Macedonia, and te Yugoslav
provinces of Kosovo and Montenegro on the east and north. About 70 percent of the Albanian territory is mountainous.
The Albanians are the descendants of the yrls-a non Slavic group-who have lived in dte cumat area since pr-
Roman times. LArge nutmbers of ethnic Albanians live mainly in Kosovo, FYR Macedonia, and Montenegro but also,
in smaller numbers, in Italy (for centuries), in Turkey, Greece, and in the United Siaes. Currently, alwOut 70 percen
of the Albanian population is Muslim, 20 percent Orthodox and 10 percent Catholic, although these percentages are only
rough estimates. The teligious groups have lived in harmony in Albania over centuries, as evidenced by, for isance,
widespread inter-marriage among groups. In the South, there is a small mirthy of ethnic Greeks: estimates range from
2 to S percent of the total population.

* With about 3.4 million inhabitants, Albanian is a small country. In recent years population grwth has been
in the order of 2 percent per anumi, implying a population young by European sandards. This is pardcularly the case
in predominantly ral areas where average household size in 1989 was 5.3 persons against 3.9 in urban areas. In 1989,
one-hird of the popuation was less than 15 years old, whicb compares with, for instance, one-fifth in Hungary.
Demographic growth has slowed since 1991, largely as a result of the difficult economic shuation and dte emnigraion of
many Albanias to neighboring countries.

* Albania staned the transfonnation process from communism to a market economy with per capita icome
significantly lower than that of other Eastern and Cental European countries: in 1992 income per capita was esdmated
at US$290 (Adas methodology), against a comparable figure of US$2780 for Hungary, US$1690 for Poand, US$980
for the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia. The low level of salries under cetrl phaning was accompae by
wide-rangin entilements-old age and invalidity pensins, sickness benefits, mtrnaity leave, free healft care and
educaon. The system was one of enforced equality, low productivy and stnnt incomes, whb thdsxet rsponsible
for all economic activity and social services.

* No recent statdscal data are available on income distribut Under communism, cash income distribution
was very egahitian: by law the highest salary could not be more than two and a half times the lowest one, stifling
idnative and hfilin to allow rewards to those who perform better. Income inequalities have now sarted to appear. not

only between the employed and the unemployed, but also between those weceiving remittances from reatives abroad and
those who do not. Following the distnbution of agrkicumlt land to workers, an additional source of income inequality
is the difference in the quality of land, with some vilagers in the north east of the country lving at below subsistn
levels. Salaries in the state sector are still reflecting the exteme egliaianism of the past.

* Ptior to World War 11, an estimated 85 percent of the Albanian popultion was illiterate. In the late 1940s,
th Government started comprehensive programs of primary education and deveopod secondary schooling oad higer
educaton. By the time of the polical and economic transition, Albanin's education system enjoyed the expansive
network and viully universal basic education coverage typical of other Eastern Europeancouies. Iliteracy is almost
non.existe an impressive performance for a counrry at the income level of Albaia. The current fiscal crisis has
seriously affected the resources available for education and Albania is now stmggling to preserve is past achevements.

* AJbania's health status is good for a county at is stage of developn. Life expectancy at birth is 72 yeas,
the ighest in the world for countries in the icome range of Albania, and on par wh that of OECD couies. Persoa
life tylks and socioeconomk conditions favorable to health, as well as the high prioriy attached to primnry care and
public health services, can be credited for this unuWal achievement. On the other hand, the health system did nort escape
the distortions and inefficiencies that mnarked the rest of the Albanian economy under central planning. The socal and
poltical turmoil of 1991-92 fwrher aggravated the sbortcomings of the old system and has resulted in he virtl collaps
in the provision of many health services.
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B. Te 1990-1992 Crisis: the Danise df Cenral Planing and Its Aftenath

S. In Albania, as in the rest of E ern Europe, ffie 1980s were a period of economic stagnation:
yearly output growth, that had been in the 10 percent range in the 1950s, barely reached 1 percet over
the decade. This refleced not only lower levels of investnt-with the cessation of aid from China in
1978, the resources that Albania could invest were reduced (see Box 1.2)-but also a marked slow-down
in productivity growth. With popuation growing at 2.1 percent per year, tWis low output growth resulted
in a decline in per capita output. Finally, a major drought in 1990 exacerbated the already difficlt
situation. Agriculture and hydro-electricity were directly affected,2 resulting in net imports of foodstuff
where Albia was once a net exporter of food, and in the cessation of exorts of ctricity. It is
estimated that GDP fell by 10 percaet in 1990, mostly as a result of the drought.

lox 1.2: Main Features f the Albana Eonomy

* Wilh about 3.4 millin inhabitns, bania is a smalt, prdomanty rural eoomy. n 1990. two ds of
the population lived in he countryside, and agricu provided half of otal emplyme and one hid of Net Matl
Pduc Agriual lnd was consoldd in state fums and coopeaves dat repsen2S and 7S pereof arabl
land, respectively. The ratio of arabl land per worker is low at 1.04 hectres.

* Aana had a brod inusl base whih reflected th autrkic nue of the county ather thn its compative
advaage: Albania used to pmdce a very large prpordon of its own Wsr parts and dustri pwducs at a high omt
nd whih low qufalty. in 1990, industy accounted for about half of Net Mater Poduct and one quarter of eployme

In most cases, the cuzt productve equiment has no omic ue va it wu already obsolete at the time of its
insltilon by the USSR or Chia. bania hs resources in chmm copper. nick d oil and sizable reseves of
wat with a strong hydroectric potntal.

* Albants eernal debt amounts to about US$620 million or 90 pc of 1992 GDP. Debt in nonconve
cureny consists mainly of oblgatons under former beral claring aangemen and amounts to about 20 percet
of al debt. Niney percen of Albanas debt im convertible curecy cosis of ars on debt to _mmecial banks
incurred as a result of il-advised foreip exchange tansos, or of shot-term trade credits contracted at the ead of
the communist period as he regime was crumbling.

* Albania joined the CUBA in 1949 and etablished its planning system accorig to the Stalinist model of hat
period, an expeic common to many other Eastem Eurpeancoies. Up to 1988. howeve, all changes we in
the diection of increased centalibaon. and by the lat 1980s. the planning sytem applied InAlba was more exutm
than anywhere else in Eastern Euope. Thus, there was no privae secor actvity in agriutr save for th pemisio
to cultivme a garden sized plot for seXfconsmpt In 1976, the prohbin of privme ownrhip of producve asses
was formally incopated in the consdotion. Up to 1991, my pices bad not been chaged for sevr decades: the
price of bread was changed for the first time since 1945 in July IM when it was ineasd four-fold.

* Such an extreme of command and contol made for vety low produac growth, compenad by high kvls
of investment made posible by h extdal tansfers om die USSR and Cha. avosm averapd about 35 percent
of GDP duing th 1970s. This was supported by masive trnsn fom tie USSR untl 1961. whe ation wer
broken fabowig the China/USSR split d fom China ut 1978when _rladons in tam were brokme. h i esmated
that betwee 1950 and 1978 xtnad l assince was he equal of 44 perct of inestm or 12 petcent of Net
Marl Poduct.,

V1 Ariculture acounted for one-tird of Net Materi Product, whle hydreecticity moe than cov
dome consumption ad wa an impornt source of forig exchage eamnig.
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6. Against this bakdrop of economic decline the Government, foliowing the death of the dictaor
Bnver Hoxha in 1985, began some modest attempts at political and ecoomic liealization. In 1987,
jamming of ItaLan television broadcast was reduced. Popular pressure for change grew, no doubt
influenced by events in neighboring countries and, at the end of 1990, opposition parties were allowed
to form. Contested parliamentary elections were held in March 1991, leading to the victory of the Party
of Labor, Albania's communist party and the only organized political forum at the dme. In mid-1991,
labor unrest and demonstrations forced the Party of Labor to enter into a five pary coalition.

7. This gradual politcal liberalization was accompanied by attepts at economuc reform which, in
the absence of proper incentives and of an overall coherent strategy, had 4i1sastrous macroeconomic
consequences. In 1988, greater autonomy was accorded to enterprise managers regarding what to
produce and how. As a result, the demand for imports increased and trasmfers from state enterprises to
the budget decreased, leading to significant and growing fiscal deficits, as weli as to increased presse
on the balance of payments. The coalition Government undertook a number of important ecowmic policy
changes in the second half of 1991, including the legalization of private activities, the distribution of the
land of the agricultural cooperatives, a partial removal of price controls, and, eventually, the abolition
of the plan itself.

8. In a country that was tuned from a pre-World War I agraian society iato an extrere version
of the Stalinist model, the abolition of the plan led to economic chaos-output declined by 28 percent in
1991 and by 10 percent in 1992. For decades central planning had allocated inputs and set production
targets. Its demise resuted in the dissolution of input-output ans: a factoay could not produce for lack
of ioputs, and the factory to which it would have sold its output was in turn immobilized for lack of
inputs. Perhaps more than anywhere in Eastern Europe, the abolition of the plan led to a 'manageria
shock* as enterprise managers were unable to cope with decentralized decision makdng. Production was
disrupted across all sectors of the economy, with many enterprises opesatng at very low capacity by end-
1991, and food shortages developed.

9. These difficulties were compounded by the breakdown of bilatal trade agreements, which
resulted in a loss of markets and in the deterioration of the terms of trade. About two thirds of Albania's
exports, representing 11 percent of GDP, were directed towards CMEA countries or China tough
bilateral trade agremes. Albania's trade in non-convertible currencies consisted mainly of exports of
raw materials and of imports of manufacred goods, machinery, and transport equipment. In 1990,
economic restruct in CMEA countries shifted demand towards altemative markets and therefore
reduced the demand for Albanian exports:3 in 1991, expoas towards the non-convertible currency zone
all but collapsed. Furtwhmore, in 1991, all trade becme conducted in convertible cumrncies and all
bilatral balances converted in dollars.

10. Extenal commercial relations and access to imported industrial inputs, were furter disnted by
the accumuation of a large extemal debt. Up to 1988, Albania had no debt in convertible currency.
Between end-1989 and mid-1991, however, it accumulated an external debt of roughly US$500 million,
or about seven times 1991 convertible currency exports. This debt was mainly the result of ill-advised
foreign exchange transactions and unsetded lets of credit, accumulated in an atnosphere of ecomic

l/ Although Abanian expouts consiste mainly of raw materials, they were of such a natre, for ins low
grade of chromium concenae or acude oil with high slfur content, that switching to inenatonal maes
was difficult.
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and political confiusion as the old regime was disintegrating. At mid-1991, Albania bad defaulted on these
obligations and was therefore cut off from baning credit, mcluding cmcial trade credit.

Table 1.1 Main leoomk Indiaos 1980-92

1989 1990 1991 I992

(perceqe dange)

Output growth 10 .10 -28 -10
Agriulr 15 -4 -21 18

Industry 8 -20 -37 -60

Wb n end of period 0 0 104 237

gercenge of GDP)

Public expendiW 57 61 62 48

Fiscal revenues 48 47 29 26

Budget deficit (commitm) -9 -15 33 22

Broad money 24 33 69 59

11. The abolition of the plan led not only to widespread disruptions of production, but also to a loss
of control over the state enterprises, with disastrous consequences for fiscal revenues. Under central
planning, state enterprises provided the main tax base, as well as the main instituons through which
revenues were channelled to the state budget. The output decline of 1991-92 meant a dramatic decline
in the tax base. Furthermoe, the abolition of the plan, as well as the general crisis of comunist
institutions, led to a weakening of the control of the Government over state eri. Enteprises in

rplus decresed their transfers to the budget and graned salary increases to their workers, imported
consumption goods or foodstuff, or acmuldated financial assets. This tanslated into a decline in the net
contibution of state enterprises to the budget-taxes minus enterprise subsidiesfrom 35 percent of GDP
in 1989 to 4 percent in the first half of 1992. Tax revenues fil from 44 percent of GDP in 1989 to 16
percent in the first half of 1992.

12. Fiscal expediurs rose sharply in 1991-92, pardy to counterbala the decline in output. First,
the Govenment decided in mid-1991 that workers furloughed for lack of inputs were to receive 80
percent of their wages. Second, under political pressure, wages and salaries of al state employees were
arbitrarily incsed by 50 percent in 1991, before any wide ranging price hbealization m ures. These
wage increases were fianced by the extension of budgetary subsidies to entrprises and by automatic
extension of credit from the baidng system to the state eterprises. As a result, budgetary subsidies to
enrpri increased to 19 percent of GDP in the first half of 1992, from 8 percent in 1989. Eventually,
the deficit mushroomed to 44 percent of GDP in the first half of 1992.

13. In this context of financial crisis, the partid price liberalization of November 1991 reul in
runaway open inflation. Prior to the price libealization, passive monetary acommodaton of the fisa
deficit led to a liquidity overhang: domestic credit doubled in 1991 and at end-1991, the ratio of broad
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money to GDP had risen to 69 percent, from 24 percent in 1989. With the partial price liberIzation
of November 1991, monthly inflation climbed into the 10 to 15 pacat range.4

14. By mid-1992, Albania portrayed a grim picture of economic decline and poverty not seen in
Europe this century. Cumulative output decline since 1990 was close to 40 percent, inflation was runni
at more than 350 percent on an anmnal rate, foreign exchange reserves were exhalusted, the admisrative
system had all but collapsed, and social unrest was on the rise. Lastly, Albania, which used to be a net
exporter of food products, had become heavily dependent on food aid.

C. M92-93: The Restoration of Social and Economic Stabilq

15. In December 1991, the Democratic Party withdrew from the coalition Govement in order to
force early elections that were held in March 1992. These elecons-with a rate of participation of almost
90 percent-resulted in a nearly two-thirds parliamentary majority for the Democratic Party. The tewly
formed Goverrnent engaged in a program to restore public order and to stabilize the economy. This was
supported by a rapid mobilization of international aid that included a 12 month Stand-By Arrangement
from the IMF in July 1992, followed by a three-year arranement under the Enhanced Struct
Adjustment Facility (ESAF) of the IMP in July 1993, balance of payments and emergency suport
organized under the auspices of the EC/G24, and critical imports and structural adjustment credits from
the World Bank.

16. Under the difficult initial conditions of the program, the policy options open to the authorities
were fairly limited. With the high macroeconomic imbalances built over 1991-92, the authorites had no
choice but to opt for shock therapy, i.e. wide ranging price liberalization and very tight monetary and
fiscal policies. Furthermore, with the exhaustion of foreign exchange reserves, the authorities were
conmpelled to float the lek, the Albanian currency unit. The authorities fiurter implemented an incme
policy through the imposition of nominal wage limits on state enterprises.

17. The core of the adjustment was fiscal consolidation. Public expenditu were reducet by tde
equivalent of 22 percentage points of GDP between mid-1992 and 1993, maildy through cuts in enterprise
subsidies and in operations and maintenance.5 Expenditures on the social safety net were kept constant
relative to GDP through a streamlining and better targeting of the benefits. On the revenue side, taxes
were increased by 6 percentage points of GDP between mid-1992 and 1993, through the roduc of
excises and the broadening of the tumover tax. As a result, the ratio of the deficit to GDP fell from 44
percent in the first half of 1992 to 16 percent in 1993. Taldng into account foreign financing, domestc
funancing of the budget fell from 42 percent of GDP in the first half of 1992 to 10 percent in 1993.

4/ Prices were not liberlized or even adminitatively increased prior to November 1991. Inlon prior to
November l991 reflects the emergence of a small private sector opeting with free prices, at first oleted
by the authorities, and subsequely legalized by the coalition govemment in the second half of 1991.

11 The high level of operations and maintenance expediU relative to GDP in 1991-92 reflecs more te
collapse of GDP than an abnormally high level of expenditure on tes items. In the mid-1980s,
expendires on opertions and maitena wre in line with regiona averages.
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18. These radical measures were translated into a tight monetary policy: the ratio of broad money to
GDP fell from 64 percent at mid-1992 to 45 percent at end-1993. This dght monetary stance was
facilitated by the fiscal consolidation as well as by inuctions to banis to lend to public and private
borrowers on a strictly commercial basis. It resuted in a severe contraction of credit to state enterprises:
credit to state enterprises remained constant in nominal tenms thrughout 1992-93, which resulted in a
52 percent real cumulative decline over a year and a half. On the other hand, credit to the private sector,
starting frm a very small base, increased at a very fast pace throughot the period. As a result of this
policy, the structure of net domestic credit had radically changed at end-1993, compared with mid-1992,
with the Government share increasing from 54 to 70 percent, credit to state enterprises falling from 42
percent to 22 percent, and credit to the private sector increasing from 4 to 8 percent.

19. In the absence of Govermnent paper, monetary policy relied mainly on credit ceilings to limit the
expansion of balance sheets of banks. Reserve req _remet were introduced in 1992 but became fully
operational only in 1993. In any case, holdings of excess reserves by commercial banks would have
limited the effectiveness of this instument in influencing bank liquidity. At the same time, the lek was
floated and interest rates on lek denominated term deposits were administratively set with a view to
attaining positive real rates. In view of the low initial level of foreign exchange reserves, foreign
exchange deposits for households and state enterprises were introduced to reduce the pressure on official
reserves.

20. The Government adopted as an additional nominal anchor an incomes policy designed to bring
about a decline in real wage commensurate with the 40 percent decline in output of 1990-92. This policy
consisted of the imposition of ceilings on average inceases in compensaon in each state enterprise. A
new wage law embodied tax penalties for average wage increases beyond the cenally detenrined limit,
but these provisions were not implemeted in practice for lack of control and enforcement procedures.

21. On the strcturat side, the stabilization progran included price reform, exchange and trade system
liberalization, bankig reform, and privadzation. All price cotrols were eliminat save for a few
consuner items and utilities whose prices were sharply increased. The exchange market was unified,
private exchange tramactions legalized, current account tramactions liberalized, and export and import
licensing requirements eliminated or reduced. The first efforts toward the development of a two-tier
banking system were taken with the implemation of laws on central and commercial banking operadons
and pursued through technical assistance programs for the institutional development of the cental bank
and of commercial banks. The distribution of most agricultural land was completed by end-1993, while
small-scale privatization proceeded at a brisk pace throughout the period.

22. The resuls of the program, particularly in view of the difficult starting conditions, have been
much better than expected. In early 1994, inflation had abated to less than 2 percent a month. The
nominal exchange rate appreciated over the summer of 1992, following the initial depreciation associated
with the liberalization of the exchange market, and has renmined stable since the fall of 1992. Foreign
exchange reserves have increased to about 2 months of imports. Real GDP growth, led by private sector
activity, is estimated to have reached 11 percent in 1993. The largest contnbution came from the
agricultural sector, which is estimated to have grown by 14 percent. Albania has now practically wend
itself from food aid, with domestic production and private imports expected to cover most of domestic
consumpdon in 1994. Growth in the construction, and service sectors has been even more
rapid than in agriculture. As a result, which reached a peak of about 30 percent in April
1993, had fallen to less than 18 percent by end-year. Most importantly, the social consensus has held,
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despite the rigors of the stabilization program: in a surVey taken in mid-1993, two out of three Albanian
supported the creation of a market econoy "lagely free from state control".'

Tabh 1.2 Main Eoomwc Iudlcats 1992 3
1992 1993

(percentage chag.e)
Output growth -10 11
Agrtre 18 14
Industty -60 .10
Construction 5 32
Transortton -20 12
Other services 5 13

(pecentage of GDP)
Public expentures 48 44
Of which:

Operadt and Man 11 7
Subsidies to enprise 5 3
Social safety net 16 IS

Fisc revenues 26 28
Of which:

Countepar fuids 6 4
Tax revenues 17 20
Non tux reve 2 4

Broad money (end of period) 59 45

Real et domestic credit -67 3
Real credit to governm -48 s
Real credit to sae enterprIes 82 -22
Real credit to pdvaJe sector 27 112

Wnfation (percenage change) 237 31

Souces: Gow v of Albania ad World Bat and IMP saff esdmaes

J/ USIA commiskod survey conducted by the _Cdepend of Sociologia Studies in ram.
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23. The success of the stabiiztion is evident by the evolution of real money balances (see chart
1.1). Real money balances fell at the outset of the progm, as the monetary overang was eliminated
through price liberalization. Staning in late Cat 1.1
1992, real money balnces rose, reflectng a
higher money demand associated with lower
expetatons of inflation. At the same dme, m
the stucture of broad money changed, with
long-term deposits increasing from 31 percent
of total deposits h mid-1992 to 48 percent at
end-1993, as a result of the new struculre of -- -
interest rates implemented at the outset of the
program. By spring 1993, interest rates on
six-month deposit had turned positive in real
terms.' Despite the high interest rates
offered on lek-denominated asset, the
demand for foreign-dnminat deposits -m 
grew even faster: foreign exchane deposits
now represent about one thid of total
deposits. The growth of foreign exchange
deposits has probably alleviated the prese
on the official forein exchange reserves. On the other hand, the esence of foreign exchange deposits
makes the control of bans' liquidity, particularly under a flexible exchange rate regime, more diffict.
Their evolution should therefore be monitored cardflly.

24. Stabilization was made easier by the Char 12
lack of iMfadon lnefa. Because Albana bad
no experience with inflation, there existed no
indexation mechanisms at the time of the 0Nu1W U

pnce liberaization. The results can be seen X
from char 1.2: inflation decreased rapidly 41u A
followin the Jumps of August 1992 and
Jamuary and May 1993 associated with price
libealization or increases in adminitered
prices. This was particularly important in
view of the sharp depreciation of the lek at
the outset of the program. The unification ,.
and liberalization of the foreign echange * .. 
market resulted in a jump in the echange
rae from about 50 leks per dollar to about
110 leks per dollar in July 1992. The lek
subsequently appreciated in nominal but also
in real terms as the domestic inflation rate has yet to convrge to the rate of nominal depreciation. The
extent of the real appreciation-about 70 percent between July i992 and Decembe 1993-suggests that

21 Ex-post interet rt.
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the initial depreciation went far above the new long-run equilibrium value of the lek.8 With inflation
inertia, thi high initial depreciation could have fed in the price level over the medium term, requirig
more contractiontry policies.

Chart 1,3
25. Perhaps the most surprising-and
welcome-outcome of the stabilization Chat PAW 6Nnrtal

program has been the profile of outp. In no
other Eastern European countries, 185
stabilization has been associated with a sharp
decline in output. Furthermore, in many 14

140
stabilization plans in market economies, in:
particularly money-based programs, W /
stabilization has led to an initial recession.' 12
In Albania, most of the output decline seems
to have taken place before the stabilization I . .
program. Two types of explanations can be .
advanced for the recovery of output during AM__ 4__N__R

stabilization: on the one hand, credit
conditions may not have been as tight, as
suggested by the monetary statistics, whereas
the growth rate of 1993 reflects a shift of the
aggregate supply schedule brought about by the structur measures taken early under the program.

26. Under the program, real credt to state enterprises has fallen sharply while outstanding bank credit
to the private sector represented ordy about 5 percent of GDP by end-1993. Nevertheless tv 3 factors
may have eased the credit situation of firms. First, a rise in inter-enterprise arrears: after the cut in bank
credit and budgetary subsidies, state enterprises started to accumulate arrears (see chapter 3). By end-
1992, the amount of gross arrears, including tax arrears, represented 180 percent of the outstanding credit
to state enterprises in the banking system. In early 1993, the Government implemented a clearing
exercise and adopted a series of regulations to limit the future growth of aears. There is, however,
some evidence that inter-enterprise arrears have continued to acculate in 1993, particularly vis-a-vis
the main utilities. Second, fuelled by mittanes from Albanian workers abroad, the informal banking
sector seems to have played a very important role in financing private sector activities. The fact that,
until mid-1993, the credit ceilings were not binding, is evidence that monetary stance was not as tght
as planned.

27. Set against the 40 percent cumulative decline of 1990-92, the 1 1 percent of growth of 1993 may
appear as a modest catch-p. The high growth of 1993 is, however, much more than a catch-up on past
output decline: over the past year and a half the strumcnre of the Albanian economy has fundamentally

AI In view of the stuctural changes taking place in Albania, such long run equilibrium is anybody's guess.
Nevertheless, it can be argued that exchange market liberalization carried out in a context where no
credible inflation hedge existed is likluy to have resulted in an exchange rate reflectng a stock, rather than
flow demand.

2/ See E.G. Calvo Vegh, Iflation stabilizaton and nominal anchors, IMP Papes on Policy Analysis and
Asseament, 1992
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cued. Fiust, industrial production has collapsed, and agriculture now represents more than 50 percent
of value added. Second, agdculture has been privatized: as a rosult, over a year and a half, the share
of the private sector in GDP has grown from nearly 0 to more than 60 percent. The much faster
response of output to the new incentive system, relative to other Eastem European countries, reflects to
a large extent the much stronger responsiveness of the private sector to changing incentives. Albanian
state enterprises have yet to restart production on a large scale. Lastly, the early adoption of appropriate
price Incentives has been crucial, particularly in the agricultural sector. Because of the difficult fiscal
situation, the Government sold food aid at world market prices, which stimulated domestic production
and private imports and ensured that food dependency was only a transitoly phenomenon.

28. An addional factor in the success of the adjustn_t program was the quick mobilization of
cxtemnal aid, and the steady inflow of remittance from Albanan workers abroad. In 1993, aid inflows
are esdmated to have reached nearly 50 percent of GDP or US$470 million.10 Emergency aid played
a crucial role in keeping the social consensus for the reform. Through countepat funds, it has also
provided non- inflationary financing to the budget. In addition, remtiancesfirom Agbunian workeis
abroad are esdmated to have reached 18 percent of GDP in 1993 or US$200 million. Together with a
still strong sense of extended family, they have provided an infonnal safety net that has greaty helped
to maintain the conses for the reforms. They have also provided the start-up capital for ny new
activities and fuelled demand for services and construction.

D. 1994-97: A Medium-Term Framework for Growth

29. The challenge is now to tum the early success of the stabilization program into long-term non-
inflationary growth. This section presents a maoeconomic framework that extends the results of 1992-
93 over the medium term and discuses the various policies and assumptions underlying this scenario.
The Government has adopted, in a Policy Framework Paper (PFP) negotiated with the World Bank and
the IMF in mid-1993, an ambitious program of reforms for the period 1993-96, including a basic macro-
economic framework for the period. The scenario presented in this section is an update, prepared by the
World Bank, of the PFP scenario prepared in mid-1993. In view of the weak statistical basis and the
tmendous stucul changes currently taking place, medium-term macroeconomic projections can only
be a tentative exercise. Nevertheless, they have to be attempted in order to assess the consistency of the
various policies and objectives.

30. Under current assumptions, growh would stabilize on a trend of about 6 percent a year in the
second half of the 1990s. The economy's expansion would be private sector-based and would come
mainly from a combination of continued progress in agriculture, the development of Albania's mineral
and energy resources, and a strong expansion of small-scale activities in services and manufactring.
Inlation would continue to fall over the period and would reach 7 percent a year in 1997. This fall in
inflation would be supported by a major fiscal effort. Fiscal adjustment would require strong actions both
on the expenditure and on the revenue side: revenues would rise by 5 percentage points of GDP and
expenditures would fail by 3 percentage points of GDP over 1994-97. The evolution of credit to the
private sector reflects increasingly successful institution building in the banks. As their capacity to
dicrimite between good and bad borrowers develops, the program will make more room for credit
expamsion to the private sector.

Qf Although the ratio of aid to GDP appeas very large, it is disred by the highly depreciated excmange ra,
as well as by the pricing of some forms of aid.
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Box 1.3 How hgh Is the real inoame of A i?

* Compared with the mid 1980s,real income in Albania has declined by twords according to he Atas
mehodology esimates of GDP per capita. Yet, when quesdoned in a nadonwide survey,two OUt of tree Abnians
found the economkc siation beer than under communism. Althou no recent data on stndards of living are
curendy available, five broad types of factors can explain this apparent paradox.

* First, the exchange rate has probably depreciated far beyond its new long-n equilbrim vale, as any
visitor ventung in an Arbaman restaurn or shop klows too wel.

* Second, the pre-reform GDP was probably overstated, ith he subsequent economic decline overesimad.
Under cenutl planig. mismeasurement of output was widespread due to reportng incentves. Sine mangers wer
rated accordmg to their fulfiDmen of the plan tagets and all iputs were under bureaucratic control, dtere were
strong incentves to icreas repored output.

* Third, the post reform GDP is understimated as many private sector activities are difficult to record. With
the rapid increase in the share of the private sector in GDP, new reporting mechanism have to be established.
Although such mechanums are curentdy being developed they are not yet operadonal and no reliable data exist on
private sector acdvity: currdy only the Mintry of Agricul conducts surveysof pive enterpries in its sector.
Furthermor, because most of the private secr is ifoml, its mesuremen is firly diRktul.

* Fourth, the consnier price index is probably oveestmating the true inase in the cost of living. Ihe
cwrent consumer price index is a Laspeyre index which uses initil period weighs. In a period of ring pes, this
index overesdmates the cost of living because k fails to pick up substiuton effects caused by changes in reltive
prices. These effects are likely to be impornt in Albania. where the opening of the economy has brought many
changes in the range and prices of goods available to Albana Furmore, the cumnt consumer price index does
not pick up qualitative effects, which are delicate to mesure t any couny. These qualitative effects are likely to
be important as goods manufactured abroad have rephced the goods produced under the old autaridc system. Lastly,
the price index does not capture positive effects suh the savings in work and leisure time made possible by die
end of queuig and searching for goods, or the new abflity of conme to choose the goods they want among the
many varees now available.

* Fifth, GNP exceeds GDP by a very wide margin, as result of remitnes ftrm Albanian workefs abroad.
Albnia has a very large percentage of its working4age popuaion living abroad, pribmiy in Ital and Greece. Profit
remittances from this group represent a substantil portion of tiona incwme. Officl ates indicate that GNP
was more than 30% higher than GDP in I. These esdmates ae based on Dank of Albania foreign exchange
transactions and customs data on private goods imports. The actual kvel of remances may be higher.

31. With the fiscal contraction envisaged under the program, gross national saings are projected to
rise over the medium term to about 14 percent of GDP from dissavings equivalent to about 18 percet
of GDP in 1993. Goverment savings would rise to 1 percet of GDP in 1997 from dissavings of 9
percent of GDP in 1992. On the other hand, the growt objectives under the progrm would require
public investmen flows of about 13 percent of GDP on aveage. These unusualy high ratios of
investen to GDP reflect the need to rebuild infrastructure as well as the low and unsuinable levels
of 1991-92 when investmTnt fell close to 5 percent of GDP. With the strong fiscal adjustment, the
curent account deficit is projected to decline from US$369 million in 1993 to US$270 miDion in 1997.
This improvement is based on a yearly growth of exports close to 20 percent in real terns. Starting from
exceptionally low levels, this would br5ng exports back to about the pre-crisis level of convertible
currency exports by 1996, based on recovery of minerals, energy, agriculture, and small-scale
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manufacturig. Total imports would increase moderately as private imports would replce emergency
did.

32. The medium-term outlook mans overshadowed by the adverse effects of the large external
arrears on confidence, trade, and foreign investment. Albania has undaken to hplemene a
comprehesive action plan to solve its extemal debt problem. In this context, It has requsted the use
of an IDA-Debt Reduction Facility for the buy-back at a considerable discount of its commercial bank
debt. The Facility will provide for the financing of legal and financial advisors and for part of the cost
of the buy-back. Diccussions with commercial banks are underway and the Govenment is actively
seekng cofinancing to fund the operation.

33. Based on the above scenario, preliminay estimates of fananng requirements over 1994-97
amount to US$ 1.2 billion-including the costs of the debt resolution. For eternal viability to be a
realistic goal by the end of the 1990s, the projected gaps would have to be met on highly concessional
tems and the large extenal arrears problem must be resolved in a manner compatible with Albania's
exceptionally weak extenal position. Most of the funding is expected to be provided on concessional
tern and to come from IDA, the IMF, the EU, and the 024, mainly as project financing.

34. The key to long-term financial stabilty is not only the pursuit of fiscal adjustment but also hie
Implementation of a long-tenn solution to the current problems of the banking sector. So far, the fiscal
adjusitm has relied on measures difficult to replicate, such as cuts in enterprise subsidies or cuts in
operations and maintenance expenditures. This implies that structural measures are needed to bring about
a fiiher fall in the deficit. On the revenue side, a new tax base has to be developed. On the expenditure
side, savings have to be sought from the rationalization of social safety net provisions wbhe public
investment has to be expanded and reorganized.

35. Because the curent decline in state enterprise production is irreversible, a new tax has to
be developed. The development of such a tax base will face three constraints: (i) in view of the urgency
of the budgeay crisis, the loss in income sometimes associated with the Inidal steps of tax reform must
be minimzed; (ii) the gradual build-up of capacity in the tax and customs administrations must be the
overriding constraint that determines the pace and sequencing of the tax reform; and (iii) the growing
sectors of the economy-small-scale farming and services-are mosdy informal and notoriously difficult
to tax. In this context, the strategy of the Government is two-pronged: develop a simple and non-
diortionaiy form of consumption tax, and strengthen tax and customs adminiions.

36. Albania is cutly spending a large share of its budget on transfers to households. Extensive
social safety net provisions have helped weather out the rigors of the stabilization but, as the economy
recovers, substantidal savngs could be made by making social isura fiscally sustinable and better
targetig social assistance. These savings will be used to finance the much-needed rebuilding of
infrastructue. Rebuilding infrastctre will also require a radical change in the nature of public
investment from investment in directly productive activites to investment supporting basic public services.
The Public Ivmnt Progrsm will have to be developed further to establish procedures for public
investment progrmmng and management. To become sustainable, these changes will have to be
accompanied by a strengthening and reorganization of the civil service (see chapter II).
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Table 1.3 A Pob Growth SSceI M-
EStImated Prted
1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

Mg? and Pmes
ODP gwtb 11 a 6 6 6
Ilfaton,pedoad avagv 8S 27 14 10 8

8 Dation, end of perod 31 24 10 9 7

Monq (% cap us odherwise indicated)
Orowth of bad money 74 33 25 19 IS
Resem" amdaia (US" 119 40 20 IS 1S
Cftdit 56 33 25 18 14
To tepublic sector: 39 31 11 4 0
Budget 58 40 14 5 3
Publk aetrprises 1 3 0 0 0

To te prhvnt seo" r 321 47 132 71 42

Public fmnce (as X GDP)
Overall balance -16 -16 -14 -9 -8
Domeslc ftnaing 10 a S 2 1
Foreign flncig 6 8 9 7 7
Total reve 28 27 29 32 32
o/w taxreue 20 21 2S 30 30
Toal e _pen 44 43 43 41 40

Saving and eane (as % GDP')
Natonal avtnp -18 -3 6 10 14
Folm avip gs 32 18 15 12 10
Domestlic hlwest 14 IS 21 22 24

Emnm fiacng (US$)
Uses 488 395 299 279 270
Cunt acco defich 369 302 279 2S7 241
Amoriadon and otbres 0 0 0 7 14
Debt b ack W 53
Reserve scchoAa 119 40 20 1S 1S

Sources 488 395 299 279 270
Dhet bvestent IS 45 50 55 60
Projected disburseme 159 IS0 127 77 60
Offical unsfers 311 118 72 11 0
Grant for debt buyoack S2
Gap 30 SO 136 ISO

Source: Govrmnt of Alban and WOld ank Md ld aff esmas
"Ed-ywear. per ca fom previous peo
w La increase in 1993 due to low stock of exitng pWte socrdit in IM
'Foreign saving Incudes officia trnsfer
" Resn grantinanced buyback of exten com _mea debt obligations at 10 percen of fae value, ed
1994.

Diffeece bewee source and use of fands is tad from resere a .

37. Fisca adjusm is unliklly O tralate into low long-term Iflation unless the problem of dte
bning system are addessed. Because the Government guaraees household bank deposits, the bad
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portfolio performance of state banks" creates a public liability which could result in monetazy
expansion, should the Government need to intervene to bail out depositors. While the state banks have
inherited a portfolio of non-performing loans from their activities under cental planning, they have also
continued to extend bad loans, partly as a result of public pressure to lend to non-creditworthy borrowers.
To address this situation, the Govement will refrai frm exercising pressure on the banks but rather,
will allocae to the most important non-creditworthy borrowers an earmarked budgetary envelope.
Futhermore, the Government intends to promote the entry of small but highly capitalized private banks.

38. To some extent the growth perfornance of 1993 is exceptional in that the legalization of private
activities allowed new activities to be carried out with very high rates of return. Basically, the private
entrepreneurs who were the first to break into new markets have benefitted from high rents. In the
medium term, growth can be expected to revert to a trend from the very high rate of 1993. Nevertheless,
there is much that the Government can do to help sustain a high growth trend. As growth will be private
sector-based, a key Government policy to ensure the success of the adjustment program is to refram from
direct intervention in private economic decisions. Rather, the Goverment should strive to create an
environment conducive to private sector development. Such an environent will require, fint and
foremost, financial stability, transparent and stable policy rules, an appropriate legal framework, access
to foreign markets. An active privatization policy, the development of financial intermediation and
enough credit expansion, and the rebuilding of inftastructure are also necessary.

39. Access to foreign markets will be of particular importance for private sector development. With
the constraints posed on domesdc demand by the adjustment program and the small size of the domestic
market, growth is likely to be based on expansion of external trade. With Albania's favorable location
close to Italy, access to EU markets will play a crcial role. In March 1992, the Council of Europe
decided to include Albania in the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP), which grants preferential
tarff treatment (mostly on unprocessed goods) to developing countries. Furthermore, aUl quotas on
imports from Albania have been removed, except for textiles and a few agricultural goods. In view of
te small size of the Albanian economy relative to that of the EU's, prospects for enhanced access to EU
markets look quite favorable.

40. While the speed of privatization of agriculture and the associated supply response, have been
renarkable, privatization of industry and service enterprises has proceeded more slowly. In particular,
the Government has adopted a restitution law which could delay privatization and constitute an obstacle
to foreign direct investment. To speed up privatization, the Government needs to address some
provisions of the restitution law, continue with the successful privaizton of small units, and implement
a privatization program for larger enterprises emphasizing speed over revenues.

41. So far, growth has taken place in informal activities, for instance, smallscale farming financed
through informal channels or requiring very little working capital or start-up funds. ndeed, one of the
reasons why the tight monetary policy has been accompanied by a strong supply response was that new
activities to date have not relied on baking credit and therefore have not suffered from the tighter lending
conditions imposed by the stabilization program. However, this is likely to change as the scale of the
newly started finns expands and as activities with a longer production cycle and with significant start up
costs-for example, construction-develop. These new actvidtes will need banking credit for their
continued development and expansion. This will require an effort in two directions: strict adherence to

1LLI Ther ar currny no prvate banks in Albania.
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the fiscal deficit targets will be necessaly to allow enough growth in credit to the private sector while
keeping to the hniation target, and while viable ficial iediation will have to be developed,
mainly through a licensing policy conducive to the entry of private banks.

42. Albania's weak and dilapidated infrastructure remains a major Impedimext to private sector
development. The state of the road system is worse than anywhere else in post-comunist Europe, water
supply and electricity are unreliable, and the telecomurncation network highly is highly deficient. The
lack of infrastructure could have a particularly adverse impact on agricultural development. Until now,
agricultural growth has mostly resulted in self consumption as fanners sought to reestablish their food
security. Proper inrastructure, in particular roads and irrigation, will play a crucial role in encouraging
famers to expand and market their production.

43. The main risk to the scenado presented in this section remains that of a fiscal slippage. Now that
the worst of the financial crisis is over, the sense of urgency is not a strong and there is renewed
pressure to increase public expenditures. Furthermore, the revemne situation remains uncertain. There
is presently no indfatructure for modern tax collection as in the tightly controlled and centralized society
that Albania used to be, the scope for non-compliance and tax evasion was very limited and penalties very
high. In a democratic, market-oriented society, the enforcement of tax laws involves more complex
informational requirements, which the present tax nistrion is poorly equp to provide. Should
the tax effort fall short of the program targets, Albania will have to implement a range of measures
including increased reliance on the taxation of external trade and fiurter cuts in current expenditures,
compatible with its long-term development objectives.

44. The remainder of the report proposes strategies and policies to bring about the medium-term
growth and inflation path presented in this chapter. It is strucured as follows:

45. Chapter II discusses how public fiances could be reformed to reduce the deficit through revenue-
increasing and expenditure-reducing measures, while a minmm social safety net is maintained and the
much-needed rebuilding of public infrastructe is initiated;

46. Chapter m presents options to reduce the Govermnent's involvement in the enterprise and
financial sector as well as to keep public expenditures on enterprise and banking reform consistent with
the fiscal targets, speed up the privatiation process, and build a viable banking sector; and

47. Chapter IV examines the growth prospects of activities linked to Albania's main resource
endowment and assesses whether the policies presented in the previous chapters will suffice to promote
their rapid development.
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Box 1.4 Fore Trade and Dirc Fordg lnvesmet Pospects

* TOtal utade under centa plannig remaed small relative to GDP i view of t small siz of the Albanian
economy-exports and mports in 1990 were equivalen to 14 and 22 percento of GDP. respetvely- cting the autatic
naure of the economy. Export in nonconvertlble cWuncis cosisted maindy of food products and mie while
exports in converYtble curarcies were domiated by raw matra, mainy minera. nTe morty of iMpom in
converble and non-covertible curreny cosisted of manfactued goods, machinery, and tnsport equmenLt

* With dte 8bolition of tie plan, the statstica system of Altan has to be rebuilt frm scratch to adapt to die
characteristics of a mauket econom,y. While tis instiution buiding istn progress, so teiable data on trade are presenty
avaiable. Neverheklss, from atecdotl evidence and data gathered from patter countries, the followig qualitative
assessment can be made.

* With the colapse of dte CMEA and of trade through aranged agreements with Eas1ten Europe, the as two
years have seen a dramatic shift in trade fws for Albania. A colapse of exports during 1991 and 1992 is being
folowed by a modest rewal of resource-based expots sUch as minerlm s and energy (to Greece) by the public sector,
while agricultural exons can be expected to contdime to increase as privatized stat fams in the form of Joint ventu
exort such products as tobacco, matoes, olive oil, and medina herb. in the medium mte, xpor of lbor-ntensive
indusies can also be expected to bring export vbs back to or beyood pre4emocracy convertible cuncy lvels
although, given low productivity, ui labor costs rmin high despie the very depreciad excha rate.

* Merchandise hpo were arficaly high in 1992/1993 due to the urgent need for food and other humaniari
assisnce. In 1992, imports of goods wee nmore than 75% of nmsuredgoss domestic produt lhouhras to GDP
have to be careflly iterpreted in view of the lily huge gap between measured and acu GDP. Whie the public
sector imports foodstuffs ad commodis, parner coies' trade data ae quie revealig about the medium-term
pate beig established in the cumr accoutw by prvate acdvity. These data dcae imports at 100% of gross
domestc product, Implying a signific amount of prime sector iport enng he country wioa being riteed.
Prvate sector imports seem to be financed by remiac from worers primarily established In Greece and Italy. As
many as 300,000 migrant workets In tese countries could be providing fin g for te many small-scale hports of
consumer durabk goods, automobies, and tucs. High vels of remines should be expected to continue fancn
dte current account tough th medim and bong term, as he dfference in icome per capta bween Albania nd its
neighbors b likely to lst

* Wi its locton cose to BU marks and its low labor costs, Altan wif benei inte longrun fom aind
foreig dre ivestme flows, provided it can create an attractive Cnvionment for foreign in rs. Alania aready
has a liberal foign vestmet regim; in palar there ar n t cal owneship requireamets, no resco on
reptriation of capit and dividends, and te isa gowi number of baterl tax and vesme treaties. In order
to incase Albania's attractiveness to foeg invests, tOe 1 Forign Inesmen IAW Wa amee in Septembra
1993, mainly to liminate sepawate authorizon requirmms fo frign investment, whh dte exception of lag
investments in a small number of strategi SeCtors.



CHAPrFR U. PUBLIC FINANCES:
MAINTAINING SrABIlITY AND SUPPORTING GROWTH

A. Introducion

48. PFscal consodation over the past year and a half has been impressive: the fiscal deficit has
de d from the equivalent of 42 percent of GDP in the first half of 1992 to an expected 16 percent
of GDP in 1994. These good results need to be extended and improved over the medium tenn in order
to foster a cominued decline in inflation while allowing the development of credit to the private sector.
The overall deficit compatible with the growth and inflation targets of the scenario presented in Chapter
1 declines from 16 percent of GDP in 1993 to some 8 percent in 1997. Most of this could be financed
through long-term concessional credits from abroad, leaving about 1 percent for domestic financing by
1997.

49. This chapter discusses the options that are available on the revenue and on the expendtre side
to n tain stability, while at the same time improve the underlying strength of public finances and make
public expenditures more efficient. In Section B, a strateg to reconcile the short-term objective of
increasing revenues and the medium-term goal of capuring a new tax base is proposed. The assessment
of the potential increase in tax and other revenues, coupled with the financeable deficit just discussed,
gives the resource envelope under which public expenditures will need to be constained in the next four
years. Options to achieve these targets and restructre public expenditures are reviewed in Secton C.

S0. The Macroeconomic Contet for FIcal Reformn. In 1994, the third year of the adjustment
program, the fiscal deficit is still esmated at 16 percent of GDP, of which 8 percent will be financed
domestically. Such a high level of deficit reflects two factors: first the extreme initial imbalance and
second, the fact that fiscal consolidation in the second half of 1992 was based on measures difficult to
replicate, such as cuts in investment, compression of the civil service wage bill, and elimination of
subsidies to enterprises. These two factors define a narrow path for medium-term fiscal consolidation:
the deficit has to fall relative to GDP through revenue enhancing and expendire reducing measures
while, at the same time, revenue and expenditures have to undjrgo deep stuur changes.

51. Implementation of the fiscal reform is constraind by a limited adinistrtive capacity, which has
to be built as the economy progreses. The prospects for increased revenues are diretly determined by
the capacity of the tax admhinistrati he tax administration is small, relative to the size of Albania,
but can neither expand, nor absorb a large number of new employees, because of the curret lack of
organization and the fieed to train its staff. This implies that new tax histruments should be initially very
simnple to administer, in order that their introduction not lead to a short-term revenue loss. On the
exenditure side, the new role of the Governimnt as the provider of basic public services and
infrastructure requires the retraining of civil servants and a refocusing of their activities. For instance,
new procedures to reflect the changing namre of publc investment have to be put in place and an
dministraton of social insurance-a nonexistent concept under cental planning-has to be created.

52. This buildup of administrative capacity must be forward-looking; it must prepare for the provision
of the public services that will be required in the posttransition Albanian economy. Of particular
importance is the shrinking of the formal sector and the expansion of the infonnal secor (see box 2.1).
Tis structural transfonnation has important implications for the refonn of public finance. The growing
sectors of the economy-small-scale m c , services, and farming-are well known for being
difficult to tax. Since only limited revemne can be expected from these sectors in the short term, taxation
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efforts should be concentated on the development of simple forms of taxaton of consumption.
Furthermore, with the shridnking of the formal sector, social inrance prgrams wil play a less iprtant
role in the provision of a social safety net over the medium term. An overhaul of the system is therefore
requred.

lox 2.1 rowh and Infrml Seto Expans

* Thoe fomal sector is composod of lar enterprIses-manlly state enterprises-registered wih the ax and th
socia securiy adminions and having accss to bank crdiL It is rapidly shrinksing in size and number as a result
of the ongoing privadzation and restruting of tho st entaprise sector (see chapter m). The informa secor is
composed of snall enfteprses ht may not be registwed with the ax or social secuit administration and that may not
bave access to bank credit because of their size or their inability to provide collaterl. This sector is rapidly expanding;
dtere are strog signs of activity fom small-scale Manufacturing or serves-aricurly trading enterprises-and the
privatization of agricultural land has led to the creaon of about 500.SOO very small farms. in 6a, most of the
agrcultual setr bas become informaL

* Prospets for a renewed expansion of the formal sector are linked to direct foreign invesmuent because of the
tIin domestic capital bas Alhough in the medium to long term. Albaniats nanul endowment and favoable location
close to EC matets mae it a lily recipinent of foteignn hvement flows, shortem prospects fo sustained flows of
foeign investment are not very good in view of regionl sbility and the sumbling block posed by the dilapidated state
of inftucu. There are no doubt many profiable oppotities; whedher they wiUl be exploited will depend a lot on
the overall poliical stability of the region.

53. Overall structural changes in both revenmes and expenditures will include fiscal decentralizattion
aN renovation of Intergoverenl finaning. New legislation on local budgets, giving new
responsibilities to eected local authorities, devolving asset, and creating local revenue sources is being
prepared for introduction in the 1995 budget year. This legislation is stll being developed and should
provide a consistent, equitable, an encompaing framework for transferring some revenue and
expenditure responsibilities to the local level.

54. As was stressed in the previous chapter, quantitative targets at this time are only illustrative. In
view of the weak statistical basis and of the structural changes that are currenty taking place, it is very
difficult to attach a specific quanditave impact to any of the msres. In this context, a narrow
quanitative framework would be unhelpful. The fiscal targets will have to be re-assessed as events
unfold and the statistical basis improves. What is needed is not a set of rigid quanitative targets or
mechanistic policy ndes but a combination of revenue-raising and expenditur-oreducing measures
compatble with Albania's long-term development. For instance, offsetting shortfalls in tax revenues with
cuts in public ivtnts, which have high rates of retumn, could temporarily prevent an increse in the
fiscal deficit but would also have adverse consequences for Albania's growth prospects. An accetble
solution would have to bring about a reduction in the deficit without jeopardizng the much-needed
invements in human and physical capital.
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B. Fnanmdng Growth

Backsrond and Shtae

55. Over the 1994-97 period, tax revenues are expected under the adjustment program to increase
by the equivalent of 5 percentage points of GDP. This represents an exceptional effort in any county,
and especially for Albania: like most formerly planned economies, it already has a tax to GDP ratio at
the bigh end of the ratios prvailing in countries with sinilar income per capita (see table 2.1)2
Nevertheless, it can be argued that some room for an increase in revenues over the next few years exists.
First, Albania's GDP is considerably underestimated, which results in overstted tax to GDP ratios.
Second, the average effective tariff on imports in 1993 was only about 6 percent," which indicates that
the revenue potential of extern trade has not been sufficiently tpped. This section proposes a
comprehensive program of reform of tax policy and administration to bring about a significant increase
in the tax to GDP ratio.

Table 2.1: Country Comris of Revenue Structure
(as percen of N) '

Albania Roama HUnUaY CSFRb Ibnia Sri Lna Maawi

Total revenue 19.3 37.3 55.6 49.2 14.3 20.4 23.7

Tax revenues 17.1 34.3 46.9 44.1 11.5 18.3 20.6

income tax 3.2 13.1 10.0 11.5 2.2 2.6 8.3

Social secudi tax 3.4 10.8 16.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Goods and srvices 7.4 8.7 17.4 18.2 5.1 9.4 7.9

Trade and ax dudes 3.0 1.2 3.2 3.1 4.1 5.3 4.2

Olier 0.1 0.6 0.1 11.3 0.1 1.0 0.3

Non-tax ues 2.2 3.0 8.6 5.0 2.8 2.1 3.1

Soure: 1993 World Development Report and Goverment of Albania.

'Albania figures based on 1992; all ote counties, 1991.

b Czecb and Slov Feder RepUbli.

12/ These high tax naios my be explained by the stil large share of staxt eneprise in the formal sector of
formerly pln economies and the fact that these economies have good expienoc i taxing suta
enterrises. As the se entepri sector shrinks, tax to GDP rados in former planned economies may
go back to the leves prevaling in marit economies with simflar leves of income per capita.

3/ This number was obtained as the rato of collected impot duies to non-aid fid impors of goods.
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56. Albania's tax system is in a state of crisis. As in all other centrally planned economies, the state
entoeprise sector was the main source of revenues. The most important source of tax revenmu was the
turnover tax, which accounted for about half of total tax revenues over the latter part of the 1980s. Profit
tax and amortization transfers'4 accounted for about one-third of total ux revenues, although this high
level of revenues has to be set against a sustained level of budgetay subsidies to enterprises. Wage taxes
reresented on averge about 15 percent of tax revenues over the same period" (see table 2.2).

57. In 1993, tax revenues reached 20 percent of GDP, a drop of nearly 25 percentage points from
their mid-1980s levels. The major revenue earners have become the turover tax (5 percent of GDP),
excise taxes (4 percent of GDP), wage taxes (3 percent of GDP), and customs duties (3 percent of GDP).
The high level of profit tax revenues (4 percent of GDP) is misleading as one-third consists of taxes on
Central Bank profits that are more than compensated by interest payments from the budget (see table 2.2).
To obtain a proper assessment of the revenue generating capacity of the Government, consolidated public
sector accounts, including both the Budget and the Cental Bank, should be produced.

58. Most of the decline in tax revenue between the mid-1980s and 1993 is accounted for by a decline
in profit and turnover tax revenues (see table 2.2). While the decline in profit tax revenues relative to
GDP i explained by the low profitability of state enteris, the decline in tunover tax revenues relative
to GDP reflects a structural transformation, namely the declining share of state enterprise output in GDP.
Boeause this decline cannot be expected to be reversed, a new tax base has to be found.

59. Such an endeavor is constrained by two considerations: first, short-term revenus cano be
sacrificed to the long-term development of a sustainable, efficient, and equitable tax base and, second,
the insdtutional capacity of the tax administraton is limited. In view of the urgency of the budgetary
crisis, the loss in revenues sometimes associated with the initial steps of tax reform must be minimized.
On the contray, tax revenues need to be increased in the short tenn in order to make up for the decline
in counterpart revenues from the sale of food aid-from 14 percent of total revenues in 1993 to less than
1 percent in 1996. Purthermore, not much revenue should be expected from other privatization proceeds
over the next few years: the old equipment in place has very little economic value and the privatizaon
of the few state enterprises with valuable assets, e.g., the mining corporations, may not bring about
significant revenues in the short term, although these enterprises could lead to a new tax base in the long
term.

60. The short-term revenue constraint implies that the reforms of the tax system should go in the
direction of simnplification in order not to jeopardize the collection capacity of the tax adminon.
Existing tax instruments should be simplified and their emphasis redirected to raising revenue rather than
to influencing economic choices or redistnbuting income. Any new tax instrume should be very

1II Amortization tansfers represent a fixed portion of the book value of assets that has to be paid evey year.
They are equivalent to a mnimum asset tax, and were used by governmnuts in socialist couries (in
theory) to finan new fixed assets (investment).

jtI As a result of the ongoing reform of the social safety net, wage taxes are now collected by the Social
Insnce Institute (SU) and finance exclusively social security expenditures, namely pensions. They will
therefore be discussed in the next section on expenditures, in the conte of the dicussion of budgetay
expenditures on the social safey net.
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simple to administer. Lastly, the Govenmnent should concentrate its scarce administrive resources on
the main revenue canes In the shott term: import duties, turnover and excise taxes, and profit taxes.

Table 2.2: Structure od Budgetary Revenues In 199 and 1993
% of GDP Share of Total Revenues

1989 1993 1989 1993
tax revenues 44.2 20.0 91.6 71.6
Turnover tax 22.6 5.3 46.9 19.0
Profit tax" 11.1 4.0 23.0 14.3
Social security 4.9 2.8 10.2 10.0
Excise taxes 0.0 3.8 0.0 13.6
Pertonal income tax 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.4
Small bushiess tax 0.0 0.5 0.0 1.8
npon duties 0.0 3.2 0.0 I1.5

Non-ax revenues 4.0 7 .9b 8.4 2 8.3b

Total Revenues 48.2 27.9 100.0 100.0
Projctions

b tdes mostly proceeds fom the sale of counterpart food aid.
The level of profit tax revenues is mseaig. In 1989. budgetay subsidies representing 7 percent of GDP
were paid to stae enprises. In 1993, state entepri were no longer receiving budgetay subsidies, but
about one-third of the profit tax revenues were paid by the Central Bank and were more than compensated for
by budgetay payments of interest on Govanment debt to die Cerl Bawl:

61. Despite efforts to strengfhen domesdc taxation, external trade-mostly imports-is likely to provide
the main tax base in the medium term, as shown by the experience of markdet ecotomies with income
levels comparable to that of Albania." All options for revemne mobilizadon from domestic activities
should, of course, be explored before resorting to extenal trade taxation. However, in view of the smanl
size of the domestic economy, its location close to EU markets, and the restriction placed on domestic
demand by the stabilizaton prograr, external trade is likely to be the main growth sector over the next
few years. ne protective effects of taxing exteral trade are limited since there are almost no
domestcally produced goods competing with imported items. As domestc production diversifies,
exernal trade taxes are likely to become increasingly distorted and emphasis on taxing external trade is
therefore recommended only, short-term measure to increase revenmes.

62. In the first half of 1993, despite a strong growth in non-aid financed imports, revemne coilections
were half of the projected amount. Improving the taxation of extemal trade has become both a short-
Nad med;um-term priority. Import duties were introduced for the fit tmie in 1992 an the cutm

)JI Table 2.1 Countay Comparison of Revenue Structure does not show dte OA contribution of exnal trade to ta
revenues as a significant propordon of the tax on goods and services acay levied on inponis.
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service is still in its infancy. The customs administration is curetly overwhelmed by a regime of import
duties that is far too complicated. Both policies and mnation need a far-reaching overhaul that has
to start as soon as possible.

63. Domestic tax efforts should turn towards the development of indirect t tion as private sector
growth is likely to be infonral, primarily due to the development of small scale farming, services and
manufacturing, which are notoriously difficult to tax. The current form of taxation of consumption, the
turnover tax, is highly distortionary. As a result, a very complex regime of multiple rates and
exemptions has been introduced which, in the medium term, could overwhelm the tax administration and
result in a loss of revenues. A move to a form of Value Added Tax (VAT) that is easy to administer is
necessary.

Box 2.2: A Land Tax

* WhIle aS agriultua land has been privatied. private fnmers are currenty not taxed and food product are
exempd from te unovet tax. In many counries the most commonly used means of taxing fanrers has been to tax
marketed commodta or expots. is approach i not applicabe in Albania where the marketig of agritual goods
remains mosly formal. Therefore, peumptive taxtion througb the nion of a lnd tax should be considered.

* Three opdts ae open to the authorities: a tax based on land ar a taax basd on net income or market value
of dke land; or a tax that ries on objectives measures of soil qualites and other factors as proxies for preumptive
bIcome. A tax based solely on land area would be sinplest to adnister but would be regressive since the tax burden
as a tancton of land value is lugest on the east productive land and lowest on the most productive land. A tax on net
inoome or market vahle would be very cosdy to admster in the Albanian context where there is presenty no well-
esblished land or klase market that could provide an estmate of market value. In many respects, a tax based on
objecdve features of the land such as quality or location would be the easiest to administer as there is no rned to rely
on market assemnt Moreover, the tax can be adjusted for inflaton by simply adjusig the tax rate on the constan
qualky index of the lnd, and I can disdaguish between as many or as few types of land as can be handld by the tax
adminsfta .

* Experiec in olher onies as shown that the land tax is successfiu wherewen it Is admisered by the
loca autorities. The intoduction of the land tax in 1994 seems preanure since the lo administrative capacity is very
weak. urthermore, widh agltual lnmd divided into about 500,000 small holdings, collection. even if handled by the
local authorities, could be extremely expensive, paricularly since there exists no central registry of land ownership.
Thefore thret Is unlikely to yield sigficat revenes unt sigfican impwrovemens in ln rgistry and lA
admiw capacity have tken place.

64. In mid-1992, the Govermment passed the Law on the Organization and Functioning of Local
Governmet which establishes the authority of local govermnents to deermint expenditures funded by
local tax revemnes. This law was followed by the first local elections of distc, muncipal, and commune
officials. In addition, prefectures have been established and prefectors have been appointed. Important
respasibilities have already been delegated to the local authorities; for instance, the ministon of
block grants to distribute social assistance to the local popuation (see next secion). At the same time,
a variety of assets have been devolved to local governments, which now must beg:n to admiister
expeditures for these assets. Over time, funding responsibility will also be transferred to the local
govenments. In the medium term, as the local authorities take an active role in the supply of local public
services, e.g., local road construction and malnte-nce, garbage collection and disposal, or local utilities,
a local tax base will have to be developed. Following the privatization of agricultural land and public
housing, such a tax base could be constituted by local property. Since the Government should not spread
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its very limited tax administration capacity over too many tax instruments, implementation of the property
tax should be left to the local authorities, as is the case for the land tax to be introduced later in 1994.
The property tax, m effect a land tax in the countryside, could be operational once local administrative
capacity has matured and a central property registry for both rural and urban areas, currently nonexastent,
has been established.

65. In the meantine, taxation efforts should be concentrated on increasing central Govrmen
revenues. With an extremely weak statistical basis both on tax revenues and on the sectoral composition
of output, it is difficult to make meaningful revenue projections for particular taxes. Nevertheless,
available data on external trade suggest that about one-third of the tax revenues over the next few years
could come from raising the average tariff on imports to about 20 percent through more efficient tariff
policy and collection. The remainder of the tax effort would have to come from domestic taxes, and
through improved tax policies and administration.

Tapping the Revenue Potential of External Trade

66. Customs duties account for a fifth of tax revenues in the 1994 budget, and traditionally are one
of the main sources of revernie in countries of Albania's per capita income. In 1993, however, customs
revenues collected were less than three-quarters of the programmed amount. This can be partly attributed
to a tariff law fraught with too many tariff bands, an insufficiently detailed nomenclature, and many
exemptions. The collection of revenues is also hindered by a limited adminisative capacity: the
Customs Service is in its infancy with the Customs Code approved only in Septmber 1992. To addres
this emerrency situation, the Government needs to improve its tariff policy and launch a comprehesive
program for the reorganization of customs. Should the various measures described in this section fai
to produce an increase in revenues by 2 or 3 percentage points of GDP within the 1994-1997 period, the
Government should consider more radical steps, such as contracting out the customs services to a
specialized, foreign company, even if this option itself is not devoid of problems.

67. Inprowvng Taniff Policy. Albania should consider, as soon as possible, changes in tariff policy
in three principal areas: tariffs, nomnclatue, and exemptions. The current tariff schedule has 5 different
tariff rates, ranging from 0 to 35 percent which, although relatively simple compared to many other
countries, stretches the limited administave capacity in the customs administation (see box 2.31. The
tariff stucture should be streained to two or three bands, ranging from 10 to 30 peent, to make
tariffs more uniform. This would increase paency and greatly reduce the administrative complexity.

68. Serious efforts are needed to refine the classflcadon system in the tadff structure. At present,
the EU's Harmonized System (H S) for the classification of goods is partially used but only two digits
(chapter heading) are usually required by the Tariff Law. The level of aggregation is sufficiently broad
that television sets and industrial machinery are included in the same tariff category and alcohol is not
disdnguished from other beverages. Since, in some cases, customs hadquarter require the full eight-
digit number, the legislation should be changed to make it compulsory. Using the full eight-digi
classification would, however, resldt in further complexity in the implemdon of the tariff schedule.
This makes the reduction in the number of tariff bands to three even more important.

69. The number of exemptions in the new tariff law has gone up from six to thirteen The
exemptions include goods imported by passengers for their personal use, wheat and flour imports financed
by international and bilateral aid agencies, as well as standard exemptions on temporary admissions,
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inward processing,'7 warehousing, transits, grants in kdnd, ad Governm imports. The exclusion
from tariffs of inports by individuals for their personal use should be abolished. These imports include
not only personal items such as clothing, but also large appliances such as television sets and
refrigerators. This customs treatment results in a substandal loss of revenues. Removing the exemption
would be progressive since it would tax the wealthier Albania who can afford to travel abroad or who
are receiving support from relatives living abroad. This provision should accordingly be replaced by the
limited allowance for personal baggage of travellers that is standard customs procedure in much of the
rest of the world. The Government should also reconsider the exemption of goods financed under aid
projects since, in cases where these goods are used by non-budgetary enities, the exemption results in
a loss of revenues.

70. The Government has introduced a 5 percent import surcharge on all inported goods as an
emergency measure to maintain revenues. This surcharge should remain in effect until (i) the simplified
new tariff structure is in place; and (ii) tariff collection net of the surcharge has risen by 3 or 4
percentage points of GDP. It could then be gradually reduced provided overall fiscal developments are
on target. In the short run, however, depending on budgetary pressures, it may well be desirable to raise
the surcharge to 7 or 8 percent until stability is ensured.

71. Increasing import duies on motor vehicles. Untfl 1991, private ownership of vehicles was illegal.
After the political liberalization, the number of vehicles in Albania has grown very rapidly. It is
estimated that in 1992 alone about 25,000 cars were imported. These vehicles are presently taxed once,
when they are imported, at the rate of US$400 per car, as well as yearly, at the rame of US$50 per
vehicle. Experience in other countries, for instance India, indicates that the tax could be significantly
increased. Such a tax not only brings in more revenues, it is also progressive from an income
distribution view-point since only the better-off own cars.

72. Reorganizing Customs Administradon. This involves improving the organization of field offices,
designing training programs and incentive systems for officers, developing better procedures and
establishing internal audit functions.

73. Customs offices are presently organized in beadquarters located in Tirana and in sixteen outfield
Customs houses at land borders, sea ports, and inland locations. The staff at smaller field Customs
houses is not specialized, with each officer performing, in tum, acceptc of customs declarations, their
review, and the physical examination of goods. Large field offices, however, have specialized sections
dealing with statistics, special clearance schedules, and fince. A standard organization should be set
up at all customs houses, whereby a Chief would be responsible, and accountable, for supervising
authorizations and waivers up to a certain level. Higher value cases would be referred to headquarters.
Deputies would be in charge of supervising day-to-day work. The staff should be divided in three disdnct
sections-acceptance. reviewing, and goods examination-reporting dirctdy to the Chief.

gi Inward processg is a system where raw materials can be imported for the purpose of producing end
products whih will be r-exported. Duty is paid on imports of raw materidals and rfunded when processd
goods are re-xortd
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74. -With 320 employees, the customs administration seems adequately staffed relative to tfie nmber
of customs entries processed at major locations.u However, many officers are in need of trainig and
incntives. Furtmore, customs offices, lack basic equipment and no documentation is available to
facilitate the work of customs officers apart from instruction manuals designed by an expatriate expert
and recently translated into Albanian. All officers should be provided with identity cards, as designated
under the Customs Law. Over the next few months, the authorities should mobilize and coordae
iternational support for a comprehensive training program for customs officers and for the provision of
basic equipment to offices. At the same time, a career plan should be designed for officers of all ranks,
and should emphasize the possibility of promotion through intemal examinations. A code of conduct
should also be issued, waning officers of disciplinary action, possibly leading to dismissal and/or
criminal prosecution when serious breacbes are detected. Incentive payments taken out of the 2 percent
of the collection provided for under the tariff law could be paid to good performers.

75. There is scope for inunediate improvement in the work output of Customs officers through the
introduction of better procedures. Over the coming months, the Government should:

(a) introduce procedures to ensure that all goods taken into the country are reported to
Customs and that they are not allowed to be removed or disposed of until a proper entry
has been lodged, verified and cleared, and duty paid or secured;

(b) improve Customs entry processing by ensuring that entries are completed only by the
Wporters, that the fUll eight digit nomenclature is used, and that once accepted and
logged, entries are not retunmed to importers for corrections or cancellation; apply
penaldties for nisdeclarations; and

(c) introduce a guarantee system to ensure the later payment of duty when goods have not
yet been cleared; closely monitor refunds, which should be approved by headquarts
above a certain level; and exercise tght control over exemption claims.

76. At this stage, computerization of customs operations should not be given priority.
Computerization of inadequate procedures is unlikely to result in improvement of customs admini on.
It should tierefore only be considered when the new procedures are worldng properly and wen customs
officers have achieved a good command of their responsiilities under the above-menioned procedures.

77. A monthly reporting system from field offices to headquuarter w..s recently introduced but is not
functioning, despite commndable efforts by headquas staff. Furthemore, the internal audit division
consists only of three officials, and therefore cannot conduct frequent and unannounced visits of field
offices. As a result, little or no control is exercised over the work of the field officers, and when
hilartes are spotted, no serious action is taken against the offenders. Internal auditing should be
expanded, partly through the recent transfer of Financial Police officers to the customs administration (see
box 2.3). Emphasis should be put on audits of the work of cutoms houses and the review of samples
of entry forms. The intemal audit division should report direcdy to the Director General of Customs.

IW Ewh officer hau an avaage of less than 2 entes a day to procoss.
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Bow 23: TMe Fnanca Polie

* theicial pole bas recenty been rfedc to 900 offcers (from 1200) but tl mai s a bra mat
to ensure compliance wih all fiscl regulations. I not only undertakes contol of ox payers and impoters, but also of
the customs administtion and of the ODT, which resus in dupfication of dihei work. It enjoys wide discredonary
powers, with limited accountabily and judicial review of is acdons. A plan is being developed to end the dupliation
of work between the fcial police and the customs admimation, and to sepamte clearly the responsibilies of the
tax officers and the financial police wih dh role of the fbancial police stricdy Imitd to contmro, at the requt of the
tax admistain.

Incasing Domestic Tax Reveilues

78. The scarce administrive resources available to the Goverment should be concented on
increasing revenues and preparing for the introduction of the VAT. Increasing revenues involves higher
rates on products subject to excise taxes, broadening of the base of the profit tax, rationalizion of the
regime of the small busmess tax, and introduction of a vehicle tax. Preparation for the introduction of
the VAT involves the simplification of the existng regime of the turnover tax, as well as the
establishment of a small administrative structure in charge of policy development.

79. Increasing rvenues. Ecise taxe were introduced in 1992 and are currently levied on alcoholic
beverages, mineral water and soft drinks, tobacco products, and petroleum by-products at rates ranging
from 30 to 80 percent. Revenues could be increased and collecion simplified through increases in rates.
The Govermnen has already increased the excise on diesel and gasoline products with a resulting rtail
pmice now close to Western European levels. Compaisons of tobacco and alcoholic products prices with
neighboring countries also suggest a scope for increased excise tax rates.

80. The general profit tax rate has been set at 30 percent with special provisions: temporary tax
holidays for new private firms, tax credits for reinvested profits by private firms, and differentiated tax
rates according to sectors. These provisions should be abolished: their impact on investment and growth
is highy uncertain and they are likely to lead to an erosion of the tax base in the medium term. At
present, very few firms are affected by these ptovisions which target new firms-including new foreign
owned firms-and their removal would have a negligible impact on revenues. Over the medium term,
however, as the formal sector expands, the mber of firms befting from these provisions will increase
significantly. If these provisions have not been abolished, the tax base could be severely eroded.

81. Although tax holidays and tax credits for reinvested profits are cuntly used in many Central
and Eastern European states as incentives for investment, their effectiveness is highly questionable (see
box 2.4). Tax holidays for new private firms target more directly the creation of new firms than new
investment. Tax credit for reinvested profks diciminate against invesment based on the source of
fuiancing. In both cases the desired variable, investment for new production, is badly targeted. In
addition, these measures discriminate against public enterprises, which runs contay to the policy of
subjectng public enterprises to the same market-based envionmen faced by private enterprises. Lastly,
both types of measures are exceedingly difficult to implement as they require a monitoring of the firms'
current accounts and balance sheets.
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82. While the general profit tax rate has been set at 30 percent, revisions to the profit tax law adopted
in March 1993 have created additional rates of 40 perct in the tourism sector and zero in "priority
touristic zones." There is overriding evidence from many countries that the market Is best placed to
choosing winning activities. The most efficient allocation of resoures and consequently, the highest
income level in Albania will occur from letting all indusies compete on a "level playing fied" with a
single non-discriminatory profit tax rate.

83. More generally, experience indicates the considerable difficulties in designing and targeing
investment incentives in developing countries and the disappointng results from these incentives in
practice. The removal of these incentives would economize the use of scarce administrative resources.
It would also provide an inmortant signal for investors that the Albanian Govenmment intends to let the
market incmease productivity and income and to contnue to refrain from interventionist industral policy.
(See box 2.4)

84. The small businss tax has good revenue potential in the medium-term, but its ainistrionwill
have to be greatly simplified. Currently, it produces less than 3 percent of tax revenmes but uses up about
half of administrative resources available" (see table 2.3). The disappointing performance of the small
business tax can be expected to improve in the medium term, in line with private sector development.
As the scale and scope of the small busine tax will have to be gready expanded to capure the growing
sectors of the economy, a simplification of the collection procedures is necessary. More particularly, the
number of categories should be reduced and businesses with revenues below speified floors should be
ignored for tax purposes so that the cost of collection from very small busines is not excessive in
relation to reveme gained.; Since the revenue potential of this tax will only materiai in the
medium- term, the threshold should be set high in order to select a limited number of taxpayers with good
medium term potential that can be handled with limited administratve resources.

85. Prepanng for the Intoducion of the VAT. Currndy the largest revenue yielder, at 26 percent
of total tax revenues, is the mnover tax. The general rate is 15 percet and applies to most non-food
items at the wholesale level. The imporance of this tax reqires that caution be used in dealing with its
shortcomings, which are nonetheless substantal. The tax contaim a complex system of exempdons and
differenated rates and has no minimum threshold. Applying the tax at the wholesale level results in a
substatl element of cascading as goods are subjected to the turnover tax both when they are imported
or manuctrd and when they are sold by a wholesaler. The solution to the cascading problem of the
turnover tax would be to move to a Value Added Tax (see box 2.6). A program for the introduction of
the VAT-now scheduled for mid-1995-is bein prepared with technical assistance from interntion
agencies. In the meantime, and as a prdiminary step, the crent tunover tax system could be
simplified.21 In additon, a VAT unit needs to be established within the General Depatm of Taxes.

86. Many of the exemptions from he tmover tax-such as those for m an red foods and
ho,sehold fuels-appear to have the objective of increasing the progressivity of the tax. One would
indeed expect these goods and services to be more Important in the budgets of conumer with low

121 Some of this may be stt-up costs as the tax is new and proces ue not yet wel established.

20/ Small merchants could be taxd tough e introductionof an annual "patent. Evienc of payment would
be provided by a stamp to be prmnety displayed. This tax would be pardculaly sitable for financing
local govenmes.

211 lhe recommee sdmpifica of the tunover tax are likldy to bring in additiona reveaues. on the
oder hand, they wil contie oe more change in te tax regime that has to be absorbed by the private
sector. In order to provide a more stable envionmn for te private secr, the Govenmt may prefer
to wit for th inoducion of the VAT, rater than to fiplemen thes changes right away.
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Box 2.4: Tax Holidays

* Tax holidays and other forms of preferential tax treatment to attract foreign investment, similar to the ones
adopted in Albania, have been used b many developing countries in the past decade and, more recently, in other Centr
and Eastern European countries. There is no clear evidence, however, that these tax incentives have been hnporfant
factors in detenmining the flow of private foreign capital. A the same time, such tax incentives result in loss of tax
revenue and, in many cases, cause signifkant distortions.

* The comnuonly-stated objective of tax incentives is to encourage long-term investmentin durabl capital, thereby
increasing the productive capacity in the host country. Tax holidays are poorly targeted instruments for this pumnose since
tax revenues are foregone on all assets, including already existing equipment. A better targeted instrume woUld be to
allow accelerated depreciation, extended to all investments in equipment, which would result in a smaller loss of
revenues. Funhermore, this would avoid dbcriinating against the source of fauncing and against already established
fims. Commonly, tax holidays are extended only to some sectors of the economy with the consequence of distorting
the allocation of resources. Market forces are better at ensuring the opimal allocation of resources, and the tax regime
should therefore be designed in a manner to cause the least distortions.

* Tax holidays, commonly extended for five years to encourage investment in particular sectors, are the most used
form of atacting foreign direct investment (PDI) in developing countries. In most of Asia, the use of tax holidays and
othr tax incentives to attract foreign direct investment (PDI) has grown over the last decade, largely attributed to
*competidon' between neighboring host countries in securing private foreign capital flows. In the same period, may
Latin American countries have decreased the use of tax incendves, due in large part to changes in the tax regime in the
United States, home country of most FDI flows to Latin America. While it is clear dhat the flow of FDI to Asia has been
increasing npidly in the last decade, FDI flows to Latin America, for instance lo Mexico, have recently inceased
sharply. This broad evidence therefore suggests that tax incentives are not the only or even the main detemiat in
attracting foreign capital for investments. A more specific example would be Indonesia which abolished the use of tax
holidays in 1989 and, in the period since then, has been among the largest recipients of FDI flows.

* It is clear from many observaions that tax issues are only one, and by far not the most important, fctor
infltencing investment decisions. The credit ratig of the cOUntry is among the most i tat factrs, which, in turn,
is demined by the poitical and mac nmic stability of the country. The trk of wvar, of naftonaliadon of
industries, of hyper-inflation, of rules against repatiating prfits, etc., play a much more sutntial role since these
factors determine the profitabiliy of potental investments. The level of corporate income tax is therefore only a mrginal
issue in determining the flow of PDI.

* The appropriate levd of taxation of foreign direct ivestnent also depends on the tax regime in the home
country. Many countries, including the United States and many countries in Wes Europe, use systems of flly t axing
incone earned abroad and give credits for taxes paid abroad. Te effect of extending tax holidays in Albanis under such
circumtans is simply to trasf revene from Albania to the home countries in the United States and Western Europe.
A system of corporate taxation without exemptions, set at levels compaable to other countries, is therefore the best way
to inmcease revenues and avoid distotions between esablished and new firns, as wel as between different sectors of the
economy. Such a system is unlikely to discouae flows of foreign direct investn.aL Finally, removing tax exempdons
will ease the administrative burden of tax collecdon, which is crucial given Albania's scarce administative resouces.

incomes. Yet, any consumer of these goods, whether low-income or not, also benefits from their
exemption from the tax. At the same time, the exempdon results in a substantial loss of tax revenues.
Greater efficiency in aiding low-income groups would be achieved throgh targeted income transfer
programs as described in the second part of this chapter. As the Governnent is currently putting in place
a system of income transfers targeted at the most needy, the exempdons on basic consumer goods-
including the exemption of goods subject to excise tax-should be eliinatd over the next few years.
Removing exemptions and adopting a single rate would not only simplify administradon, but also incr
revenues.
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87. The turnover tax does not establish an annal tunover threshold below which entapre are
exempted from the liability to pay the tax. Instead of a specific treshold, the law provides for an
exemption of any business cauied out by a "physical person". Such "small businesses" are subjected to
a different tax regime (see box 2.5) where they have to pay an anmul license fee and a tax of cithera 
flat amount or a percetge of their gross receipts. While this provision provided a simple test when the
tax was introduced, it will not be appropriate for a more complex economy, where busine with lrge
tumover will be run by a physical person. Purtmore, because of the difference in these two tax
regime, it is likely that many eterprises will try to retain the smal business status and the employment
of many workers and their social insurance liability could go unreported. Finally, while in 1993 more
than 2500 firms were subjected to the turnover tax, 19 taxpayers were responsible for 90 percent of
domestic turover tax revenues. To economize on scarce administave resources, the Government needs
to establish a turnover treshold for the payment of the tax. This threshold should be set in such a way
as to maintain 90 to 95 percent of cwrent tax revenues.

ox 25:r The Sma Revenu Farne

* The wmal bOsb#st tax consiss of a nat amount specific to vaious profsions or of a petae of reven
with a fixed flo aessed each year. For insance, TV repaimen are sessed at 12,000 lesb per annum capenr.
elctricians, and plumbers at 9000 lob. Wholesale traders pay 6 percent of revenes but not less than 50,000 leks per
year. Atempts to vary tax assssm are also made wilh capacity sering as a proxy for revenues; this is done, for
example, by the size of vehles In ut orao of goods and people. It is estatd that approxiutely 38,000 smalg
busiesses were subjected to this tax in 1993. which suggests veay high colection costs relative to pontl evees.

* A personal xnome &a has receny been introduced, albei, with vey high thresholds that exempt pactly
all the working populaio This not uncommon in countries at Abania's per capit income level. Sihce ot much
revenue can be expected from mmb a tax in a country with Albania's charact c the threhold should be kept high
enugh to limh colleion costs.

Tabl 2.3: Snal Reven eEarn

Second Half of 1992 i993

% GDP % Tax Revu % ODP % Tax Revenues

Smal 0.4 2.0 0.5 1.8
business tax

Personal 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.4
income tax

a_

88. To alleviate the casadng effect of the tunowvr tax over lare ingrd industries, such as
mining combinates and leather processiWg, a special regme has been inroduced. The purchases by
"economic communities" and 'economic branches' belonging to these industrie of eqipn and raw
materias from within Albania are not subject to the turnover tax, and the rate applied to the final
products of these enterprises is 20 pecent instead of the standard 15 percent. This featre of the law is
difficult to interpret, both for tax offices and taxpayers, and its complex feau cause distortions and
can be a source of faud. Since the taxpayers benefitting from this special regime ae large entprises,
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they should be included in the limited number of entprises subjected to the VAT. Therefore, this
complex regime should be abolished when the VAT is introduced.

89. Aful time wiittopreparefortherducion of theVATshould beestablished. Thisunitcould
consist of about five staff working full dme on policy coordination and control, drafting of laws and
regulations, and operating systems and procedures. Its major tasks would be:

(a) preparation of the legislation to be submitted to Parliament; the law will include a
definition of the tax base, the exemptions, the threshold for registation, the rate
stucture, the payment obligations, and the penalties for non-compliance;

(b) consultation with the private sector to prevent the enactment of complex provisions, test
the design of the VAT, and ensure better compliance;

(c) publicity an taxpayer information to outline the benefits of the VAT and to prepare
taxpayers;

(d) organizational issues and stafig; VAT staff will noed to be trained prior to the
inplementation of the VAT; cperational systems and procedure will have to be defined.

90. Improing Tax Amniation Pro.- dures. The General Deparment of Taxes (GDT) includes
approximately 400 employees. The numr.- is small relative to the size of the country,2 but it is not
recommended at this stage to increase its size. It needs to be reorganized and its staff thoroughly trained
before it can absorb sigificant numbers of new recruits. Simplifying and strentng tax
administrion procedures imvolves in the very short term, more efficient collection through a lower
frequency of tax payments, better tax return forms, and systenatic record keeping. In the medium term,
audit and registration procedures should be improved.

91. CoUecidon procedures are unnesily complicated for both taxpayers and collectors. All taxes
except the tunover tax are paid monthly through the banking system or the post office; the turnover tax
is paid every 5 days. Payment of the tunover tax every 15 days would greatly siWlify the work of the
GDT without any serious impact on revemne flows to the Goverment. Tax return forms have been
recently designed for all the major taxes but have many deficiencies. In pardcular, they are not based
on self-assessment principles. In the case of the turnover tax, for instance, an unreasonable volume of
infomation is required: description of goods, quantity, volumes, etc. In the case of the profit tax and
the small business tax, taxpayers must visit their tax office every three months to discuss their tax
liabilities on the basis of their balance sheets and their books of accounts. A large amount of GDT
capacity is devoted to the assement of the retuns filed by these taxpayers. New tax forms based on
self assessment and using the Social Insurane Insttute (see para. 83) identification numbers should be
introduced. They should include basic data to allow a selection of taxpayers likely to have understated
their incom and to detmine who should be audited. Such a systm based on voluntary compliance and
ex-post control would release valuable resources.

V lhe capacity of the ta admiston depends, of coune, an its efficiency, particuay regarding the
technology it uses, cuntly a mnual one. Once the tax administation becomes sufficiently wel
organizedo be omputere, I may be a enouSh for Albania.
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Box 2.6: A VAT for AlbanO

* The introduction of the VAT would ptovide a solution to the cascading cased by dte wnover tax. it would
only tax the final consumer since at each stage of tie producdon disribution chain, k is only collected on the dfference
between sales price and costs, ie., wages plus profis. Each enoprse subject to the VAT deducts the VAT it paid on
its iput from the VAT it owes on its final product. In this way, only value added is axed.

* A VAT adapted to Albania's cimstanceswould have to be si k o adnter with only one rate and no
exemptonestments would be taxed, but the VAT paid on investme shoud, of course, be deductible from the VAT
owed. In fact, the VAT should avoid multiple raws and exemptions even in countries with a sophisticated tax
admnistation. New Zeaand. for instance, has recenty adopted a form of VAT very similar to that recommended for
Albania. Furthermore, in most OECD countis, tax tefom has moved in the direction of the siuplification of dhe VAT,
with a reduction in h number of rats and exemptions. In order not to overwhelm the tax adminsratn, the VAT
would be iniially applied only to entrprises with a tunover above a threshold set In such a way as to capture the main
tax payers at the wholesale and reta leveL

* The VAT would also provide a basis on hich to buid a moderm t colkecdon system. Once the VAT is
introduced, the entre tax collection system should be overhauled and sried. New and more formal arrangemena
will have to be made between the tax admnitrato and the banks for the collection of tax revenues.

-, is often argued that the VAT is a regressive to. As with alnost any conumption ax, this is likely to be
the case, but a complex system of multiple rates and exemptions would not be the best way to make the tax system more
progressive. Frst, the lss in revenues stemming from exempdons may be much higher than the income tansfer that
would be necessary to compensate the poor for a loss in purchasing power resutg from the VAT. Second, mulplk
rates and exempions are not only difficult to administer, but also lead to tax evasions and create distorions. Most
imporany, what mauers is not the regressivity of one tax instument, but tbat of the entire system of Govermet
revenues and expeni urs: a regressive VAT could be compensated for by a well-targeted system of transfers, with a
positive net result for the poorest segment of the population.

92. The curren manual registers Mainined by the tax offices hinder the control of stopfdlers. A
simple system of manual cards should be set up where a single card would contain a taxpayer's entire
records. Once weil-established manual procedures are developed, a computerized system could be
ntroduced. In the meantime, a pilot project should be established to implement a computer4based system
for monitoring compliance with basic filng and payment obligations for aU taxes payable by those
taxpayers liable to pay VAT in Tirana. In esablishing this project, te first system application to be
developed would be the VAT. In a reladvely short period, the project could be extnded to payments of
excise taxes, withholding tax on wages, and profit tax (and in the longer term, social security
contributions). As the next step, the project could be etended to SbModer and then, as rquired, to other
important regional centers.

93. The Improvement in revemne collection to be expected from the above _msures is very muc
constained by the absence of systematic taxpayer regisaration. Locl tax offices have started to issue

2I In Albania, 80 percent of the priva compnies are cmceated il two towns: Tirana (6S peret) and
Shkoder (15 peet).
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taxpayer registration numbers. However, these numbers are not suitable for computer processing,24
there is no central registry, and taxpayers have not been advised of their numbers which are therefore
not used in their declarations. At the same tine, the Social Insurance Institute (SII) is in fte process of
establishing an automated social registration file and issuing social security numbers to all of its payers
and clients. In order to avoid duplication of work aril to facilitate the exchange of infonnation between
the social insurance and the tax administration, te GDT should work with the SU in designing its
numbering system and should require taxpayers to use the SU numbers on payment advice and returns
filed at the tax office.

94. At present, the objective of the GDT is to realize a 100 percent audit coverage, which is
unrealistic. To ensure compliance, an audit plan should be developed to cover about 30 percent of
taxpayers liable to turnover taxes. The identification of taxpayers to be subjected to audit should be based
on information across the different taxes and an audit list should be established after proper sampling.
A standard audit report and procedures should be designed to keep audits short, between 3 to S days.
Enough staff should be allocated to this function and training should be orgmaized for those tax officers
in charge of auditing the turnover and excise taxes. The role of the Financial Police (see box 2.3) should
be strictly Ihnited to checks to ensure that enterpnses mainain proper accounts and issue sales invoices
and should take the form of specific intervention at the written request of tax officers.

C. Rtucduring Public Expenditures

Background and Strt

95. The previous section presented possible strategies to raise the ratio of tax revenues to GDP to
reach the target of 30 percent in 1996. To keep with the target of a ratio of deficit to GDP of 8 percent
in 1997, expenditures would have to decrease by about 3 percentage points of GDP between 1994 and
1997. As was stressed previously, these projections are, at this stage, only illustrative and may have to
be reassessed as events unfold. Nevertheless, in view of the high ratio of expenditures to GDP inherited
from central planning, a reduction in the level of public expenditures is clearly warranted.

96. At the same time, over the next few years, there wil be strong financing needs in two areas:
investment in public infrasuur and resucing of the public enteprise and fmancial sectors. The
dilapidated state of infastnrcu constitutes a najor stumbling block to private sector development and
to direct foreign investment. For instance, the lack of usable roads between villages and cities
discourages farmers from marketing their crops, and the lack of infrastructure in potental tourstic sites
is a major disincentive for foreign investors (see chapter IV). For these reasons, the projecions have
allowed for sustained levels of public investment going from the equivalent of 8 percent of GDP in 1993
to 14 percent in 1997, of which 8 percent will be domestically financed. These levels are necsary to
catch up on the lack of maintenance during the 1980s, and the destruction of ia c that took place

AI The numbers do not include a check digit, which is a digit computed as a combination of the digits in the
sequential part of the number and serves to valte the entry of the number for purposes of computer
procesing.

I In the medium tem, the tax collection functions of the SlI should be trafed to the GDTMse discusdon
of social insuance in next secdon.
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in 1991-92, a period of great social and
political instability. In addition, the Tabk24: Ipeudur
crisis in the state enterprise sector and ( Percee of GD)P)
the bankig system requires direct
budgetary intervention. The costs of 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997
this intervention, which consists mainly Tota expenditum 44.0 43.0 43.0 41.0 40.0
of direct support to the restructuring of Suppotto 2.6 2.2 2.1 13 1.0
large enteprises and recapitalization of en'pe and
the banking sector (see chapter 3), are r
expected to decline from about 5 ef5. 9 9.2 92 8.1
percent of GDP in 1993 to about 1 anssc 14.s 13.5 120 1.5 10.3
percent in 1997. _ _

97. To accommodate these higher
expenditus and keep with the targeted
overall dectne in the ratio of
expenditres to GDP, savings have to be made from other categories of expendiur, the wage bill,
operaions and maintenance, or transfers to households. The scope for savings on opeation and
maintenac and on the wage bill is very limited in view of the cum a5ready efcd under the
stabilizadon program over the past year. This leaves transfers to households as a prime candidate. TU
steep decline in income over 1991-92 bas been accompanied by a shap dse in trnsf to households
as an emergency social safety net was put in place. This emergency socia safety net has helped to
maintain the social consensus during the first phase of the adjustmet program, whe rea i
declined sharply; since 1991, real wages have decrased by about 30 perent. Now that dte economy is
startng to grow again, savings should be sought from the ationalization of the urt prvios of the
social safety net.

98. These refoms have to be careflly sequenced. Despite the good pospec for high growt,
Albania's per capita income is stiU very low, which makes its population particulaly vulnerable to the
soc m s of the transiton. Without an effective social saft net, the human cost of transition could
be extreme, and the consens for the reforms could erode. Yet, the cumrret level of qsndg on
transfers is not compatible with either the necessary de in the fisca deficit or the pojected incra
in infrastncure spending and in expenditures on fincal and public entepise restuc.t . The
Government inends to improve this policy trade off between socidal and fiscal stanbiy by moving
social nsranc programs toward fiscai s_utnbility and through a better targeting of socl assitace
programs.

99. While these measures are being implemented, sctul canges ae requied to improve te
impact of Goverment spenting. Specifically, public investment has to move from invesn in the
directly productive secors to investment in public infrastuct and badc services. In addiion, a rform
of the civil service has to take place in order to develop the capacwity to mamge thes chans. A public
investment program is needed as a formal famework for the plaing and wmagemen of public
mvestment, as well as an instr for aid coordinatio Civil service reform is necessary to improve
the overall coordination and implementtion of the reform program Most importaty, adequate
inctives should be provided to reain high calber civil servas.

100. To sum up, the stategy of the Govenmen to restructure public expendit consit of: (4)
moving socil inance toward fiscal sa ilit; (il) better tg of socal assistance; (Ei)
maintaining and implementing a public inestent proam; and (v) refg the civ svice.
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* Alban hbs very reendy btoduced a new budgety classificaon syslem ht aows a decompositan of
expenditures by fiuton in the 1993 budget (see able below). The two large# categories of ependur are ge
servicms (administrdon expen dr t cunnt be aunched to a specific cate ) and welare (ansfers to housebols
inclun subsidies) at pmsentabout 46 percent ofte al. Expendu on the social sctons-eal and education-
and on i iung, tport, and communication-come next wih abou 15 pere each. Abou 14 pace
of wal expediur Is spent on the direcdly productive sectors-industy and agriculure-and 9 perent on defense and
public order.

TABLE 2J.: 1993 Budget Composlon
By Objet

Percen of tota

1. General Sevies 21.3
2. Ddefnse 5.7
3. Public Order & Safety 3.3
4. Educaton 6.9
S. Healdk 6.6
6. Welfare 25.0
7. Housing & community 8.1
8. Clura affairs 0.5
9. ndusy& mil 11.7
10. Agture, foresty, 2.3

11. Transport & 7.7

12. Other expedrs 0.7

TOTAL 100.0
* A de"_ of exeditres by economic type shows that the lag Wory of exedr is, by far.
tnsfo ho (35 per of dte tol). lhesersconsistof varusprie subsidies,ycontbutynnon-
conbory programs Th wage bmi represenv 16 pace of the total, follwed by bnneste, and operadons and
maitnan. representng about 13 percent each. intrest expendr esent 5 pere of the oal (see table below).

TABLE 2.6: 1993 Budget Camposltom
By Reonode 

Percet of ttal

1. Wages and salaries 16.3
2. InAerest (net) 4.7
3.0perations & 12.6

4. Subsidies 16.2
S. Transfers 34.5
6. Investm 12.7
7. Othr 3.0

TOTAL 100.0
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Moving Soial Insurance Toward Fiscal Sustanabt

101. Under central planning, lifetime employment was guarnteed by the State, the notion of social
insurance was almost non-existent, and the relation between contributions and benefits was at best
tenuos. Thus, the fincial viability of the main two contributory schemes, unemployment insurance
and pensions,.' is threated by overly generous provisions, as well as the sbrining of the contribution
base, and an increase in the number of beneficiares. In 1993, net budgetary outlays on pensions and
unemployn insurance amounted to nearly 8 percent of GDP and 16 percent of total budgetary
expenditures. The Albanian Parliament passed in June 1993 dte Social Insurance Bill that rationalizes
the provisions of the current system and provides a first step in the direction of fiscal susainabiity.

102. Unenployment Insunvnce. In 1993, it is estimated that contnbutions to unemployment insurance
covered less than 11 percent of estimated benefits and, as a result, net budgetary contributions to the
unemployment insurance system absorbed 9 percent of total eeditures. The deficit of the
unemployment insurance system is, however, a transitional problem that contains its own sunset provision
given the limited duration of benefits (one year) and the shrinng of the formna sector. Therefore, the
reform of unemployment insurance consists mainly in the rationaliaion of current provisions.
Unemployment benefits used to be set at 70 and 60 percent of employees' past wages and financed by
an employer contnbution representing 6 percent of the wage bill. The new legislation has lowered the
replacement ratio by introducing a flat-rate non-indexed benefit and has introduced employees'
contributions which are to rise to 3 percent of wages over the medium tern A number of non-
contributory support measures for certain merit categories-former political prisoners, military personal,
seasonal workers, and university grduates without work history-have been shifted to social assistance
and will be fully funded by the Ludget. Lastly, adinisaon has been improved; responsibility for the
payment of benefits has already been transferred from state enterprises to the local labor offices. These
measures are expected to result in net budgetary savings amounting to 2.1 pecentage points of GDP in
1996 relative to 1992, which is consistent with the programmed decine in expenditures of the base
scenario (see chapter 1) and with constant real individual pemions.

103. Pension System. The pension scheme is financed on a pay-as-you-go basis through employers'
contributions. In 1993, contrbutions represeted 2.8 percent of GDP against 4.9 percen of GDP in
1989. This is pardy explained by the aging of the population, but mainly by the shrinkdng of the formal
sector-particularly through the privatization of state farms and cooperatives-and the rise in
unemployment since 1991. The shrning of the contributory base wiU be difficult to reverse since
creation of new employment is likely to take place in the inforal sector, which is notoriously diffincult
to tax.

104. At the same time, benefitprovsions are not sustinable; in 1993, gross expenditures on pensions
amoued to nearly 7 percent of GDP and 13 pecent of total budgetary expenditures. Nomal retment

X1 Other programs include siucness, maternity. childbirth, death, and allowances for persons disabled at birth,
which are reaively smail from a financi point of view.

2L/ Unemployment benefits are paid out by local labor offices that recdve conutions direcdy from state
entepris located in t region. Labor offices only receive from the budget the compleme required
to pay out benefits. Since dheri exist no comprebensive data on conibutions from state enterpnses to
labor offices, the gross amount ild out in unesployen benefits is not kmown.
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age is 55 for women and 60 for men, lower
than in most other countries. The benefit Table 2.7: Outays for Pensons
period was raised relative to periods of and Unenployniet Beneits
actual cotribution through generous 192-6
eligibility requirements for earlier 199X 199 95 191 9
retirement for certain categories of workers, of GDP-
and short waiting periods for eligibility to Pensions, Gross 6.8 6.4 6.6 6.5 6.0
full pension There was also preferential Socl SJew iy 3.4 2.8 3.1 3.5 4.1
treatment of certain categories of merit, for Conution
speca service, and for hazardous work. Pons, Net 3.4 3.6 3 3.0 1.9
Consequently, the effective retirement age is UnempOyment 3.2 4.2 2.2 1.7 1.1
currently about 52 for women and 58 for Benefits, Net
men. Furthermore, provisions allowing AsShare of Total
early retirement due to unemployment have Pn s 4.5 14.5 14.9 1.6 155Pensions, Gross 145 15 149 56 3
been used increasingly. Whereas 7 percent Pensions. Net 7.2 8.2 7.9 7.2 4.9
of new retirements fell into this category in Unemploymen 5.0 9.5 4.9 4.1 2.8
1991, the number rose to 38 percent in Benefit
1992. Given that pensions are higher than * With an avenage yearly mcrease in GiuP ot 5 per,
unemployment benefits and have unlimited the decrease in tbe pension to GDP ratio by about I
benefit periods, this approach to protection percent over 1993-96 years allows for consta al
of the unemployed is expensive, and will invid peion.
carry budgetary repercussions for many
years. Early retirement provisions should therefore be abolished.

105. The pension system has the potential of creating a long-term strcaual problem in the fisal
acounts. The combination of generous benefit provisions and a shriing contrlbutory base resulted in
1993 in a deficit of the pension system equivalent to 3.6 percent of GDP and absorbed nearly 7 percent
of total budgetary expenditures. And, while there was one pensioner for six contrbutors in 1980, in
1992 there were only about 3 contributors for each pensioner. To address this imbalance, the Social
Insurance Bill introduced a two-tier system consisting of a basic mandatory scheme that provides support
as a sum of: (i) a flat-rate component at the minmum level of subsistence and a contnbution-related
incremental component based on individual records of number of years of contributions, and (ii) optional
private insuance schemes. The Bill reversed the reduction in the contributory base thrugh the
imposition of a flat contribution on the self-employed, particularly farmers. The law also moves the
system towards fiscal sustainability through the introduction of employees' contributions, with the sum
of employer and employee contributions rising progressively to 33 percent of the wage by 1996,
provisions to raise the effective age of retrement to 60 years for men and 55 years for women, and
through the transfer to the budget of merit pensions reserved for preferential categories, such as war
veterans and ex-political prisoners for which no contributory history is required. These measures are
expected to reduce the deficit of the pension system from the equivalent of 3.4 percent of GDP in 1992
to 0.5 percent by 1996, as required by the base scenario. Should thse efforts all short of the targets,
additional measures should be considered, including an increase in the effective retrme age and/or a
lengtning of the required contributory period, and possibly a reduction in indexation provisi)ns.

106. Socil Insurance Institute. To manage these changes, the Social Insurance law has established
an autonomous social insurance adnision and funding to be effected by the Social Insuance Insiute
(SU). The functions of the Social Insurance Institute consist mainly of: (i) reviewing conributions and
benefit strucue in light of social and economic developments; (ii) establishing an autonomous Social
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Insuance Fund and gradually building up reserves; and (iii) delivering benefits and collecting
contnrbutions through local social insurance agencies and the establishment of a cetal insurance register
for personal identification and eligibility recording. Under the new law, unemployment benefits are still
administered and delivered by local labor offices, controlled by the Ministry of Labor and Social
Protection. To avoid duplication of work and establish economies of scale and scope, the administaion
and delivery of unemployment benefits should be transferred to the SII. In most countries, social
insurance contributions are collected by the tax administration. Because of the current difficulties in tax
administration (see above), the Government has entrusted the SU with the collection of contributions.
In the medium term, collection of social insurance contributions should be transferred to the tax
administration.

107. Next Steps in Social Insurance Reform. These vaious measures are expected to result in an
effective wage tax rate of more than 42 percent in 1996. This is fairly high and could induce many
enterprises to shed labor or try to evade the tax, which could have an overall negative impact on social
insurance revenues. Furthermore, the Government is considering the imposition of an additional wage
tax to finance health expenditures. Such a tax, which is not expected to contribute in a major way to the
financing of health expenditures, would increase even more the burden on wages in the formal sector and
thus could have a negative impact on formal employment and possibly on revenues. Therefore, the
impact of these reforms on revenues should be carefully monitored as implementation proceeds, and the
current plans re-assessed if necessary.

Better Targeting of Soial As etan

108. The aim of the reforms described above is not only to move social insurmce toward actuarial
balance, but also to establish a clear distinction between social insurance, where the level of benefits is
based on past contributions, and social assistance, where the level of benefits is based on needs. These
reforms have to be complemented by a rationalization of socil assistance provisions to target the most
needy.

109. Cwrrent Social Assistance Provisions. The current system of social assistance consists of the
remaining price subsidies and controls on bread and on a few essental products;21 a land-based income
supplement program based on family size and quality of land; a temporary program of transfers to
cushion the impact of the recent increase in bread prices to cost covering levels; and a program of casb
transfers for families without other sources of income (undiha ekononmka"). The Government is
committed to the progressive elimination of the badly targeted and inefficient system of price controls and
subsidies that currently represents 8 percen of total budgetary expenditur. This is to be replaced by
targeted systems of income support. The transition has to be properly sequenced as the remanmg
subsidies should not be eliminated before a system of income support is operational.

110. ANhma Etionomika. Ideally, income support programs should be means tested. This may not
be feasible in Albania given the current limited adminisve capacity and the lack of data on the rapidly

W&i Price controls exist on: enera (electricity, kerosene and firewood), water, medicine, tlecomni
urban transportation, school books, and public housing rents. The prices of sugar beet, wheat, and bread
are aso contolled, but were raised to cost recovering evels on July 1, 1993.
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changmng income distribution.29 The Government has therefore opted for discretionary means testing
at the local level. The new Social Assistance Act develops furter the "ndiluna ekonomikaw program
through the introduction of a system of block grants bestowed to each local authornty at the municipal
level according to such parameters as population structue (age and size of fanily), rate of
unemployment, status of health (mainly malnutrition), and the distribution of land. The local authorities
are responsible for distributing this aid, following guidelines set by the Ministry of Labor and Social
Protection (MOLSP) and the Social Assistance Act. The maximnu benefit is curently set at 1410 leks
or about US$13 a month for a family of 3. Although the scheme is not limited to the long-term
unemployed, it provides the only benefit for which the long-term unnemloyed can apply when their
unemploymen benefits expire.

111. This program is stiff relatively small,
amounting to only 3 percent of total budgetary Table 2.8 Epeudure of Various
expenditures in 1993 and expected to increase to 5 Soci Aid Propwms, 1992-96
percent in 1994. It requires a substantial effort of I I 994 1995 1996
institution building to develop the administrative As pe 9en919
capacity required at the local level. The authorities of GDPe
have already engaged in substantial activities to Price widies 3.6 2.2 1.8 0.0 0.0
develop this capaciky and coped reasonably well Ndihma 0.5 1.2 2.0 2.0 1.6
with the influx in mid-1993 of 150,000 unemployed ekonomika
whose unemployment insurance benefits had Othert 0.3 2.8 3.1 3.5 2.9
expired. In particular, courses to train benefit share of tota exedus:
administrators and social workers were organized P ice usidies 8.2 5.0 4.1 0.0 0.0
by the MOLSP. Nevertheless, the scheme is Ndibma 1.1 2.7 4.5 4.7 4.1
expected to come under a lot of adminstrative and kok 0.7 6.3 7.0 8.3 7.5
financial pressure in the coming years. As the
administrative capacity develops further, it is _baW n sadtzdnon em mom pens
planned to expand the scheme and to merge the
land-based income supplement program with it. In
the meantime, a serious effort at training and
organizng better civil servants is required for the development of the program.

112. Next steps in SociatAssistance *forim. It is projected that about 3.5 percent of GDP would be
spent in 1996 o01 social assistance through the central Govemment budget. In view of the very low
income per capita and widespread unemployment, this wiul not be enough for the finacing of poverty
alleviation programs on a large scale. Such programs will have to be financed outside the central
budgetary process, possibly through resources coming direcdy from extral donors. Proper means
testing will remain difficult over the medium term and, to economize the use of scarce admnistrative
resources, poverty alleviation programs should rely as much as possible on self targeting mechanisms.
The Government has already developed a pilot project on poverty alleviation in mral areas which consist
of micro-credit scherms and of local public works. ITe program is financed by eernal donors and has
no impact on the central Govemment budget, with local contributions mainly in kind and coming from
the municipalities. While the microcredit part of the program is not spefically targeted at the poor,
the infrastructure component could have an impact on poverty if it were properly targeted through a

221 One of the main sources of income dipaities seem to be access to remittances from family memb
working abroad.
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combination of work and low wages. Furthermore, because the program is adminstered by villages, it
helps foster a sense of social contract, much neoded after 45 years of dictatorship. The Government
needs to explore further avenues for the development of self-targeted poverty programs. Other countries
have used a variety of self targeting techniques; for exanle, Mexico has located the shops selling
subsidized flour in poor areas. There is no fixed recipe for the development of targeting mechanisms,
which have to be devised in each country according to its specific social and economic dcaeristics.
Lastly, some niechansms of poverty monitoring should be established; such as, extending the household
survey of living conditions in Tirana to cover the whole country and updating it regularly.

Developig a Public Investment Program

113. The retrenchment in social spending descrbed above is required not only for the fiscal
consolidation, but also to make headroom for a badly needed expansion of public investment. Albania's
public infrastructure is in such a dilapidated state that it constitutes a major obstacle to private sector
development and to foreign direct investment. In the absence of roads or a functioning irrigation
network, price liberalization in agriculture will not have much impact on supply. Without reliable
provision of electricity and water, the prospects for developing m ng look bleak. Public
investment fell to 4.3 percent of GDP in 1992 and, despite an increase to 5.1 percent of GDP in 1993,
the level remains too low. To start the much needed rebuilding of infucr, levels of public
investment of about 9 percent of GDP on average would be necessary over the next few years, provided
that the institutional capability required to run an exanded public investment program can be developed.

114. lhe new nature of public investmnu. This higher level of spending has to be accompanied by
funmental changes in the nature of public investment. In the late 1980s, 75 percent of public
itnvestmen was allocated to the industrial and agricultural secors, reflecting the dominant role of the state
in the economy. There was virualaly no private sector investment. In the future, investment in
commercial enterprises will be undertaken primarly by the pnvate sector. The function of the public
investment program will be to support the Government role as a provider of basic services such as health
and education, key utilities such as power and water supply; infrastrucure, covering roads, railways,
telecommunications, and urban and rural infrastructure; and such services as research, extension, and
market development aimed at assisting the development of the private sector.

115. Furthermore, the provision of public services and inrastructre should support the small-scale
sector. For instance, developing an irrigation network for small farmers should have priority over
investing In a stae-of-the art network of telecommunications. Such a public investment strategy would
also have a more favorable impact on income distribution. Experience in many countries has shown that
growth based on efficient small-scale agricultural development is more likely to reduce poverty than
growth based on a capital intensive industrial strategy.30

116. Particular efforts are requied to rebuild the heath and educaion infastructure. Before the
upheaval of 1991-92, Albania had established a health service systm whose reach and performance were
unusually high for a country at its stage of economic development. On the other hand, the health system

.Q/ For examPle, Brzil's averge per capita income tripled between 1960 and 1980 and a third of the
popuation moved out of povert. Indonesis average per capita income, over a comparable period (1971-
87), grew by less than half that of Brazil, but the poverty reduction acieved was greater (over 40 pecent).
Moreover, Indonesa is now growig muh faster than Brazil.
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did not escape the distortions that marked the rest of the Albanian economy. The hospital network was
overextended to a point where critical economies of scale broke down, local dnrg production was
inefficient, and the country's isolation resulted in out-of-date tecinology. During the crisis of 1991-92,
the already fragile stock of outdated and poorly mainained medical equipment fell into near total
disrepair. Modernizing the health system will require large investments in rehabilitation and re-equipment
as well as a reorganization of the sector. The Government is in the process of preparing a reform
program to restucture the health system to improve Its cost effectiveness and to rehabilitate and upgrade
existing facilities. It Is actively seeking support from the intemational community to finance this
program.

117. Prior to the l991-92 crisis, Albaia's education system enjoyed the expansive network and
virWally universal basic education coverage typical of other European centrally planned economies.
Primary education was universal and schooling coverage for 14 to 17 years old was 70 percent in urban
areas. However, during the turmoil of 1991-92, about one-third of school facilities was badly damaged.
The unusable facilities, combined with the lack of relevance of the curriculum to the new economic
situation, the loss of teachers, and the disruption in the provision of textbooks, have led to a sharp drop
in levels of enrollment. Rehabilitation of schools and textbooks to mininal standards is a high priority,
as is developing a new curriculum. The Govermnent has prepared a sectoral investment plan and is
actively looking for donor support.

118. The 1993 public investment budget marked a sharp break with past practices: investment allocated
to the directly productive sectors-agriculture and industry-represented only 18 percent of the total.
Furthermore, more than half of that investment is for the rehabilitation and completion of irrigation
infrastructure. About three-quarters of public investment was allocated to infrastructure, mainly in
transport and communications and energy. However, the public investment planning process is still under
the strong influence of the procedures that applied under central planning. Line ministries' requests
against the last three annual budgets were several times the available resources, emphasizing the need to
introduce a ceiling-based budget process. Budget formats, by failing to identify individual investment
projects, lack mransparency and do not show anticipated trends in financing that would allow ministries
to plan their programs more effectively.

119. lhe establishmentof control and management procedures. To establish effective mechanisms for
the control and management of public investment, the Government has prepared a three-year Public
Investment Program (PIP) for the 1994-96period. The PIP exercise comprises the definition of sector
strategies, the establishment of procedures, and a comprehensive listing of projects and project profiles.
The strategies identify the role and functions of the Government in each sector of the economy, the
programs necessary to carry out these functions, and the main investment prorities to support these
programs. To the extent possible, the strategies have relied on existing sectoral studies. In view of the
limited administrative capacity, the project profiles include significant technical assistance components.
Projects and sectoral strategies should be further developed to include project specifications and technical
assistance priorities in each sector.

120. A key reform in the establishment of better investment management procedures will be the
introduction of resource celings for the line ministries. These should be set at the begiming of the
budget cycle In order to provide a realistic framework within which minbistries can prepare their budget
requests and thereby reduce arbitray cutbacks in the later stages of budget preparation. For the
mvestment budget, the ceilings should be based on the financial resource frunework set for the PIP, while
for the recurrent budget, they should reflect the findings of the sector policy and program review
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exercises regarding the appropriate
role of the Government in the sector Tabl 2.9: Compoutfon of 1M Publc
concemed. As much as possible, the bvabtent Propuin
investment program should be Percent of Percent of
intated into thre-year budgetary Investnt GDP
prjections. Furftermore, the newly Agribullr 13.3 0.8
developed budget fomat, which usy ad mhsi 4.4 0.3
identifies individual projecs and Eney 19.4 1.2
distinguishes between investment and Construction, housig and water supply 21.6 1.3
rerrent expenditures, should be TAnSOr am communicaton 29.2 1.7
implemented as soon as possible. Health 6.0 0.4
Coordination and managenent of the Education 2.1 0.1
PIP will be the responsibility of a s4.e 0sdutbn 4o 0.2
new Government departmen that STAL insitu6on
needs to work closely with the TOTAL 100.0 6.0
Ministry of Finance regarding
financing of the program.
Furthermore, the establisunent of such practices witl require, both in the MoP and in the line ninistrie,
a reorganization of the ministia as well as the individual training of the civil servants involved in the
exercise.

121. The line ministries will be specifically responsible for the preparation of project profiles.
Currently, these are descriptions of project areas without sufficient detail. They should be developed
furher to include an evaluation of the project by cost-benefit analysis or another appropriate technique
sunmary details including cost, duration, starting date, geographical coverage and funding status, as well
as a brief description of the project itself. The description should list the main project objectives, provide
some background and rationale, present the main componems, assess the likely project impact, include
an updated status of implementtion, and refer to the easting documentation. Such profiles should be
first established on individual cards that would be regularly updated. Once these mamnal procedures are
well functioning, compueized links with budget and foreign aid data bases could be envisaged.

122. The Public Investment Program will provide a comprehensive listing of all the investment projects
the Govenm ent iends to finance together with their financing sources. Investment in state enterprises
that are providers of services in sectors such as urban infrstructue and utilities are included in the PIP.
Budgetay support to enterprises not involved in the provision of public services will be limited to
entprises under the Enterprise Restrturing Agency (see next chapter), restricted to the budgetary
envelope set aside for that purpose, and channelled exclusively through the ERA.3' Once the PIP
becomes operational, no project will receive fndig allocation from the investment budget until it has
first been included in the PIP.

123. Although the primary objective of the PIP is not aid coordion, its implementation will largely
depend on foreign aid sources. A resource framework has been established which will involve an
asmen of extemal financing available. This resource framework has to be closely monitored and
updated regularly to remain useful. To that effect, a database needs to be developed to track progress
in securing external financing for each investment project and related technical assistance. This should
be linked to the efforts to produce a comprehensive database on aid. As the composition of aid is starting
to shift from emergency assistance to investment projects, it is crucial that the PIP be developed further
as soon as possible.

ai Subsidies to public enrpses selling goods at a controlled pdre (see pgaph 66) may take place during
a transtoy period.
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124. Some of the projects included in the 1994 investment budget are not included in the PIP.
Furthermore, work on the institutional development of the PIP was delayed in early 1994, because of
uncertainty regarding its administrative locaion. This was recently resolved by creating a new
Govemnment department for PIP and aid coordinaton. Unless carefully managed, this decision could have
very adverse consequences for both the budget and the PIP since investmet expendiures, directly or
through operations and maintenance, represent one-thrd of total budgetary expendiures. Preparation and
Implementation of the budget and of the PIP catmot be disassociated, and it is therefore crucial that the
new department and the Ministry of Finance cooperate closely and that proper procedures, which ensure
compatibility with progress in the control of public expenditures, are established.

Refonming the Civil Service

125. The structural changes recoi -ended in this section will require a strong effort of capacity
building in the Goverunent. Following the elections of March 1992, a decision was taken to reduce the
number of ministries in order to cut down their cost and improve their efficiency. Many ministries were
merged and their functions have changed dramatically.over the past year. The mandates of many
ministries are not cleau, with inadequate mechanisms in place for policy formulation and coordination on
vital reform issues. Civil servants have yet to be trained in the objectives of their ministry and in their
own role. The Government needs to step up its efforts in the organization and management of the civil
service, the coordination of economic policy, and in the provision of incentives to retain high caliber civil
servants.

126. Cvil Servce Managemet. A general review of the role and organization of each ministry has
already started. This review has so far concentatd on the former Ministry of Finance and Economy
and the former Ministry of Trade and Foreign Economic Relations, and has made specific
reconmnendations on organization, staffing and training. Following its rm dons, a new Ministry
of Finance and a new Ministry of hIdustry and Trade have been created. This review will be extended
to other ministries. In addidon to specific reviews of ministries, general management practices need to
be assessed. Basic managemnent rouines-particularly communication-have to be strengthened.
Moreover, in the past, much of the work was executive and administrative in nature. With the shift in
Ministry focus from an execuive body towards becoming an enabling insitution, different management
skills are now required. Project management skills to help managers set clearer objecdves with their staff
have to be developed. The Governent needs to mobilize external assistance to set up a training center
for civil servans.

127. Coordnation of Econonic Policy. The Mistry of Finance has had the lead responsibility for
economic policy analysis and developing economic policy objectives, including macroeconomic analysis
and forecasting, determining economic policies and strategies, and coorditg and evaluating sector
policies and strategies. Nevertheless, economic policy at the highest level is a collective responsibility
of the Council of Ministers (COM). Over the past year, some coordination problems between tie MoP
and the line ministries have appeared, caused largely by the absence of formal mechanisms for the
exercise of that collective responsibility. To remedy these problems, a new investmen agency, reporting
directly to the COM, is being created. Furthermoe, an economic group of the COM, chaired by a
Deputy Prime Minister in charge of economic refonns, has been established. The role of the Deputy
Prime Minister is to coordinate and energize the reform process across ministries. At present, the exact
role and competency of the investment agency vis-a-vis the MoF and the line ministries is being
determined. To ensure consistency with the overall economic development objectives, it is essential that
these roles are clarified and formal mechansms for coordinations are developed as soon as possible.
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Furtherme, the new agency will need to be staffed quickdy and in accordance with ot functon t has
to carry out.

128. OWvil Sevice Pq Scale and ecial Inc wives. The mprovemns in motivation and incentives
that can be expected from the above reforms will not be enough to keep high caliber ndivi s in the
civil service unless the issue of the pay scale is also addresed. Civil service pay is now far out of line
with pnvate sector salaries and has serious deimenl consequences for the recnuitmeat and retention
of qualified staff. As the private sector grows, and, with it, demand for qualfied st, these problems
will become even more acute. A long-run solution to these problems involves focussing public sector
activities on core programs, cutting back on non essenti ones, and promotng a lean and efficient civi
service. In the meantime, the Government should take the following _msures: (i) review staffing levels
for futher reduction in order to release funds for pay increases; (ii) decompress further the current salary
scale to reflect the pay diferentls existng in the private sector; (iii) develop training progam and
ensure that staff beneft from them will remain in the civil service for an agreed period; (iv) give the
Council of Ministers a new discretionary incentive fund of 2 to 3 peent of the total salary bill to
distnrbute to the 300 best peforming senior civil servants in the form of a year-end bonus payment. The
office of the Deputy Prime nster of Economic Affairs should prepare the proposals which should then
be endorsed by the Council of Ministers. The 1994 budget Includes a provision for selective incrases
for key civil sens. A long-rum solution to the incentive problems in the civil sevice will, however,
require a review of staffing levels and functions.



CHAFrEt M. DlSENGAGING THE SrATE FROM DIRECLY PRODUCTIVE ACTIVIVIES

A. Introduction

129. The Albanian enterprise sector found itself in a deep crisis after the demise of the previous
economic and political regime in 1992. Outdated technology, limited market knowledge, overstaffing,
and a chaotic ownership and incentive framework made it impossible for statowned enterpis (SOEs)
to make a quick adjustment to new products or markets. Many SOEs have stopped operation altogether
or are operating far below capacity. The result has been a sharp dechne in industa production of a
magnitude not seen elsewhere in Eastemn and Central Europe, from 42 percent of GDP in 1990 to 14
percent of GDP in 1993. With the collapse of much of the industial sector, virtually all assets of the
state banks were wiped out. Concurrent with the decline of industrial production, has been the rapid
growth in agriculture; this followed the early successful privatization of all agricultural land, one of the
main determinant of the impressive supply response in 1993. Furthermore, small-scale private activities
have grown rapidly in retail trade, handicrafts, construction, and services. In effec, Albania is
undergoing a very rapid de-industrlization.

130. The challenge that the Government now faces is to manage the consequences of the decline in
industrial production by disengaging itself from the obsolete and inefficient state enterprise and banking
sectors in a manner consistent with the objectives of the fiscal consolidation descnrbed in the previous
chapter. The fastest and most efficient way to achieve this objective is privatization. Transferring scarmc
capital resources to the private sector will not only help ensure that banks and firms are run on a
commercial basis, but also remove the prospect of future public liabilities arising from the operations of
loss-making state banks and public enterprises. Prospects for immediate pivatization are, however, dim
for some state enterprises and the state banks which are in such a weak state that rnning them profitably
on a commercial basis would require a complex and costly restructuring.32 Under such circmstances,
many private investors may prefer to start up entirely new concerns rather than to purchase an already
existing enterprise or bank with uncertain prospects of retrning to viability.

131. Immediate closure of some of the cnterprises that cannot be privatized and of the state banks is,
however, not an option for the Goverment. The enterprises least likely to be privadzed are also most
likely to be sizeable. Imnediate closure would have a sizeable impact on employment, and therefore is
not politically feasible in view of the high current levels of unemployment (18 percent of the popultion).
State banks cannot be closed either; a minim provision of financial services is required for the
development of Albania and no pnvate banks presently exist that could provide such services. A hands-
off policy is no more an option than outright dosure. Left on their own, large loss makers and banks
are unlikely to carry out the required restuct and would end up wastng more resources. Lacking
the necessary expertise, financial resources, and an appropriate inemntive framework, they would probably
continue to acumulate further losses which would, sooner or later, translate into budgetary outlays.

132. To promote an orderly disengagement of the state from directly productive activities, some form
of temporary public intervention is in order. The two guiding principles for this intervention should be
to: (i) promote private sector entry, and (ii) contain the cost of public intervention within the framework
of the adjustMent program. This requires that reform in the banking and state entprise sectors be
tackled simultaneously. Promoting private sector development requires not only an active privatization

3I Such a restucxtring is already under way in the Agicul Bank, finaced under the Agriculturl
Adutment Sectoral Loan of the World Bank (see chter IV).
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policy, but also the development of a viable systen of finan nrdi . A necessary condition
for the development of a viable financial system is to shelter banb from pressure to lend to loss makers.
This in turn requires the privatization of the state nterprise sector, as well as the establishment of
mhanisms to prevent arm-twisting of the banks. At the same time, to remain within the overall
framework of fiscal consolidation, it is necessary to place a fixed and dedin limit on public trnfers
to banks and enterprises. This requires not only that a clear and explicit limit be placed on budgetary
subsidies to enterprises, but also that banis be sheltered from political pressure since, sooner or later,
bad loans through state banks necessarily translate into a budgetary funded recipitaliation.

Box 3.1: The Abanin Stakt Enterprise Sectw

* In late 1993, about 1,500 SOEs wee regered- large sbare was not operating-in all sectos of dth economy,
but the industrial sector was the most prominent. In 1990, industy accounted fbr approxitely 45 perent of Net
Mateial Product, absorbed 42 percent of gross investm, and provided empbyment for about 23 percentof the working
population. Manufacing constitutes the lrgest pan of the overa dustial secto, wih nearly 80 percent of total
industrial poduction in 1990. Maufacring is dided between light and fbod indusies, 50 percent of inustri
productdon in 1990, and heavy industries, 30 percent of Wdustl production In 1990. whicb were maindy producing spare
parts for the existng inusa equipment. Much of the est of the Industrial sector consied of the mining sector, based
on the export of chromim, copper, and nickel ore.

* Untgl 991, cental Govenmet mhdsties exercid detied control overAl acdvies of their respectve SOEs.
whch were baskally production unis with litde or no independent responsbiity for many basic enerprise funcdons,
and vwth domestc cenaly detemined transfer pnces tht had no relatonship to wodd maet prices. State entrprises
have now become legally autonomus enties but, in practe, often turn to the line ministries for cnical ad finacial
suppot. Following seveal tent reornizto, the principal responsIidity t industri secto is now vested
unambiguously with the Ministry of Industy, Enefgy and Minig, but constuco enteprises ae under the Ministy
of Conrio, and agro-industrial SOEs under the Ministry of Agricutre. Other ministries, such as Transport and
Tr and International Economic Relatons, also have SOEs under their authoriy.

* Stain from a very small base, Albania experLnced tapid industl growth undl about 1980. Between 1950
and 1975. in esponse to high rates of Iwestmet total Industri ouput gew rapidly although the quality and real value
of Industrial producs was never put to n intiond make testl During the past decad, growth decelrated
substantially as a result of the clsing of the economy an the cessation of al extetnal assistance afker 1978. During the
1980s, industral production grev at less dtan 3 pecent per year. It fell by 7.5 pacent in 1990, and by 40 percent in
1991 and IM. In most industra sub-sectors, output is now at a fraction of pre-1990 reves. A large number of
factories have closed altogether or operate spordically; more han half of the state-owned entrprise (SOB) labor fore
has been dismissed.

* Ibin shap decline (of a magnitude not observed elsewhoer in former socialist economies) is te result of a
number of facos linked to the total colapse of the extrm brand of central planning of the previous regine. Unt
1991. all prices were set centrally, whb minimal change between feyear plan periods. AU producive assets were
owned by the stae; production was controlled dutough lage SOEs. Bach SOE teponed to a sectr ministry, wich
exercised control over Investmet, producton kvels. direcion of trde, and utdlizadon of surpluses. SOE managers
fimuconed inside a bureawratic wachinery, so that most of diem have lite relevant expeience when it comes to
manuaging autonomous entrpises in a competv environment. Mte system also ld to much inappropriate investMent,
endemic overmnannig, and te use of old-fashioned technolgies.
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Dou 3.: RIet Developments In 1 he uaclol Sector

* Over the paut dree years, the banking syem has evolved from a mono-bank system, where the Stte Dak of
Abana undertook all cetr and commercial banig opeations, to a two-ir system. Now, cena banking fnctons
are handled by the Dank of Albni (DoA), and there are three specalizd commercl bans - the Savings Da (SD),
be Dank for Agriculture and Development (BAD), and the National Commecal ank (NCR), all of them Govenmet-

owned. The Savings Bank is maiy engaged ni deposit iing. AJthough it has inreased lending significantly in die
ast year, most of its leig portfolio consists of advanoes to NCB ad BoA. The Natdonal Commercil Dank lemln to
all commrcial entepises. Is liabilites consist mainly of lIos from SD and BoA and of stae enteprises' deposits.
In September 1993, tbe Bank for Agrikultural Development was liquidted, is deposits and good asset transferred to
a new bank, the Rural Commerial Bank (RCB), that is to specWiaze In nding to die agricultural and rwal entaprise
secOCr and is currently undergoiug an extenive progrm of tehial assistance (see Chapter IV).

* Agreementshavebeen reachedontwojointvnturebn, bothparnsof NC, to enterAlnia. The Italia
Albanian Bank, a joint venure with the lanco di Roms, has recenty sted opeao on a relativy small scale. It
focuses primarily on providing services such as tters of credit and paymes transfers, and on lending to export-oriented
endties. The slamic-Albanian Development Bak is expected to begin operatiom in the near future. Finally, the
Dardanian Bank, a foreign state-owned bank, is establiig a branch in Albania, initialy specializing in handling
remitance from Albnians living in Kosovo.

* Since mid-19M2, banks have been instructed to begin ledn only on stricy commel crtea, and at dteir
own risk. In early 1993, when inter-entrprise arems accelerated, in lage pat due to the difiulty of obtaining bank
credi. the Government acted decisivel to pr a stop to the prctice of using payment orders inufiinty backed by
fimds as a way for enterpbies to get credi. However, die Govenment extended public guaratees on bank loans to
several state entepries and agencies dufing the lt half of 1993. As a result, bans condmued to exlend lan to non-
viable public and private entprises. This practice put in jeopardy the whole program of fisc adjustme, as well as
the institutional build-up of the banking sector. In April 1994, the Government sopped tis practice by isig a decree
prohibitng the extension of Govermuent credit gantes on ny loans mde by domestic banks.

* The srstem of inerest rates, which were higly negative in real tms in 1992, was also refomed. Floors were
insiuted on depose rates which made them postive in real terms, and guidnce is provided on lending rates. 1 view
of shrply lowered ndlaton raes in 1993, rates were bwered by about4 percent across the board in June 193. More
importntly, the Govenment ontds to review and revise rates on a bi-montly bass-bak re inadequately equipped
to realculale raes on loans any faster than thai

* The reform agenda wil pose a mjor dallage to de Imited plemadon reources available to the
Govenm t In order to help coordinate all of the work being dowe, die Goverment has reendy established a
Committee for ie Modrnizaon fae Fanciat Sector. The Committee is composed of senior staff mers from dte
BoA and the MoP, and will be assisted by a fullime extenl advisor. A series of working goups will be established
on the various functional aspects of the commitee's reposibilides, kludin uh the inorpoai of workig
groups that are already opeatonl. The Commes mandate is to agree upon and hIplemnat an action plan to: (i)
allow the entry of private financil inmdir; (I) Inprove the govemance of existig state banks; (iii) develop
modem banking experisea and ifrstuctr;and N(v) develop a reguloy and supervisy framework.

133. Public intervention is limited by the weak inis capacity and the limited financial
resources available to the Government. Privatization ad restrcing efforts cannot be separaely
undertaken for each of the more than 1,200 remaining state enrprises. Although there are only three
state banks, building a conmercWal banking expertise and capacity up from scratch is likely to be a very
costly and lengty exercise. Scarce administrative and financial resources need to be concentrat where
they will have the biggest impact and, as much as possible, to be supplemented by private expertise. This
is an additional reason for placing the emphasis of the reform program on rapid privatization of SOEs
and promotion of private initiative in the banking sector. Over the longer rn, banks could take an active
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role in the restrcturing of state enterprises as is being done by some banks in the Czech Republic and
in Poland. This is not currenaly within the reach of the banks, but as financial sector reform proceeds,
the accumlated expertise should be tapped to complement the efforts of the Government.

B. Downsizing the State Enterrise Sector trwough Pdovatzaon and Restrutuing

Introducton

134. The strategy for the enterprise sector is to ensure the orderly liquidation of public loss makers,
coupled with quick privatization of viable assets and enterprises. This involves making clear and explicit
which of the remaiing state-owned enterprises (SOEs) will be publicly funded, specifying why and for
what period of time. Although explicit budgetary subsidies to state enterprises have stopped since mid-
1992, SOEs have continued to receive transfers in the forms of non-transparent budgetary funding,
through anm-twisting of the state banks and, until recently, public guarantees on bank loans. Access to
public resurces should, however, be detrmined by the privatization prospects of enterprises, as well
as by their social and strategic importance, and it is important that such access takes place through
explicit budgetay transfers. By providing explicit budgetary subsidies to large loss makers of social
importce and not applying any pressure on the banks on behalf of any enterprises, the state-owned
bans would be able to operate on the basis of commercial, market-oriented criteria, lending only to those
it found creditworthy. In this way, more credit is likely to reach viable private opportunities.
Furermore, the process of continuing to publicly finance SOEs would be subjected to an overall budget
constraint. HLeakagesw throughforced loss-making lending to SOEs by the banking sector, which later
return as a quasi-fiscal deficit, would be substantially reduced.

135. As mentioned above, ptivatiaion is the most efficient way to manage the cosequences of the
d-industrialization. Speed rather than revenue, except for a few specific enterpises, is therefore the
main concern of the Government. Aside from the quick privatization of agricultural land, the
privatzation of small-scale units (with up to ten employees) has been highly successful, with virualaly all
units privatized by the end of 1993 (see box 3.3). In May 1993, the Government adopted Decree 248,
which established proedus itended to speedily privatize small- and medium-scale enterprises, coverng
fitms with less than 300 employees and/or US$500,000 in book value (see below). Much progress has
been achieved, with more than 950 of the approximately 1,200 enterprises privatized to date.

136. Pollowing these successes, the Governmet has now turned its attention to developing a general
privatition program for the remaining SOEs and devising a funding strategy for different categories of
entepriss based on their privatization prospects and their social and stategic importance. Some large
loss makers, however, are not likely to be privatized soon, nor are they likely to be closed down
immediately. Other enterprises, such as the main utilities, will remain in the state sector over the medium
term simne these services cannot be provided by the private sector in the near future. For those
enterpfses that will remain in the public domain, the Government is establishing clear rules to govemn
their access to budgetary and banking resources. The main purpose of such rules would be to protect
both the bankdng system and the budget by making transfers to socially important enterprises explicit and
by keeping them within a finite budgetary envelope. Finally, the Govermnment intends to review the

tution law, adopted in April 1993, with the aim to assess its implication for rapid privatization.
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lbx 3.3: fIt Aeblevgute k tInavatoloa

* 1The prdvaton procM ws underkn at Ie beging of 1991, with the estblishmnt of two stutidons
responsible for the restruct and priVatiaton of SOBS. Thse a th Prparaey Commission for the Procss of
Pdvaizton (PC??), an -er body responsib primarily for the peparati of te ptrivation cases. and
the Nationat Agency for Priaizaton (NAP), a separate agency under the Council of Ministers which was given
regulatory and admnistrive fuctions, bcling the aproval of ptivatization tasact, a somehow unclear division
of labor. Both PCPP nd NAP esblihd local banc offices In each of Abans 28 (now 37) distict. In mid-993,
in order to strengthe NAP as he Govamnens main privhadtion autoy the Governnent put in place a high-level
goventg Board to provide policy coordiaton with oer midstris, and also to give more coherent polky backng for
NAP htiatves. NAP's Board memben are appointed by the Prine Minstr and the Board is chaired by the Depty
Prime Minister. In the fhtur, the PCPP is to be merged into the NAP which wM frther strehen the privatiution
authori and make the best use of scace administrative rources.

* P oovaizaon of smal-scalc uai with up to tea employees has been a large success, with viy all small-scale
units, primarily in the fes of rUa trade, serices, and hadicrats, ptzed by the end of 1993. The main lmet
in the sccess of this ptivatkation has been ts rapity; the vitit and growth, paidcularly of the tail/commercid
sector, has been highly visible in Tianaand other major cities. Most of these units were initially sold to te employees
at book value, v hich was oRen a factia of market value. To counteract rising resentment against the beneficiaes, the
book value was upwardly adjusted by iflion in mid-1993 and NAP placed inreased reliance on aucions, partiuarly
for the more attractive assets.

Prlvatlaao3 and Funding Sategy

137. From the point of view of privatization regime, importance to the Governmeat and hence fmdinig
regime, lbann state entetprises (SOEs) can be classified into three major gtoups. These are: (i) SOBs
likely to remain state owned in the long term and SOEs wit high privaziaion reveu potenti such
as in the oil and gas, and mining sectors; (ii) large loss makers of stmtegic or social iportance to the
Governent; and (iii) all other SOEs. For each group a privatization and fumding strategy has to be
implemend.

138. Group f ) - Long-term SOEs and SOFE wits highprivarizion revenuepotential. This group of
entepnses include utilities such as the decticity company, the local water supply compafes, and natur
monopolies, fbr instance, railways and teleommunications. These companies are likely to remain in the
public domain over the medium term and the Government is seeking support from external donors to
prepar restucturing and rehabilitation plan,s as well as general guidelines for their operation. Of
paticula importane will be the establhent of rules governing the relations between the budget, the
banks, and the utilities. Furtmore, financial viability will require sufficient inte raource
generation through aprdiae pricing policies.

139. Odter enterprises in group (i) include SOBs in the oil and gas, and mng sectors (some 60-70
SOBs). T group shwuld contain only core strategic SOEs. For examWle, the Albpetol famnily of
SOEs contains everything from drilling and exploration, to pipelines to enterprises producing eqpment
usod n drlling (see chpter IV). 'Non-core' SOEs in this group have been reclassified into group (iii)
SOEs and will be privaized separately. Bnterpie in this group have a high privatization revemiz
potential and since they stand the best chance of aacting fokeign investors, they will need a traditional,

case-by-case* approach to privatization. The first success is likely to be achieved with Albhrome, the
chromium company for which the Government, with assistamce from EBRD, is currentl egoting with
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a foreign joint venture partner. The Government needs to ensure that the National Agency for
Privatiaton (NAP) has the appropriate policies in place to permit this to happen for the remaining
strategic SOEs. Furthermore, it should rely on foreign technical assistance to finance the requisite
valuations, stmegic work, preparation of prosectuses, and other related 'investment banking" activities.

Beo 34: Inter-Enteprie Arrews

* n 1992, b conjon whh ie deep declm inproducdon,tbe rse in wa costs and h e eliniination of
budgetry subsidies and aumac credk extension ftom the baking system, many entrp resorted to fbiancing their
actvites through Im erenterprse arars. These arears accumulated in the bankig system as invoices for which there
wee no funds tat were accepted by the banks. In tum, tie bans decided which invoices to pay as funds were coming
into the account of an SOE. By December 199, the amount of awreas-including tax arrear-had reached approximately
(on a gross basis) lek 18 bilion, or some 20 percent of GDP.

* Ihe Goverment in eady 1993 Iucted banks to change the payment mechanism by replacing receivable
hwoices with paymnt orders and to return to the SOEs te paymemt orders for whih insufficient funds would be
vailable for payment It also made compulsory payment of interes on ousandu balances, on terms equivalent to
commercial bank credi, thereby elminating an incensve for its overuse. In addiion, enr tprises that have not serviced
their commercial obligations for over 3 months were to be barred from frther deliveries as long as they remained in
armas. In pracdce uiuidles-part ly the electrichy companyhave found it dilficult to follow the last insuction,
especiay when the debtor in arrears was a large state entrprise.

* The Goerment aso proceeded to "unclog" the payments system by transferring to two blocked accounts all
ougt receivabls and payabbs. It subsequently decided to allocate some lek 1.7 billion (1.7 percent of GDP) for
a clearing exercise. All net outandig claims were first netted against outsading arrears to the budget. All net
crediton wrethen compensated, with the smalole enterprises usually repaid on most of teir outtnding daims while
the late net creditors received less tha 20 percent their ouang bane.

* These meues have conibuted to some normalizatio of the tansaction and payments systems. The changes
to the rules on commercial credit should also provide incentives against frther abuses. On the other hand, the arrears
clar exerce hs established a precedent of the Govent bailing out state entepises throngh the budget and
dtough a net drawing of resources from the brges net credtors, i.e., the enterpres most likely to be viable. There
is alredy some evidence dt intere pre arears have staed to accmulate again outide of the banking system.
It is thus impor dth the Govnentestblish its credibility by tefsing to condone a frtbher emergence of tax arears
and that k prepae a program for clearing the remaining arreas.

140. Enterprises in group (i) should be financially solvent. They should therefore be entitled to have
acess to credt from domestic bank. Bocase they are likely to be politically powerfil, these enterpnses
should only be allowed to have access to credit from domestic public banks in a carefully monitored
manner. They could, in the contxt of the PIP, receive funding for investment. To the extent that output
prices for some of these enterprises are set administively below cost, selected utilities may receive
operat sbsidies frm the budget. Guidelines clarifying their relations with the budget and the banks
should be issued in the context of restructuring and rehabilitation plans.

141. Groqgp d) - Large kws makrs of sodcal Iportace. This group should contain all the socially
sensitive loss makers. So far 32 such enterprises have been identified by the Govermnent but more may
have to be added, for instance SOEs in arrears to the bankm. Such enterprises are being taken care of
under a special agCy, the Enterprise Restucturing Agoncy (ERA, see below) which is in charge of their
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privatization or liquidation. To avoid duplication of efforts inprivtization, ERA wiUl draw on NAP as
needed. NAP wil sign off on final privatization transactions.

142. Group (ii) enterprises wil not have access to the banking system but will receive budgetary
subsidies through a special, earmarked envelope. The rationale is that if large loss makers cannot be
closed or privatized, they should receive resources in a transparent manner through outright budgetary
subsidies. As long as loss makers remain in operation, by definition they have to rely on a resource
transfer from either the budget through outright subsidies, the banking system through loans granted on
lenient terms, or other enterprises through the accumulation of arrears. The granting of soft loans by
state banks is akin to a budgetary subsidy since it will translate into a non-performing portfolio and
eventually into a budget-financed recapitalization of the banks. In the process, the integrity of the banks'
balance sheets and of their lending practices will be seriously affected. The acctuulation of inter-
entrprise arrears is no more conducive to an orderly restructuring of the state sector (see box 3.4): in
effect, resources are transferred from net creditor enterprises, which are also likely to be the ones with
better viability prospects, to enterprises with poor viability prospects. Purthenrore, since net creditors
are state owned, the extension of credits that cannot be recovered to loss makers will eventually translate
into lower budgetary revenues.

143. The Enterprise Restrctuing Agency (ERA) has been set up to allocate the fimds set aside for
group (Hi) enteprises. For SOEs that It decides should be closed, ERA resources could be used, inter
alia, to pay workers until the plant is finally shut down. Altrnatively, these payments could be made
in a lump sum, in the form of severance payments. Furthermore, ERA resources could be used to cover
the cost of physically dimaing SOEs that are liquidated. For SOEs which have some privadzation
prospects, the decision of what to finance is more difficult. High return expenditures, such as on
maitenance and repairs, may be justified in some cases. In addition, ERA might consider financing
investments; but this would be on a very limited scale, and only in the context of facilitating privatization
of the SOE, (in the form of the SOE's contribution to a joint venture, for example). Such ERA
conributions to SOEs should probably be in the form of low interest bearing loans. Foreign-fianced
technical assistance is being used to pr ratructuring plans.

144. To ensure success of ERA, it is also crucial that it include all SOEs for whom financial support
will need to be justified on a political basis. In order to maintain credibility of the privatization process,
SOEs should not, in the fiture, have the option to transfer into ERA, except in exceptional circumstances.
To add credibility to the list of SOEs in ERA, the Bank of Albania and the National Commercial Bank
(NCB) should be consuted to propose candidates-since in the future any SOEs demined not
creditworthy by NCB would be denied credit.

145. Most importantly, ERA should be subject to a sunsetprovision: it should close down within three
to five years of the beginning of its activities. This sunset provision will ensure that a finite limit is
placed on budgetary transfers to SOEs and therefore that a hard budget constraint be imposed on group
(ii) enterprises. To leave ERA, SOEs will either have to be privaized or liquidated. SOEs that will not
have been privatized by the time ERA winds down its activities will be liquidated.

146. Group (di) - aU oder SOEs. About 85 percent of these are covered by Decree 248 passed in
May 1993 by the Council of Ministers. This decree established procedures intended to speedily privatize
approximately 1,200 small- and medium-sized enterprises-firms of less than 300 employees or less than
US$500,000 in book value-and introduced auction as the main technique for privatidon. Keeping in
mind the limited institutional capacity, the auctions were decentralized to the local level. District
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branches of NAP make decisions regarding the auctions and run them. To maintain a balance in decision-
making, the Boards of NAP branches comprise (at leas in most cases) 21 individuals, representing a
broad spectrum of elected and appointed officials from sever political parties. The local boards have,
however, the power to exempt units from auction procedures, to exclude any bidder, and to request
business plans. Moreover, Decree 248 establishes a system of coefficients that favors workers'
collectives. Such privatization support to workers is widespread in Eastern Europe but care must be taken
that it does not generate conflict with the laws on privatization and foreign investment.

147. Recent data show that of the cases of privatization under Decree 248, only about S percet was
sold by auction. Of the remaining cases, about 65 percent was sold to employees, while about 35 percent
was sold by exemption, either due to restitution daims or to a single qualified interested party. Most
sales were made at, or about, book value. However, despite its flaws, Decree 248 has moved dte
privatization process forward: so far, about 750 entetprises have been privatized. Continued rapid
privatization is complicated by the extension of the filing period for restitution claims (see below). It is
important Xt the Government maintains the momentum of privatizaion by addressing the restimuion
issues through the measures proposed below and by updating the list of enterprises to be privatized under
the decree. Many "large enterprises" now fall under the 300 employees threshold and could be disposed
of quickdy under Decree 248.

148. While an auction remains the most tanpar way of privatizing, its outcome necessarily reflects
curent wealth endowments. As in most other post-communist societies, wealth endowment following
market reform reflects te results of the past non-market driven accumulation proces. It is threfore
understandable that the population supports mnechanisms such as those of Decree 248, with the intention
of putting limits on the benefits that the new market bripgs to the heirs of the old order. It is, however,
important that the privatization process remain transparent, in order to establish its legitimacy and build
a s;ocial consensus on private ownrship. A deferred payment scheme for auctioned assets under which
individuals would be able to pay the Government over a period of years, at a very low interat, could
constte a tasparent privatization mehnism, one not based on initial endowment of wealth. Equity
dsares in the privatized companies would be withheld by the Govermnent in an escrow account pro-rata
actual payments. Such a scheme would have the added advantage of speeding up privatization by
providing additional resurces to the most enbtreprenerial members of society.

149. SOEs larger dan 300 employees or than US$500,O0OO in book wSue that do not fit in goups (i)
and (ii) munber about 200. Many of ese today have shrunk to fewer than 300 employees and should
be reclassified as small SOEs and dealt with under Decree 248 as well. Once it is known how many
SOEs still qualify as large, appropriate methods can be aevised to privatize them. As with Decree 248,
the main emphasis ought to be on speed of transferring the SOE into private hands so that steps to
revitalizelrationalize the enterprise can be implemented as early as possible, before assets are lost or fall
into furtier disrepair. Therefore, any scheme that is devised needs to be simple and able to be
implemented rapidly. It should be developed keeping in mind that in the majority of cas the only real
interest in buying these SOEs is likely to be shown by the SOEs managers and employees. Auctions,
without a reserve price, with or without vouchers, and which give a certain discount to emloye and
mnagers, are likely to be the speediest method here.

150. Neither large nor small group iii SOEs should receive any budget financing. Outside fnancng
may be provided by banks, should they find these SOEs creditworthy. No political pressure on banks
should be exercised on behalf of these SOEs. In this way, these SOEs would be moved to privatize in
order to survive, or be liquidated.
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Restton

151. In April 1993, the Parliamenlt of Albania adopted the Law on Restitution and Compensation that
awards ownership of non-agricultural lands to ex-owners who can prove their claims. Under the law,
the ex-owner also has the right to purchase the buildings sitting on the property to be restituted at book
value. If these build-;ngs have already been privatized, the law creates co-ownership between ex-owner
and new owner. Under this co-ownership of buildings, the new owner leases the buildings for two years
from the ex-owner at a rate detemined by the legislation, after which they nust strike their own
commercial arrangement. This provision applies in parnicular to the retail units already privatized under
the small-scale privatization program. According to the law, ex-owners are given six months to register
their dlaims. The law also provides for an extension beyond six months, where there are 'justifiable'
reascrs that the ex-owner was not aware of his or her rights. As a result, the deadline for filing claims
has been extended twice and is now set for end August 1994.

152. Although restitution is one of many possible ways of transferring public asses to the private
sector, it is possible that the Law will result in a number of problems. First, there is a danger that the
law could result in the reversal of some privatizations, which would be unfortunate since uncertnty as
to ownership of land could hinder development of a real estate market, and delay investnent. Second,
aldtough the implementation regulations stipulate that after six months ex-owners will ordy be entitled to
compensation,3 they leave open the possibility of restitutions beyond six months for 'justifiable"
reasons. This conplicaws the above issue further. Most importantly, the complexity of the law, the
inadequacy of the land title and registry system, the imprecision of Albania's inheritance laws, and the
lack of adminstrative resources and trained judges could mean that, based on present regulations, the
restitution process could take years.

153. There is still much that could be done to limit the potential adverse economic impact of the
urrent legislative framework and the Government intends to review its functioning. The question of the

duration of the period during which ex-owners can file their claims has to be setted; if need be, through
a new decrtee that would list the "justifiable" reasons for granting an extension and set the duration of this
extension. Disputes arising from the restitution law should be litigated in either an administrative tribunla
or a specialized court created specifically for the purpose of speedy resolution of such conflicts. In order
to mitigate the adverse impact of the law on restitution on ownership rights and thereby on investment,
legislation on leasing should be developed as soon as possible. A new law on the leasing of agricultural
land is being prepared by the Ministry of Agriculture (see chapter IV). It should be incorporated into
a wider and coherent framework establishing a legal basis for leasing and sub-leasing. This is also
required for the development of the fincial sector.

11 Tem compensation of ex-owners of agricultural land is discussd in chapter IV.

a/ This implenion regulation conflicts directly with the main law that adopts ownership to ex-owners as
its cetral principle.
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Ptoviding State Entrise with the Right Economic Sigals

154. For the few enterprises that would remain in the public domain over the mediun term, the
Government needs to create an environment that would provide thiem with the right economic signals
through continued adhesion to the above financing framework, medmes to the state enterpnse law,
and the restoration of basic ownership functions.

155. Legal Famework. Under the State Enterprise Law of 1992, Albanian SOEs are not incorporated.
The relvant parent ministry or local authority appoints an internal board of directors for each SOE, and
in theory they have thereafter little authority over the enterprises. In addition, the current legislative
framework has many deficiencies. It contains no reference to the possible use of outside directors. There
is a clear prohibition against dividend payments to the owner (the State). There are no clear proceres
for the transformation of the SOEs into company form on par with private enterprises. There is also
widespread confusion concerning which types of SOEs would be owned or controlled by local authorities.
This is ptimarily the case for smaller SOEs of local character. Since no transparent guidelines exist for
these decisions, it is not clear whether the transfers are permanent or temporary, and the implications for
the disposal of asset have not been worked out.

156. Ownership and govwmnance. For the few enterprises that would remain in the public domain,
goveace should be improved and clarified. The law should also be amended to allow the paymen of
dividends to the State. As a way of providing an unambiguous financial target against which to measure
performance, a nmium dividend policy should be introduced, replacing the current "amortization
tax'.' Furthermore, the law should be modified to allow for the transformation of SOEs into joint
stock companies and for a timetable for the gradual corporatization of most SOEs. In the Albanian
context, the importance of corporatization should not be exaggerated. Rapid privatization is, and should
remain, the key priority for most enterprises. Nevertheless, for those that remain majority public-owned,
corporae-type govemance will be preferable to direct control by Ministries, or no control at all.

C. Lmiting the Scope and Cost of Governm nt Itervenon In the Flnancl Sector

157. Albania's cuent banking system emerged from a series of restructuring measures which began
in late 1991. Prior to its break-up, the former State Bank of Albania undertook all the central and
commercial banking activities of a centrally planned economy. The "commercial banking" deparnmetS
of the Catal Bank historically performed a budgetary and accountn function, providing payment
services for SOEs and allocating credit in accordance with a central plan. The Savings Bank (SB) served
as a repository for nearly aU household deposits, and the activities of the State Agricultural Bank (SAB),
which were taken over by the Bank for Agriculture and Development (BAD) in 1991, were limited to
providing credits to the former state farms and cooperatives. To convert the system into a two-tiered
sysm the State Bank of Albania was broken up, creating a new Central Bank, the Dank of Albania.
Its coMmercial operations becam the National Bank of Albania (NCB); and along with the remaining
bank (SB and BAD) began carrying out commercial banking activities, that included taking deposits and

1 UIf SOE managers are not maximizing profit, the profit tax may not be neutral and may in fat be a
disincenive to the accmulation of profit. In this context, a minimm dividend policy, which is equivalent
to a minimum sset tax, could provide an Incetmive to make some profit.
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lending to both households and enterprises. In 1993, BAD was broken up, transferring the good asst
and loans to a new Rural Commercial Bank (RCB) and leaving the non-performing assets with BAD.

158. In spite of restuctring efforts over the past three years, development of a viable commercial
banking system has been relatively slow. Many of the factors hindering progress are problems inherited
from years of cetrally planned banking pnciples. Banks histoncally operated as collection and
disbursement agents for the Government. Banking practices were not subject to market-based criteria,
but rather shaped by line ministries that issued directives to the banks on financing needs of sate-owned
enterpnses and farms. Consequenly, banks made significant loans to troubled SOEs that are now in
arrears. With the collapse of SOE output, virually all assets of the banking system were wiped out.

159. The Government initially dealt with these issues by removing bad SOE loans from the books of
the banks and instructing banks to adopt commercial-based lending practices, while developing skidlls
through technical assistance and training. In late 1992, all outstanding SOE debt incurred prior to July
1992 was forgiven and recapitalization of the state-owned banis by issuing bonds was announced. This
bond issue, however, has been delayed until a complete assessment of the recapitalization/liquidity needs
of the banks can be clearly determined, and until the banks have demonstrated the ability to operate
according to modern baing techniques in accounting, risk as men, and porfolio management.

160. A complex web of interbank transactions remains to be settled. This web results from technical
difficulties experienced upon the break-up of the monobank and prevents a clear assessment of the health
of individual bancs' portfolios. For example, NCB has loans from SB and BoA, while s ly
having made (a now irrecoverable) loan to BAD, and significant deposits with BoA. As a first step, NCB
balance sheet needs to be sorted out. This has been done only once, and it is clear that it needs to service
its liabilities, should it be able to apply to the BoA for liquidity. The Govermnent has recently
implemented a plan to clear all interbank arrears, which resolved outstanding disputes regarding interbadk
advances and obligations, and should facilitate a more efficient resource allocation in the iterba i
market.

161. Despite the good intentions of the Government, there are indications that some of the iadequate
banking practices of the past continue to afflict the financial sector. A large part of new loans made by
the state owned bans to both public and private sectors is in arrears. This includes those made since
"new" thinking went into effect in mid-1992 and bank managers were told that they and their banks
would bear the consequences of their actions. At end-1993, delinquencies were approximely 13 percent
of the stock of new loans of the National Commercial Bank (NCB), about 23 percen for the Saving
Bank (SB), and about 7 percent for the Rural Commercial Bank (RCB), most of which were at least 60
days overdue. The maniude of the problem may be understated, as long-term* loans (greater than one-
year matunrity) are not considered delinquent untl they become due. While most banks' resrces are
still channelled into loss-making public enterprises, non-performance is curely more prevalent in the
private sector than in the SOE sector. This indicates that the problem is not only one of pressuring
banks to lend to SOEs. The imediate concerns regarding the financial sector are to limit losses by
banks, while channelling adequate resources to the private sector. To achieve these objectives, the
Govment has adopted a two-pronged strategy: (i) restrict lending possibilities of the stateowned bans
to limit uher risks and encourage the entry of new private banks, and (ii) improve the overall banking
inrastructure by strengtening the supervisory and regulatory firamwork in the financia sector.
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Reeticturng State4Owned Banks

162. In many countries experience has shown that in practice it is extremely difficult to protect public
banks from political pressures. Furthermore, the development of sound banking sdlls and management
of the state banks can only be achieved over time. The RCB in Albania provides a relevant example.
Established in mid-1993, it was unencumbered with bad loans and received a sizeable amount of technical
assistance to ensure that it has the capacity to make good loans, yet it bas seen its delinquent loans rise
steadily to about 7 percent of its portfolio. It is therefore important to provide an environment conducive
to the development of private banks, in addition to improving the skill in the existing state bank. Entry
and development of private banks is being encouraged through limits inposed on activities of statowned
banks and by the adoption of an appropriate licensing policy.

Table 3.1: Monetary and Balng Indkators
(In percent of GDP unkess otherwise indicated)

1980 1985 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992
Deposits 12.7 13.1 15.9 17.5 23.0 42.2 38.9
Household deposits 4.5 6A 8.7 8A 10.2 21.8 11.7
Deposits per capita in S' 96.9 86.7 107.5 127.9 148.8 43.3 79.6
Total domestic credi 24.7 32.6 37.5 41.5 56.2 114.8 65.5
Credit to idustry b 37.7 34.8 33.6 32.1 39.7 41.7 14.1
Credit to agriule ' 11.7 12.2 16.1 15.5 19.2 23.6 6.9
Lendins Ralod 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 39.0

a Excludes foreign currency assets held by the public outside of banks.
b Credit to state enteprises
'Credit to stat fams ad cooperatives
d12 month lending rate. Prior to 1992, the rate of 2 percent applied to all mauris.

163. It is the Government's intention to eventually privatize the state banks, either wholly or in part,
while taking actions to limit further risks to the banking system. Lending possibilities will also be
restricted by more careful scrutiny and performance-based measures. In summary, this involves: (i)
restricting the deposit-talng activities and interbank borrowing of NCB to prevent it from having access
to large resources that could be mislent; (ii) directing most of the lending activides of the SB towards the
financing of the Government deficit, while allowing some limited, pilot lending to the private sector; and
(iii) continuing to develop RCB as a specialized bank for viable agricdultural activities. The situation of
the RCB can be expected to improve as the extensive technical assisance program takes hold (see chapter
IV). As the banks become healthier and more experienced in commercial banking practices, plans for
the restructuring and eventual privatizadon of the state banks should be developed.

164. The Saings Bank is good at deposit mobilization-it holds 85 percent of household deposits. On
the other hand, it is weak at lending: its portfolio of direct loans represents about 7 percent of its deposit
base and about half these are in arrers. The SB has little experience in assessing risk and evaluating the
viability of proposed ventures. Much of the rest of its deposits are lent to the BoA and through BoA
reinancing, effectively to the Govenmnt or to other bans. Onlending to the National Comm ial
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Bank threatens a far geater part of its deposit base. It is therefore reco d that the SB continues
to mobilize household deposits and that its lending be restricted to the Government, to be placed in the
new Treasury Bill market, and limlited lending to the private sector. This would be a moderate approach.
designed to curtail SB's high rates of nonperformance and risky attempts at universal banking, while
allowing the bank to gain expertise by restricted lending to the private sector, under careful supervision.

165. The National Commrcial Bank is insolvent and, since mid-1993, iliquid. Its resources consist
mainy of enterprise deposits, SB loans, and refinancing from the BoA. Since mid-1993, it has begun
to raise household deposits. A quarter of the loans it has made since June 1992t when all arrears were
removed from its balance sheet, are non-performing. So far, NCB has been kept afloat by forced lending
from the SB and by refinaning from BoA. The NCB should be prevented from mobilizing household
deposits, and from borrowing directly from other banls. The BoA could lend to NCB but will only be
extended credits based on an assessment of NCB's performance. This would provide BoA with the ability
to control losses derived from NCB's stock of non-performing loans, mostly to the SOE sector, while
providing an incentive for NCB to make prudent lending decisions. The advantage of this approach is
that it prevents access by the NCB to several sources of funds-household deposits, interbank loans, and
BoA loans-to fund its losses.

Promoting the Entr Private Bank

166. Creating conditons for the entiy and development of private banks. As mentioned earlier, an
active informal credit market has emerged, providing financial resources to the emerging private sector
at a very high cost. This is obviously not an optimal situation and the entry of private banks could
chanmel these resources into the formal financial system. The RCB is already benefitting from an
xtensive program of technical assistance and channelling a foreign credit line to the agricultural sector.

However, the restrictions placed on the activities of the SB and NCB will severely limit the amount of
credit that can be channelled to the non-Government sector. Furhermore, over the medium term, the
need for formal credit intiation will probably increase and there is therefore a strong case for
fostering rapid entry of additional private banks. This will be achieved through a transparent licensing
policy, privatization of exising state-owned banks, and the creation of conditions conducive to the
development of private financial in iation.

167. Albania is virtually the only market economy in the world with no domestic private bank. This
is largely the result of a fear among the licensing authority in the past that private bankers would either
be unable to operate a bank, or, as in other counies, steal deposits from the population. Licensing
guidelines for Albanians who wish to open bans are currenly in the process of being revised. Care
should be taken that these cnteria are transparent and designed to encourage privte entrants, while also
providing them with the incentive to operate soundly. Experience in neighboring countries has shown
that wel established foreign banks may nOt respond quickly to this new policy. Mini_mu capital
requirements should therefore be set low enough to permit investors to open relatively small banks, while
the owes of the bank could be given a strong incntve to operate their bank in a sound manner by
setting a high minimum capital adequacy ratio. To encourage the enty of prvate banks, BoA should
publicie the new hcensing requirments and private banks should be given full autonomy to conduct their
operations in the most market-efficient way, subject to the terms of their license. This would support
a market-based allocation of Albania's scarce financial resources.

168. Development of supervision and regulation. Supervision and regulations will be required to
maintain systemic stability. For instance, on-site supevision will be required to ensure that banks are
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in compliance with the capital to asset ratios. Building up regulation and supervision is a long-term
endeavor. The Government has already taken the furst steps: a series of regulations has been issued by
the Bank Supervision Department of the Bank of Albania. These include regulations for capital adequacy,
minmum capital requirems for existing banks, classification and provisionng against bad loans,
foreign exchange exposure, and bank reportig requiments. BoA staff have also begu making limied
inspections of the banks. However, the staff of the BoA's supervision department needs to be increased
and trained. Full-time external assistance to the supervision deparment to assist it with the supervision
function and train staff at the same time is crucial and will be provided during the coming months. Over
the longer term, this could be extended through a twinning arrangement with a foreign central bank.

Devdoping Modem Banling Expertise and Infratcture

169. Reduced public interference will allow the banks to operate on a commercial basis. In addition,
a basic banking infrastructre has to be developed through the strengthening of the legal and accounting
framework and the establishment of basic communications and data processing facilities. A payment
system has to be developed. A wide-ranging effort to promote commercial banking expertise through
on-the-job training of bank staff and the development of a training center is also required.

170. I*frastructure. The minimum legal infrastructure required for the functioning of the banking
system bas to be developed. Gaps and inconsistencies in the legal framework need to be identified and
prioritdes for the further development of legislation established. A new Central Banking Law, and a Law
on Commercial Banks, passed in April 1992, provided the legal basis for the current banldng system.
A major impediment to the development of banking activities remains the uncetinty sumudin title
and enforceability of legal rights, which has to be addressed. Albania's newly developing legislative
scheme as a whole represents a "cut and paste" of models drawn from varous foreign sources as well
as remnants of Albania's prior legal system and some new laws drawn from Albanian sources. These
laws are often incompatible with each other, with many contradictions arising from the definition of the
same terms in different laws. A legal review has been started to identify the main gaps and
inconsistencies. As a priority for the development of banking activity, laws should be passed to create
a reliable system for evidencing ownership and conveyances as well as to allow for the creation and
perfection of security interests in collateral of all sorts, including real property and movables. Land laws
to address the need for a debt recovery package in the area of land, including evidence of title and the
creation of simplified extra-judicial mechanisms for foreclosing on mortgages, are also necessary. A
registry for collateral has to be set up.

171. The accounting firamework has to be further developed. A new Accounting Law, modelled after
the French accounting law, was implemented in December, 1992. This law adopts, for the fist time in
Albania, a complete set of Western accounting principles and valuation methods. In addition, BoA has
been developing its accounting system and reporting requirements for banks. The commercial banks are
initating work on developing their own charts of accounts. However, the accounting work done at the
banks needs to be coordinated. This will have save money since development costs will not be duplicated.
The existence of accounting systems developed along a common frameork will also facilitate fiture
realignments of banks and branches. Furthermore, actions need to be taken to develop the accounting
and auditing professions in Albania. As an initial step, training programs are being developed with
external assistance.

172. The creation of the basic bankdng and payment infrastrucre reires a feasibility study to design
an appropriate courier system to speed the movement of information, reports, transactions and curency.
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The feasibility of a centralized data and transaction processing cener needs to be reviewed. A service
bureau could have the advantage of lowerng average transactons costs, and facilitate banking entry and
exit. This would help ensure that bank do not invest in excess processing capacity and that their
branches can be realigned easily.

173. Payment System. Presently, virtally all payments for goods and services are made in cash. This
is inefficient and canot support Albania's shift from a centrally planned economy to a market-based
economy. Efforts to develop a payment system were started m late 1992 and have so far concenated
on the introduction of *checks". Future plans include the establishment of local clearing houses in major
cities; the modification of current check laws; and the creation of check distribution channels.

174. Training. State-owned banks should be instiutionally strengthened through technical assistance
and twimiing, beginning with their accounting and information systems and their credit policies and
procedures. Technical assistance and tnvimng should bring in bank personnel, ratber than advisors. In
this way, they would not only provide on the job training, but also have an immediate impact on banks'
procedures and policies. On credit, in particular, qualified external experts should be brought in as line
managers to help ensure that all lending is done on a commercial basis. Foreign bans brought in
through twimning arrangements could be offered an equity stake as part of their management fee and thus
be induced to take a longer-run inerest in the banis. Since these programs are fairly costly, they should
be provided mostly through extenal aid, and the Committee for the Modeniation of the Financial Sector
should play an active role in the coordination of enal aid to avoid duplicatiom and inconsistencies.

175. A bank training center was established earlier this year to respond to the tremendo need to
educate the staff of the banks in modern banking practices. Although operating on a limited basis, plans
are underway to develop a full-scale training program for the center. Training efforts have to be stepped
up with the development of a more comprehensive curriculum and taining materials at the bankers
tning center, intensive taining of instructors, and coordination with banks on assessments of training
needs for their staffs. The possibility of a twining arrangement with anoter training center in Eastern
Europe to provide instuction and or materias should be examined. This will be cheaper than a shimlar
association with a Western institution.

D. C_ncuson

176. The framework described in this chapter can do much to help the Governmen to adhere to its
1994 financial program:

(a) all transfers to politically important enerprises should be effected through tran_spare
budgetary subsidies. It is therefore important that the Govement brings all erprises
deemed to be politically sensitive under the ERA;

(b) for all other enmprises, clear nles govemiUg their relalions with the budget and the
baning system-along the lines of this chapter-should be publicized; and

(c) lastly, privatition efforts aimed at the larger enterprises should be stepped up. This
will not only dearase the pressure for loss-malting lending from banks, but also allow
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faster growth, higher fiscal revenues and, in general, promote the sustainability of the
reforms. In this context, the proposas in the "note on vouchers in the form of
privatization leks' put forward by the Deputy Prime Minister should help accelerate the
process.

177. The Government ataches great importance to the development of a commercial banking sector.
Considerable financial resources have already been spent on this endeavor. If arn-twisting of the banks
does not stop, these efforts will be lost. Institutional build up of the bankdng sector requires not only that
they be free from political pressure, but also that relations between the Central Bank, the commercial
banks, the budget, and the state enteprises be transparen and sound. In early 1994, considerable
progress has been made in this direction. This progress must be consolidated by completion of the inter-
bank arrears clearance and by a solution to the problets of the National Commercial Bank under the
guidance of the Central Bank. Finally, clarification of the regulatory framework for private banking and
active encouragement for prvate entry will hopefibly lead to a greater role for formal prvate banks
starting in 1995.



CHAPFER IV. DEVELOPING ALBANIA'S NATURAL RESOURCES

A. Introduction

178. In the medium-term, there are good chances that, despite its currendy very low level of income
per capita, Albania will escape the poverty trap and reach much higher levels of productivity an income.
The arable land is rich and fertile, with ample rainfall and a potential for rapid yield gains, as was shown
by the strong supply response to privatization. Albania has an ample hydroelectric potential, and some
oil and gas reserves. The country also has mineral resources in chromium, copper, and nickel. The
climate is excellent, with an inviting coastline ideal for the development of tourism. Finally, present
wages are a fraction of the already low wages in neighboring countries. Although unit labor costs ae
currently high, due to low productivity, this could allow competitive labor-intensive production of simple
industrial products. lTe labor force lacks modern industrial skills but illiteracy is almost non-existent
and women have universal access to basic education. The health status of the population compaes very
favorably with that of low- and even middle-income developing countries

179. The basis for an economic take-off therefore exists provided that the medium-term strategy of the
authorities can unleash private entrepreneurship in agriculture, industry, and services. Th policies
presented in the previous chapters lay the foundations for rapid private sector growth through the
consolidation of the excellent early results of stabilization, rapid privatization, the creaion of an
operational finwo.1al sector, the rebuilding of infrastructure, and the development of the legal,
admninistatve, and institutional support systems required for a market economy. There are already
tangible signs that this reform program has taken root: for the second year in a row, agriculture is
growing at more than 14 percent, and there is strong evidence of rapid development of small-scale
services and some m rin in cides.

180. This chapter looks at the medium-term growth potential of activities linked to some of Albania's
main resource endowmerts-agriculture, minerals, water, and tourism- and dises wheer the policies
preented so far in this report will suffice to bring about a rapid development. Where necessary, furtier
policy actions are recommended. Section B deals with agriculture; Section C with mineral resources;
Section D with water resources; and Section E with tourism.

B. Agriculture

181. After the collapse of the centralized agricultural production system, agricultural production
initially declined sharply and Albania became dependent on food aid imports. Over the last 12 to 18
months, Albania has achieved extraordihny progress towards reforming the agriculture sector along
market economy lines as described below. Indeed, these reforms have already outpaced those of most
of the other reforming counties in the region. Already, practically all of the land previously controUed
by state-run cooperatives and state farms has been filly privatized, and major reforms in price and trade
liberalization have been achieved. As a result, production grew by a healthy 18 percent in 1992 and is
estimated to have increased by a firther 14 percent in 1993. Despite the small average size of farms,
1.4 ha, further substanial productivity gains can be expected over the next few years. The cropping
pattern is, however, oriented toward satisfying famiy needs as the newly established private fames seek
to protect fteir food security: most farmers have become subsistence-oriented and the marketed surplus
is limited. Reforms are required in order to encouage farmers to market their production and specialize
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accord to tiheir comparative advantage. Thee reforms cosist of privatizing processing and marktig
enterprises, rehabilitation of infrtcture, establishme of a system of nual credit, and land policy.

Box 4.1: Main Fetures of Agiculture

0 Albania is moutinous, and only about 32 percent (700.000 ha) of its 28,000 km is aabis . Agiuur is
ueventhess the primaw sector of the Albanian economy. The sector's contribution to GDP, which was close to 35
percent during the 1980s, is expeced to reach about S0 percent in 1993. with livestock accounting for about half of
output. The most important field crops are wheat and maize. Irrigation faciles cover 60 percent of arabi land and
some 430,000 ha are used as pasture lunds.

* About 50 percent of the labor force is employed in agriculture and foresty (705,000 people in primuy
production and an additional 100.000 in relaed sectors), and two-thirds of the populaion live in rural areas. The
landAman ratio is unusually low: 1.5 ha per worker, compared for instance with 10.5 ha per worker in Bulgar.

* Prior to the privatzadon of arable land, st fms held 25 permcnt of agriural land, usually of higher
quality, and the remainder was held by cooperatives. It is expected that the privatization of stte farms and coopeadves
will realt in about 500.000 faunn of on average sime of 1.4 ha.

* Prior to the recent reforms, fte agriul sector in Albnia was one of the most extreme exampls of the
applicaon of Marxist ideology. All the land was stte-owned or clustered into sta-dominated agrcultural
*cooperadves,* input and output maket was fully controlled by the state, labor migration within rual aeas or to
urban areas was basically prohibited, and prices and subsidies were set by the stae in a way that bore no relati to costs.
Whie a somewhat sinilar paten was found in other Easte European and CIS countries, the tentwtive reform eforts
that took place in most of these counti during dte eihies did not take place in Albani, so that the country has been
faced wi the need for a very abrupt tanon.

* Mhe entire state-owned agricultural marketmn and processmig seor is in a distressed situon. Factories work
at 5-20 percent of their 1989 capacity. Their operations are highly inefficient; they are ncurng large losses and have
a large stock of debL The decine in outt and ireasing sbisen orietadon of farmers have cut deliveries to agro-
processig enerprises. In 1992 and 1993, fewer than 10 percent of private famners delivered part of their wheat to the

8gnmusbnu-purchasig cemners coupled with large milli and age facilies-and kept most of the barvest for
household bread production.

* Albani's agricult exports during 1988-90, mainly livestock, beverages and tobacco, averaged about US$24
miiion to nonosocialist coutries and about US$81 million to socialist countries. This represented 37 percent of the value
of exports.. Trade with former socialist couries bas declined sharply since the CMEA collapse, and small quantiies
of melons and other iems are now exported to convertible currency martkL Since 1990, the (ofSen illegal) cxpon of
sheep, goats and cattle to Greece has been playing an increasing roe.

* In 1991-92. Albania became heavily dependent on food aid, and food aid price policy has had a critical
influence on the level of domestic prices. The domestic production of wheat feU from 613,000 tons in 1989 to 270.000
tom in 19M2 and wheat impons from food aid have made up the bale of needs. Food aid shipments include not only
wheat and flow, but also sugar, rice, cooking oil, meat, milk powder, butter, cheese, and eggs doatd by the EC, baly
and other counries. Domestic production of vegetable oil and sugar is estimatd by the Government to cover only 6 to
15 pWeen of domestic needs. Snce early 1993, private food imports have sarted to replace food aid. In the futue,
food aid %il be lrgely limited to wbeat and flour shipments ind much reduced quantite are expected. Only 100,000
tons of wtat ad 36,000 tons of flor have bee commited by dono after July 1993
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Proessng ad Mwktn Enteirim

182. As the quant of food aid decrease, f gate prices will become largely ddetmined by the
market stucture of the agro-processing industry. To ense that mers receive a price close to import
parity levels, the Govnmnt intends to develop competition in output marketing and processing through
increased private sector participation. Private sector activity is lready developing at a rapid pace in
agricultue-related activites such as output marketing, food processing, rental of ror services, input
supply, workshps, etc. There are, however, important barriers to entry for private entrepren in
those sectors. Private busines competes on an unequal footing with stte-ownd enterprises, especially
state-owned mills and bakeries which continue to receive the bulk of food aid shipments and donor-
fnanced agrclural inputs.

183. At present, stae enterprises have a de facto monopoly in procesing, bandling, storage, and
wholesale disution of agriculural products. To promote competition in these makdets and ensure that
farm gate prices remain close to import padty levels, the Goverment will encourage private sector
participation thrugh privazation and the creadon of conditions favorable to private sector development.
There are cuntly 442 entaprses under the Minity of Agriculure and several important domestic or
foreign trade enterprises under t Mistry of. Trade. The Government is committed under the
Agriculture Sector Adjustment Credit to privaie these entetprises along the lines of the strategy
described in chapter 3. To date, 620 small- and medium-scale agro-nerprises out of a total of 820 are
in the process of being privatized. The Govemment intends to privatize the larger agro-industra state
enterprises on a case-by-wcase basis, which involves sector studies that are curtly beig prepared.

Tab 4.1: Selced Agiculrl Producdls, 1965-9
,Ibond loan)

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993
Food Crops

Wheat 603 576 593 637 613 613 297 270 370
maime 274 347 309 237 307 227 129 130 130
Vegetabls 368 3U 390 307 392 393 362 560 580

Agro-k&=l Crop
Conn 26 25 23 14 17 12 1 2 1
Tobacco 20 24 25 14 19 14 7 12 14
Susprflee 228 193 192 125 262 169 58 65 70

Livestock
Milk 375 383 411 443 460 517 527 50 648
Bgp (milhis) 239 255 283 286 324 343 270 270 350
Meas 71 66 71 79 82 92 84 90 95

Source: Mhinisy of Apricublre an4 Wodd Dank saff estimaes.
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Rur Cred

184. As mentioned in chapter 3, a working financial sector is a prerequisite for private sector
development. Presently the rural credit system cot service the needs of the emerging private sector.
Like the rest of the banking sector, the former Bank for Agricultural Development (BAD) was hindered
by a portfolio of non-performing loans, a lack of expertise in modem commercial bankig techniques,
and the absence of basic data processing and inter-branch communication networks. In addition, BAD
was extending small umollateralized loans to private farmers that are unlikely to be profitable for a
formal banking institution. BAD was restuured under the name of Rural Commial Bank (RCB) and,
since October 1993, has started operaing on a commercial basis. Th restructuring of RCB and
concomuitant liquidation of BAD has to be accompanied by the establshment of infomlal credit
mechan ms to service the needs of small borrowers.

185. Fornm Credit System. Due to its network of 27 branches and 160 rur agencies and its
experience with agricultural credit, the Rural Commercial Bank (RC B) is expected to become the
predominant rual bank. It is to be completely restructured along the lines of the strategy desribed in
chapter 3 to create a rural financial intediary operating on a commercial basis. RCB has been created
to take over the deposits, capital, and perfonring assets of BAD. RCB has been set up as a joint stock
company and placed under the baning law. RCB will mostly finance private sector activities, but it will
be allowed, subject to a portfolio ceiling, to lend on a commercial basis to those agricultural state
enterprises that it deems creditworthy. RCB may act as an agent to the Government to onlend budgetay
resources to state enterprises included in the Public Investment Program (PIP). The Government will in
this case assume the risk and remute RCB with an adequate service fee.

186. Despite a recent increase in the bad loan portfolio, RCB is performing reasonably wenl and its
managemet is committed to take the necessary actions to ensure the bank's credibility. During its first
months of operation, the share of loans affected by arrears above 90 days in RCB increased from 4.1
percent as of October 1, 1993 to 4.9 percent as of January 31, 1994. The main reasons for this increase
are: (i) staff in RCB have had little exposure to responsible and risk-based lending in the past; (U) the
RCB inherited prvate sector loans made by the former BAD with one year matuty - these became due
at the end of 1993; and (iii) the legal framework that empowers bank to enforce overdue loan payments,
to cancel loans. and to seize the assets and property of the borrower bas not yet been developed. Staff
training bas recently been initiated in RCB and the legal framework should be developed under the
Government's financia sector reform progwm (see chapter 3). Finally, RCB has developed a
comprehensive reporting system for bad loans which is an important step towards enabling fiancial audits
following intemationa acconti standards. Indepedent extenal auditors are currenly conductig the
first audit of RCB.

187. Instiutional development of the new bank will require long-tem support through extnal
assistance, ine.nsive trainig of bank staff, and iaion of urgently req d office equipmet. The
Govemment will actively suppon the required insttutional developnmt program for the bank through
provision of World Bank-financed technical assistance, equipment, and extensive training. During the
first two yeas after RCB's creation, the Government intends to concenta technical assistance for RCB
in the following key aras: credit policy and procedures, loan portfolio supervision and credit review,
financi management, accounting and MIS, branch management and rehabilitation, resource mobilizon,
human resources development, and intemational bankng.
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188. Informna Credit System. The creadon of RCB will not cover all the credit needs of the
agricultural sector. Most small uamers are likely to require small, uncollteaized loans that an not
profitable for a formal banking institution such as RCB. Currently, most of the sm famers' credit
needs are met by the informal sector: traders, farmers, and small etrepreneurs receive short-term credit
from relatives, neighbors, and frends. In the next few years, these informal chneb are not, however,
likely to be sufficient to cover all requiremens.

189. In addition to the development of RCB, rural credit policy will require the extension of smal
loans to individual farmers and micro-entrepreneurs which could be done through the decentralized
network of Village Credit Funds set up under the IDA-financed Rural Poverty Alleviation Piot Projet,
with expected total lending of about IJS$ 10 million over four years. Agricutural lending under the
Revolving Credit Account (RCA) of the EC-PHARE program and lines of credit from bilaeal donors
for agricultural imports will also provide short-term credit over the next few years. T'he network of
village credit funds should be extended as it wil provide one of the main sources of credit to the infonral
rural sector over the next few years.

and Extenson

190. Yet another obstacle to the marketing of crops by famers is constitued by the inadequate
infrastrumre and extension services. These should be rebuilt and retucud to lower farmers
marketig costS and increase agricultural productivity. Albania's already substandard rural infaucture
was extensively damaged during 1991-92. Albania's rural roads are in very poor repair and many
villages cannot be reached by road during the winter. Following the abolition of the state ent is
monopoly on agricultural trade, wholesale agricultural markets need to be buflt in the districts. The
irrigation network was exensively damaged during the social and political upheaval of 1991-92. The
Government has already stad some rehabilitation work on rural infrastuctu through the Public
Investment Program of the budget and through the Rural Poverty Alleviation Project, with social funds
administered by the local authorities. Much remains to be done; in the medium term, the Governm
wil concentate its efforts on irrgation and extension services.

lox 4.2: Agrkcultmr and EAhvnvlouen

* Agricudul aiviies coud have a senous impact on envko m ntt h soil ersond degadin and
through defoestin. The steady incease in livest over the past two ya could lead to overgzntt am tnm
could exacebat soil erosion Hillside teracing has ben widely pracdced over th past 30 yeas and has led to so
ermsion, mainly because of inadequate maine of terraces. Pas excessve ue of pescide awd ferdtliz caused by
inadequate pricing has led in some areas to excesive concenmrtion of chemical ide soil. Defesdton is mos
prnounced in naan an motely aesble forest are. An adequae respons to te problm ivolv
mainly priing policies as we as t implementapin of an appropriate regultoy framework.

191. Irigation. About 60 percent of arable land was irrigated, but since 1991, mainteac of
irrigation inrmas and drainage systems has baen reduced considerably and contuction work on
new or improvement schemes stopped. Under central plaming, the irrigaton network was supeised
and mainained by district-based Water Enterprises and by specized state-owned constuconcowmanies
controlled by the Ministy of Agricultue. Water enterprises were responsible for delivenag the wat
to state farms ard cooperatives which intained and operatd most canals in heir respective areas.
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Water encerprises must now make deliveries to about 500,000 individual farmers and colc charges fom
them as well as mainn the network of canals. To face this challenge, the policy of the Govemment
shold include the following elemens:

(a) rehabilitation of existing equipment;

(b) assistance to individual farmers to improve efficiency of water use;

(c) strengthening of Water Enterprises thkrough the provision of equipment and technical
assistance;

(d) creation of Water User Associations to be etrusted with the operation and maintenance
of tertiary and quaternary canals. A draft Irrigation Code establishing the regulatory
fremework for irrigation and drainage management will be presented to Parliament in the
first half of 1994; and

(e) establishment of water charges for irrgation and drainage.

192. Etension. The existing extension system has to be re-oriented to take into account the new
sructure of land ownership and the emergence of private farmers' associations. To initiate the reform,
the Goverment is preparing, with assistance from IDA, PHARE, and USAID, a Master Plan for the
Reform of Agricltural Extension Services. Lastly, an action program to develop legislation for
consumer protection and to adapt the functions of the state organizatimns supervising food safety and
inspection, stanadi , import/export certification, sad of laboratories analyzing food products is
under preparation.

Lad Poicy

193. Land ownership and ownership rights have to be clearly established to allow the consolidation
of land holding and, most imporantly, the use of land as collateral. Most land holding is now private:
as the Government has opted for compensation rather than restitution of agricultural land to former
owners, privatization of cooperaives and state farms has proceeded at a brisk pace. No proper titling
system is however in place, which constitutes a major obstacle to the development of a land market.
While a land registration system is being established, the Government intends to develop the legal
framework allowing leasing of land, including a property law.

194. Land registry. As yet, no tide documents as such exist, and no system of lan registration is in
effect, although, in time, the infomation on each tapi (see box 4.3) wil form the basis of registered
titles. To date, there exists ho local expertise in recording, displaying, and protecting propery rights.
The creadon of an orderly land market depnds on effective land registration and, at the very least,
leasing laws, appropriate development controls, and the establishment of a land registry where rights in
land can be unambiguously and authoritatively recorded. Such a registry is also necessary for developing
land or prpe *y taxes. The Government is presently implementing a Land Market Action Plan with
assistance from the Land Tenure Center of the University of Wisconsin, including a modem land
regismation system. The Lad Registation Act has been prepared and was submitted to Parliament in
Apri 1994.
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195. The Goverment has decided that sales of agricultural land will be allowed when the system Of
land reglstation is in place and all claims for conmpensation by former owers have been resolved. As
land registry systems are established and land tde documents properly recorded, the Govemment plans
to sanction sales on an ever wideing basis, district by district, until transfers of agricultal land
throughout the entire country are permitted. To do otherwise would result in a chaotic, unreguated
market which would be open to abuse and unending conflicts over who really owns what.

196. Leasing of land. The situation is different concerning the timing of permissible leasehold interests
on former state farm and agricultural cooperative land. Law 7715 of June 1993 amending the basic Land
Law allows leasing of land by owners of agriculture land, and contrctual leasing arangements (under
the Civil Code) are under preparation. Pending total fteedom to sell and lease all land, the Govemment
has decided to turn all "in use" holdings of farm land and of some cooperative landt' into Government
leases of reasonable, fixed duration. It wil 40,9 provide the basis on which the leasing of former
cooperative land by existing owners may be re3lized. It should include the following elements:

(a) all the terms of the current de facto "in use" holdings of ex-state fann land in order to
obviate the need, during this transitional stage, for indiidual lease coreacts;

(b) the right to sub-lease, with a ddinition of all terms and conditions; the original and copy
of each relevant tapi might then simply be stamped appropriately, with the words
"Lesseew (and possibly "Sub-lessor' or 'Sub-lessee') after the "user's" name to indicate
the formal change of status and rghts;

(c) rles conceming the automatic transmission of rights on the occurrence of an event, such
as the death or bankuptcy of the lessee or sub-lessee;

(d) provisions dealing with valuation of land and the mortgaging of leasehold interests;

(e) the lessee of state land would pay a nominal rent to the Governent, as lessor, in
accordance with a simple stuty formula based on the area (and perhaps location) of
his or her plot.

197. Property law. As of now, there is no real body of property law defining the rights and
obligations of owners and those having other rights in land, such as leasehold and mortgage rights, as
wel as *user' rights. The legal status of "user" rights is obscure. Without the right to transfer, lease,
or inherit these rights, users are unlikely to have sufficient incentives to inmprove their lands. Moreover,
restrictions on user rights and land transfers preclude the use of land as a guarntee for credit. Property
law principles have to be integrated in a coherent framework, including a lease law, a mortgage law, and
a conservation act to cover collateral and debt recovery principles. In order to avoid taxing the
overbudened court system, the emphasis of the processes defined in the law should be extra-judicial.
Adinistave trunals to adjudicate land issues based on factual disputes could be used by creditors to
foreclose on mortgages for non payment or other forms of default.

h! Prior to the adoptiod of the law an compensaton for fmer owners of agricultural land, some coopenAive
land was leased rather ngiven toworkers bee of posial conflict areing from the cldims of fonrer
oWDner.
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Box 43: The Prv_atlao of Agrkulturdl laud

* safiCompnon of Former Agrcutra Land Owwrs. The Parliament voted on 22 Apri 1993 a law to
compensate land ownes who have received none or only pan of the agricultural land tht was in their possesion prior
to 1946. Restiution, as such, is not being contemplad for agriulural land. Rather, previous owners of up to 1.000
hecmes are to be compensated by vouchers denominat botk i lek and value unis, tradeable for cash or, at face value,
in sales of to-bprivatized SOEs. The former owner (or hheirs) of any parcel of 15 hectes or less is to ceive
*fullw compensation for these hectares. Prior owners of additonal hectaes, up to a maxtniw of 1.000, are to receive
compensation on a decreasing scale basis, so ihat no prior owner or her heirs may receive full ompensation on more
than 46 hectares. The vale of each voucher is to be fixed by the Council of Minists a some future date. A State
Council of Compensation with distict office is to implement the compenstion process.

* Land distbution in fomer agricult cooperatves sted in 1991 and has been radical. By Januamy 1993,
90 percent of the land previously owned by coopetatives (represenig 75 percent of arable lnd) had been disbuted
to individual farmers. The distrbution process is ahlmost completed and has created some 380.000 famiy fams wth an
average size of about 1.4 hectares, oflen subdivided into two or hee separe plots.

* Lquigauin ofState Farms. State farms srituaed mainy in the coas ul plains and cover 25 percet of good
arable land. In 1991. their mnaketed surplus dropped to almost zero. Given that large operationa holdings ae likely
to be inefficient and would require Irge amounts of Government resources to survive In an undistad market
environment. the Govenmment has decided to turn the and over to the private sector oughnd k ases to state fam
employees. One-fourth of the totd state farm area is composed of land originally acquired fom cooper and the
remainder from state farms buik on recbimed land. The Governent has distributd most of the land of ex-coopeadve
sta fm through property rghts for fonner workers. The ma share of non-cooperative st fam lnd was
distributed to workers thugh assignment of rights to use of the land. About 10 percent of total state fam lan wil
remain state poperty and will be managed by exisngjoint-venures witb foreign companies. Fixed assets and wo*ring
capital of state farms are sold, with sales revenues being utilized to repay loans extended by the Bank for Agriclue
and Development (BAD) to state farms since July 1, 1992.

* Buntited to receive land are all state farm workers registered on pay-rolls as of August 1992 and members of
their fanily, and odter selected persons wbo contribued to the creaion of state farms at their founding. The fac that
the law on the compenston of former land owners was passed by Pauiament on 22 April, 1993 has accelatd he
proes of land distribution a restiuioDn claims wil not be allowed. As of June 1992i, virtually all state fam ln has
been released th issuance of a preliminary and tide (tapi). Iand was distributed on n egalitarian basis to entided
persons, resultin in an aveage land holding per capita of betwen 02 and 0.3 hectars.

C. The Minal and Oi Set

198. Although Albania's geological endowment is not such that the counlry could become a major
mineal exporting center (see box 4.4), the mineral sector could make a major contribution to the
recovery of exports. The mineral sector curreny suffers from the same afflictions as the rest of the ste
enterprise sector: obsolete equipment and technology, disruption of production and supply lines, lack of
managerial expere to carry out a restrcturing. In addition, the sharp decline of prducton of 1991-92
could have irreversible consequences on the short-term foreign exchange eaning capacity of the sctor
if emergency repairs are not carried out quickdy. While these are needed to maintain productio at
curet levels, an expansion of production would require lage capital invsme ad modern
tecimologies that can only be brought in by foreign partnes. Much work remains to be done to
reorganize the sector and dose nonviable activites; to prepare a program of emergency blita ion ad
repairs; and to create an environment atractive to foreign investors.
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Sector Reorganization

199. The Government needs to implement a wide-ranging exploration program, reassess the
organization of the sector, and divest itself from nonviable activities in geology, nickel, and coal.
Oversight of the sector resides in the vice-ministry for mining, geology, chemistry, and metallurgy of the
Ministry of Mining and Energy (MoME). A Directorate of Mining in the MoME supervises 28 nining
and processing enterprises covering coal, iron-nickel, salt and minor industrial minerals. Separate
corporations for all activities relating to oil, copper, and chromium have been established which include
activities as diverse as extraction, transport, refining, marketing, and geological and technological
research in many separate units.

200. Geological exploration. As a preliminary to the restructring of the sector, considerable
geological exploration is needed to identify viable mining projects. In past years, exploration did not use
modem technology, did not adopt profit-oriented approaches and criteria, and was conducted on a
piecemeal basis without sufficient emphasis on geological interpretation. This resulted in redundant
information on known deposits which was inadequate for the in-depth geological interpretations required
to plan fiuther exploration. Accordingly, there is a need to re-evaluate existing reserves and to carry out
a considerable amount of exploration based on cost effective approaches and modem technologies. The
Government needs to mobilize international support to obtain modem geological equipment and technical
assistance, to modernize the laboratories. and to train its personmel.

201. Sector studes. Some of the many activities carried out by the sector corporations may rot be
viable, in particular, the processing of mineral ore. A study on the organization of the chromium sector
has been prepared by EBRD. A similar study should be prepared for the copper and oil sectors, and a
plan of action to carry out the restructuring of the chromium, oil, and copper sectors needs to be
developed and implemented.

202. Copper. Prospects for renewed copper production are not good in view of the poor quality of
copper ore and the inefficiency of copper processing technologies. An assessment of the sector is likely
to lead to the closure of many mines and processing facilities. Prospects for bringing in foreign investors
are not promising either: viable copper mining and processing facilities would probably best be
transferred to present management and workers.

203. NAicke. The current closure of the nickel sub-sector, until a significat recovery of internaional
prices, seems reasonable and well based. The decision to renew production should be subordinated to
the implementation of the restructuring plan of the Elbasan metllurgical complex, one of the ERA
enterprises, where nickel-related installations are located. In particular, a proposed large-scale nickel
project should not be considered for a pre-feasibility study until the future of nickel processing tacilities
becomes clearer.

204. Coal. On coal, a general consensus exists on the need to close most of the mines owing to
technical cost and market difficulties. This approach is in conflict with decisions to maitain production
at four mines, and investents in a new washing plant during 1993, in order to meet demand from
communal institions such as hospitals and brick factories. Recen trends indicate that such demand
would be in the order of 100,000 tons a year and could be met by the operation of a single mine without
fuer modrizaion or mehnition The main coal mines have been placed under the ERA umbrella
and are to be closed. The ERA will prepare a plan to mitigate the social impact of the closures: the
unemployment problem could be eased by implementing cleanir-up tasks at the mi.
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Box 4.4: Main Fea of the Mnea and O0 Sector

e Albania's unusual geology-the abundance a diversity of utmhafic sta-resuls in mineral ore reserves that
are thinly veined, framented, locatd deep in tie ground, limited in sie, and spread al over the country. This makes
Alaian ore compaatively more expensive to prospect, assess, and min. Abania's ma endowme in meal consists
of chromium, copper, and nickel. Mining acdvides expanded stroly in the 1980s as new invesumens came on stream
and the mining secor accoued for about 3 pecn of Net Material Product in tIe late l980s. and more ta 35 percent
of exports.

* JIKnown reserves of copper and chrome re reblively small but estimuted to be sffcien to support production
for three decades, at existing levels of insalled capacity. The deposits are characterizJ by their small size and the low
grade of copper and chromium content. Furemore, most known reserves are affected by deep seated minriation,
which requires significantly coslier undeground mining than abundm srface deposits.

* Nickel reserves in Albania are substntial, ranking a the world's third largest behind New Caledonia and the
Dominican Republic. As in the case of other minerals, nickel deposi are disadvantaged by low grade and deep seated
mineralization.

* Coal reserves are characrized by poor cabrific quality with high contes of ash and sulphur; thin ad highly
fiacured seams which require underground minmg; and the existence of methane gas at mining faces.

* There are significant onshore oil and gs reserves, and prospection for offshore fields in the Adriatic Sea hs
already been stated by five forein oil compnies under product_osharing agreement with the Govement. Domesdc
crde oils are charcrized by high gravity with unusuagy high contents of sulphur and heavy metals, which result in
a high proportion of heavy fuels in the refned product.

* Despite investmt made in the 1980s, much of Alnia's mining technolgy is quite primitive, labor intensive,
and environmealy unsound. Ore technoloy for treautent and meallurgy is predominantly of Chinese design, dating
back to the 1960s, and is obsolet.

a The sector was severely affcted by the generl colapse of the economy: expons of minerals dropped from
US$140.9 million in 1989 to US$18.3 miio in lM99. Oil expos ceased altether in 1991 and have not reumed.
With the disuption of spply lines and the shortages o foagn exchange, amg enterpises were unble to obtain
necessuy spare paurs, iputs, and consumables. As a consequence, both mines and oil wells were lft inactive and the
physical facies suffred serious detriontion.

20. Reorgan2a4on. The relations btween MoME and the mining corporations need to be clarified.
For instance, MoME bas a pevisory role over the oil company, although all acivities and expertise
in peroleum have been concenaed in the company. These include some functions which would be
considered Government responsibilities in other counies such as sectoral policies, monitoring of field
opertions, and negotations with foreign companies. The new status of the oil company recognizes that
the legal responsibility of regulation and negotiations with foreign partns lies with the ministry. This
new status should be speedily implemented and sufficient staffing resurces should be allocated to MoME
to allow satisfactory performance of its functions.

206. Within the vice ministry, separate corporations were also established for geological activities
(including geological surveys and various enterprises u rk drilling and exploramtn) and for mineral
processing research. The Goverment needs to divest itself from the 12 geologl enterprises, which
are mostly dedicated to drilling in an ineffectve manner, ant from the Mial Pmcessing Resarch
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Institute, which covers a broad range of activities an has wider intra-sector capabilities as an
engmeering/construction fim. These should be included in tbe list of small and medium enterpris to
be privatized rapidly.

foz 4. MInn and Fm'koment

* 7te main envirominental isse In dh miin secto e relad to the disposal of was mtra. smeting. ad
working conditions. Of pular concern is the mrrn poor opating conditon of plat and equipment, serious
inadequacies in pla ventilation systens, dust colecdto and precipon ems, and in the design of failing dams and
spills. The problema e exacerbdby the extmely poor sri acid pla wbich need renovation d modiOfin
to reduce sulphur dioxide pollution. e draft mining law set out goals for env_Ionmentaly sound mning actviies but
these geneal provisions shoud be oudined in deai mi regulaions.

Rehabitton of Exiting Ming Facties and Wdls

207. A cost effective program of initial emergency measures could make a cmcial contribution to
raising export revenues in the chromium, copper, and oil sectors. While most of the sector is
technologically obsolete, a productive c 4acty exists which can be utilized for a short period of time to
generate exports. The Government needs to ppare a list of measures that would direcdy increase export
revenues in the short term, assess their cost, and start mobilizing the required financing from private
sources. Investmnent in directy productive acdvities such as oil and minerd extraction should not come
from the Public Investmet Budget, as these activities are expected to be carried out on a commercial
basis and should be self-financing. Private participation in these activities is crucial and should be
actively sought.

208. The shortage of inpus and spare parts of 1991-92 has led to a decline in chromium ore
exaction. Forein expertise and capita in the chtomimn sector are crucial for the long-term
development of Albania's potenil for mineral exports. To this end, the Governmen has been seeking
to privatizc Albhrome (the chromium company) wih the support of foreign direct investment. With
assistance from the EBRD, a potenal forein joint venture partner has been found and negotiations are
now underway.

209. The overall a of the copper sub-sector should lead to a short-term emergency survival
plan to aRow for mint improveents needed at mines, concentrators, and smelters. These meaures
would permit a return to a modest profit level. Current plas to build up additional smelting installations
should be abandoned, as these are technically unound and uneconomic, due to major comparative
resource and scale disadvantages.

210. Some 400 oil wells are not producing due to problem of sand that gets into the pumps, and could
be made fimctional at reasonable cost. The exisig oil and gas fields, which are not licesed to
intenational conmanies, should be rehabilitated as soon as possible to reverse the collapse of oil and gs
production. Some modest investments are also required in the pipelme system and pumping stations.
Given the good qualifications of Albaia's petrol en3ineqrs, these tasks could be carried out at a
reasonable cost.
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Attract Foregn Investors

211. T.-t above measue will protect the existing productive capacities. In view of the technological
obsolescence of the sector, any expansion in the productive capacities will require foreign investors to
bring much needed capital and Inow-how. Negotiations for a joint venture in the chromium sector are
about to be concluded. To increase foreign participation in other sectors, the Govermnent should step
up its promotion efforts. Sector corporations should be included in the list of large strategic enterprises
to be privatized through complex tenders and negotiated sales (see chapter HOI. As a preliminary to this
privatization effort, a legal and fiscal franework need to be defied.

212. Legalframework,. With assistance from the EBRD and the Association, the Government has
prepared a mining law defining rights and regulatng mining activities which was presented to Parliament
in late Decmber 1993. Under this law, all state-owned mining enterprises are to be operated as
autonomous, profit-oriented concerns and subjected to the same rules as private enterprises. State-owned
mining enterprises are further authorized and encouraged to enter into joint ventures with private
investors. Two important issues related to the law remain to be settled: (i) the rights of local authorities
in the award and nunagement of mining rights; and (ii) whether royalties should be charged and, if so,
by what level of government. A single agency should be responsible for implementing all facets of the
mining law, including attraction of foreign investment as well as monitoring technical and environmental
regulations, since this would ensure consistency and limit the use of scarce administrative resources and
technical expertise. The importance of royalties for a non-renewable resource should not be
underestimated since royalties will be the main source of Government revenue from mining in the near
future. The proposed method in the draft law is conservative and quite competitve by international
standards. A petroleum law establishing a framework for all petroleum activities and model contracts
for production sharing agrements has been enacted in the fall of 1993.

213. Tacal regime. The mining law also defines a fical regime for mining enterprises that provides
for the payment of import duties, royalties, corporate income tax, property tax, and social security but
defmes a special regime regarding export taxes, turnover taxes, or value added taxes. A tax regime for
oil activities-not included in the law-needs to be prepared and enacted as soon as possible (see chapter
1).

214. Promotion efforts. Lasly, the Government needs to step up its promotional activities. Increased
exploration efforts should lead to the publication of a mining promotional brochure to spell out the
objectives of its policy and to present its strategy. The publication of such a brochure would reduce
perceived risks from investors and familiarize them with existing oppornmities in Albania. Efforts to
promote petroleum have to be intensified, with the Government making data readily available and without
charge to oil companies. Several foreign companies have expressed interest in the oil company and these
contacts are being pursued at present.

D. Water Resources

215. Despite itregular precipitation, Albania is a water-rich country with an annual average of 3,080m3
per capita, which is the highest value in Centmral and Eastern Europe countries. Albania is both rich in
underground water potential because of abundant precipitations and its geological structure, and in surface
water, with a very important network of rivers and lakes. This water potential has important implications
for the supply of drinking water, agriculture, hydroelectric-power genaion, and for the environment.
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The development of these various sectors will have major long-term consequences on water availability.
At the same time, water resources development and management is sprad across many miistres and
institutions. Sustainable development requires long-term planning of water uses across sectors. Current
water development and management has to be reorganized, and a national water strategy developed.

Tabl. 4.2: INports of Minn Products, 1980 and 198592
(Values i million US$)

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 199 1992M
Total mining expons 53.2 40.9 116.9 100.9 119.4 140.9 88.7 39.2 18.3
Share of mining export

in l (%) 14.5 13.4 37.6 32.4 37.S 37.2 31.0 53.6 26.2
Chromium 21.6 21.5 52.3 39.4 41.2 53.3 38.4 13.5 4.9

ore 17.9 15.7 36.7 28.7 30.4 36.9 24.7 7.4 3.1
ooncetat 3.7 5.8 15.7 10.7 10.8 16.4 13.7 6.1 1.8

Fernochwme 2.0 2.4 11.6 12.1 33.6 35.9 17.3 15.5 IOA
Copper 7.2 5.6 17.9 19.2 20.2 25.5 16.2 5.3 2.6

concentrat 2.1 0.4 0.8 1.5 2.0 2.7 1.7 0.8 1.3
wime & cable 5.1 5.3 17.1 17.6 18.2 22.8 14.4 4.4 1.3

Iron-ickel ore 3.7 2.7 7.1 9.4 7.9 5.6 7.6 1.5 0.3
Coal 0.2 0.8 5.2 4.3 4.9 4.8 3.0 1.2 0.0
Othr 18.5 7.9 22.9 16.6 11.8 15.8 6.3 2.3 0.1

Noes:I Daft for 1992 are estmat on dhe basis of nfomato supplied by dIe Sistics DepaurtmL
Edae rates ae: US$ - 8 leks for 1980-1991; USS -73 leks for 1992.
Souces: Depamen of Sutstcs, Mbnsty of Finance and Economy, a sff esdmates.

Water Ruourm and E _nomic Activity

216. Drinking *wer. Despite the relative abundane of water, Albania is unable to provide its small
population with more than a meager supply of drining water of unceruin quality. Although most urban
aeas have a high level of coverage of water supply and sewerage, the quality of service is extrenely
poor; disbution networs are old and inefficient; and there is vitully no mainteance and totally
inaquate Cost recoveay. There is massive leaage throughout the water distribution network, pressure
camot be m intned, and the only way to comerve drinking water is to limit pumping of water to the
d bui on network to a maxim of three or four hours per day. Of major concern is that fluctuating
pressure in the water supply network may cause contamination of the water supply by sewage leaking
from the poorly maintained sewerage network. Taking into account that only spmodic chlorination of
drinking water is effected, this could have disastous consequences on health.

217. Irigadon. With anul rainfll concentruad in the April-September period and highly variable
fom one year to the next, irfgation is crucia for the development of agriculture. On a counrywide
basis, less than 20 percent of total annual precipitstion occurs in this six-month period April to
Sptember, with very litde rainfll in the thrtee mons of June, July, and August. The crTop water deficit
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during th ftfree months ranges between 400 and 500 mm and irrigation is thus necessary for crop
growth. The inter-annual variability of water resources of Albania Is significant; in the dr yeats, he
might be up to three times less water available than In the normal bydrologic years. The quality of the
water is naturally good; industry, particularly mining, is however causing serious pollution of some rivers
and lakes that supply water for irrigation. The rvers mainy polluted include the Shkumbin, Seman,
Goanica, Mat, and Kid. The continuous use of such water for irrigation could cause the progessive of
chemical compounds in the soil with long-term harmful effects on the fertility and production potential
of the soils. In addidion, mnany drains are polluted by urban effluent as water treatt plants are
insufficient. As irrigation return flow is mixed with drainage water and often reused for irrigation of
lower reaches in the command area, low water quality can be a health hazard, particlarly during the dry
season. A policy must be adopted to require an initial reduction of polluting agents entering the water
bodies with an objective to significantly decrease pollution of water in the long term.

Tabk 43: Use of Water Resour In Albanla
Water Usems Vohlme Used (109m3) Vohlue Consumd (109X3)

Hydropower 13.97 0
Irriation

fiom reservoirs 0.56 0.28
from rivers and lakes 0.45' 0.22
from groundwater 0.003 0.002

Subtotl 1.01 0.50
Public/ldustrial Water Supply 0.2 0.18
TotlW 15.18 0.68
' A small portion included under hydropower.
b Assuming a eturn flow of 50 percent.

218. Hydro-elecricity. Hydroelectricity accounts for 90 percent of Albania's dectricity genration and
23 percent of export earnings. Albania has subsana undeveloped hydropower potential, but studies
suggest that there is limited need for addition.l capacity over the medium tem, despite the recent growth
of domestic household conswnption which was mainly due to the low adninsered price of electricity
relative to other sources of energy. Furhermore, in 1992, the export price of electricity wu only half
of production costs, partly due to low productivity.' It is unlikely that Albania will be able to get a
much higher export price in the medium term. New export-oriented hydro-electricity stations should not
be built unless there is assurance, e.g., through long-term contracts, that imvestment and all recurrent
costs will be covered. Invebtment in new hydropower plants are therefore not required over the coming
years. In the longer run productivity gains can be expected to reduce production costs bstantilly and
Albania may start exporting again. Since unexploited sites are distributed over a few large cascade
schemes and a diversity of small schemes, such projects will have a major impact on the availability of
water. Studies on the potential for electricity exports, the irpact of new power stations on the availability
of water, and on the environmental inpact will have to be launched before new projects can be started.
New generating capacity will not, however, be needed to meet domestic demand before 2000.

3z7 Induding capital cots.
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Water Rmorces Devdopmet and Management

219. Instuonalfamework. The investments required by water management and development will
be, for the most part, included in the comprehensive franework provided by PIP. Respoasibilities are,
however, fragmented amongst ministries and agencies. The Ministry of Agricultre and Food is
responsible for irrigation-by far the largest water user; the Ministy of Construction deals with all
matters concerning domestic water supply and sewerage; the Ministry of Indwtry, Mineral Resources and
Energy is responsible for industrial usage and supervises the operation of hydropower, which is planned
by the National Energy Commuittee. Even more strilkng is the fact that surface water is monitored by
the Istitute of Hydro-Meteorology within the Academy of Sciences, whilst groundwater exploration,
development and monitoring is assigned to the Hydro-Geological Exerprise of the Ministry of Industry.
The pervasive problems of surface and groundwater pollution are handled by the Ministry of Health and
Enviromnent Protection. Thisfragmentation problem is becomng more complex with the move towards
decentralization and the proposed realigmnent of Districts into Prefecures, none of which is designed to
coincide with river basins or other water locations/sources.

220. The Govenment recognizes that there is an urgent need to coordinate water acivuies. Upon
request of the Council of Ministers, the Ministry of Construction has established a techmical team,
consisting of members of its own staff aud some from other institutes, to address the coordination isue.
The team has proposed a National Water Council with a National Water Committee reporting to it. The
proposed roles and responsibilities of these bodies are currenly being clarified.

221. For better coordination of water activities, the Government needs to clarify the institutional
framework. It is important that strategy development and monitoring, the role of the Natonal Water
Committee, be separate from implementation and control-the role of the National Water Councl,
minstries, and appropriate regional and local administraton. The National Water Committee should be
an independt enty, placed under the authority of the Council of Ministers. Its role would consist of:

(a) prparmg a national strategy and policy pposalb;

(b) preparing appropriate legislation and regulations; and

(c) maining a data base on water development, utilization, and protection.

The National Water Conmittee should include representatives from the Water User Associations created
in the context of the rehabilitation of the irrigation network. The National Water Council, chaired by
a deputy pnme minster, would review rcommendations from the National Water Committee and make
appropriate policy and stra*ty decisions. Imporany, it would endorse annually the water invesunent
program included in the Public Investment Program.

222. Natonal Water Stegy. The first task of the National Water Committee would be the
preparation of a national water stategy. This strategy would set out policies for the efficient management
and protection of water, draft and evise laws to support the policies, establish criteria for evaluatg
invesunent programs, and identify investment projects. The strategy would focus on the interaction
between water uses in different sectors and their effect on sustainable development. As such, the national
wate strategy would be the most important planming and management tool for the entire water sector of
the economy.
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E. Tourism

223. With Its location on the Meditranea, Albania has a large and as yet untapped potential for
developing intnonl tourism which could contribute to the diversification and growth of its econony.
Albania has an extensive coast line withi andy beaches on the Adriatic and Aeonian shorelines, a good
climate, an attractive inand scenery, histoncal and archeologicd sites, and the lore of a little-known
Balkn culture.

Potnl for Tourbm

224. Albania represents a unique opportunity in Europe to develop environmently sound tourism,
taking advantage of its attractions while preserving its rich natural resources and biodiversity. The
outry offers excellent beaches, freshwater lagoons, vast lakes, archeological sites, and cultural and

religious diversity. The country has about 320 kn of coastline on the Adriatic characterized by long
shallow beaches with medium quality sand and about 150 kn coastline on the Aeonian which is a more
rugged area with fine white sand beaches. The inland is mountainous and has three large natural lakes
support original ecosystem with a large number of endemic species. Lagoons and salt marshes also
present a high envionentl diversity and are very important feeding and breeding sites for several bird
species, including the Dalmatian pelican, an endangered specie. Rich biodiversity is also found along
the coastines, where the narrow virgin beaches provide one of the last few egg-laying sites for the
loggerhead turde. Forests in the high rnuain ranges also support an abundant and varied wildlife.
Against this badcground, the Govenmment has identified as a major objective the development of eco-
turism,i targeted at individuals or small Svups with interest i the outdoors and the enviromnent.

225. The culture and history of Albania are also likely to be attraive to tourists. Albanians are
d_ndab of the ancient Illyrian tribes that settled in this part of the Balkans in the seventh cenury
D.C. The counry has had a history charceized by various invasions and foreign occupations which
lated, off and on, right up until the 1940s. The country as it is known today came into existence in 1912
with dte collapse of the Ottoman Empire. Te cmmni tegime took control in 1944 and until the late
1980s, the country was virtally isolated from the rest of the world. This long history of invasions and
forei occupaions has supported a diversity of cultural characteristics and three main religious groups
(about 70% Muslim. 20 percent Christian Orthodox, and 10 percent Catholic), which have taMditionally
coexisted in an atmosphere of mutual tolevir 2x. Furthermore, there are numerous archeological sites
including lyrian, Roman, Greek, and Byzantine relics, and much is not yet fully excavated.

Challenuges for Tourim Development

226. Tourism development in Albania is reliant upon development of accommodations, airports, and
roads, as wdl as improvement in water, electricity, sanitation, and telecommunication services. Given
the limited domestic experise and capital base, foreign investment is likely to be essential for the
development of the sector.

227. 1hough joint ventue with foreign investors, the Govemment is attempting to upgmde some of
the existing accmmodations and transport terminals (both air and sea). At the same time, foreign
inestmet in new facilities is at least partially reliant upon the development of tourism infrastructure,
and the exsive reabilitation of services such as water supply, sanitation, electricity, and
telecommunications. As in other sectors of the economy, international investors are likely to require
claification of property rights and other issues of the legal framework for investnt, which is presently
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under Preparation. Furthermore, the current regional political instability can serve as a detemnt to
potenh investors and touriss alike. Fmally, the AlIbanian tourism industry will be faced with strong
competition from well-developed tourism in neighboring Greece, Turkey and PYR Macedonia. In the
longer run, however, as infrastructue improves and the political siuation in the region settles, tourism
could be become a important source of growth, provided that Albania in the meantime presercs its
natal and cutural endowment.
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Albania - Country Economic Memorandum Statistical Appendix

The numbers included in this Appendix have to be examined with extreme caution. Pre-1992
nunibers reflect the shortcomings of the system of national accounts under central planning as well as
the lack of openness and accountability of the statistical institutions under commnunism. Post-1992
numbers reflect the breakdown of the old statistical apparatus: state enterprises stopped filing records
with the statistical institute. Furthermore, with the development of private enterprises, a large
proportion of which belong to the informal sector, new, survey based methods of collecting and
processing information have to be developed.

Such an effort is already underway: the Institute of Statistics has been recently established as
an independent entity and has started to implement a well articulated development plan, with the
support of the international community. Nevertheless, the 1991-92 data remain, for the most part, an
educated guess by Fund and Bank staff. Such an educated guess was, however, felt to be useful as it
supplied the statistical basis on which to build an illustrative quantitative framework for the policies
discussed in this report.

This Appendix should therefore be looked at keeping the above limnitations in mind.

Table 1.1: Population
Table 1.2: Employment and Labor Force

Table 2.1: National Accounts - by Sector of Origin
Table 2.2: National Accounts - by Expenditure, in constant leks
Table 2.3: National Accounts - by Expenditure, in current leks
Table 2.4: National Accounts - by Expenditure, as percent of GDP
Table 2.5: Agricultural Production
Table 2.6: Industrial Production, in current leks
Table 2.7: Industrial Production, in constant leks

Table 3.1: Balance of Payments

Table 4.1: Monetary Survey - end-of-year stocks in current leks
Table 4.2: Monetary Survey - as percent of GDP
Table 4.3: Monetary Survey - nominal percent change
Table 4.4: Inflation

Table 5. 1: Public Sector Accounts in current leks
Table 5.2: Public Sector Accounts as percent of GDP

Table 6.1: External Debt



Tle 1.1: Allmdla: Poptquton Sttur
(In Thousands)

-970 198 1961 1982 1983 1984 1985 1966 1987 '196 1989 1990 1991. 1992a

Toa Populaton 2135.0 2670.5 2723.7 2780.3 2838.1 26.7 2957.4 30162 3076.1 3138.1 31992 3255.6 3319.0 3384.0
MUe 1096.6 1378.0 1405.4 1434.6 1464.5 1494.7 1528.0 1556.3 16642 1616.1 1646.3 1671.5 NA NA
Female 1039.0 1292.5 1318.3 1346.7 1373.6 1402.0 1431A 1459.9 1491.9 1622.0 15S2.9 1584.1 NA NA

Urban 679.7 897.3 920.6 948.0 973.5 99.4 1029.2 1065.7 1082.8 I1iA 1146.5 11715.0 NA NA
Rural 1455.9 17M.2 1803.1 1832.3 1864.8 1897.3 19282 1960.5 1990.3 20M27 206:7 2080.6 NA NA

TotW Poputation 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 NA WI
male 51.3 51.6 51.6 51.6 51.6 51.6 51.6 51.6 51.5 51.5 61.5 51.3 NA NA
Female 48.7 4S.4 48.4 46.4 48.4 48.4 48.4 48.4 48.5 48.5 48.5 48.7 NA NA

Urban 31.8 33.6 33.8 34.1 34.3 34.5 34.8 35.0 35.2 35.4 35.8 38.1 NA NA
Rural 68.2 66.4 60.2 s5.9 65.7 65.5 65.2 65.0 64.7 64e 64.2 63.9 NA NA

Anudal Gwth Rate (%J
Toa Populaton 2.3 2.0 21 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.9 1.8 1.9 2.0
Male 2.3 2.0 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.0 1.8 2.0 1.9 1.9 NA NA
FeMale 2.2 2.0 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 '.0 2.2 2.0 2.0 2.0 NA NA

Urban 2.8 2.6 3.0 2.7 2.7 3.0 2.6 2.6 2.6 3.2 2.7 NA NA
-Rural 2.0 - 1.7 1.6 1.8 1.8 1.6 1.7 1.5 1.8 1.3 1.4 NA NA

Source: Government of Albani and Word ank ad IMF af eNstmat for 1991 and 1992.

CEM Statistcal Appendix [CEMSTAPPXLV4POPT14XIS 71294



Tale 1.2: AwbnI: Labor Force an Employment
(in Thousands)

1970 1975 1860 1981 1982 1983 1964 1986 1966 1987 1968 1969 1990 1991e 1992e

Totl Populain 2135.6 2400.8 26701 2723.7 2780.3 2838.1 2896.7 2957.4 3016.2 3076.1 3138.1 31a92 3255.6 3319.0 3384.0
Mae 1096.6 1239.6 1378.0 140.4 1434.0 1464.5 1494.7 1526.0 1556.3 15842 116.1 1646.3 1671S
Fem"h 1039.0 1161.2 1202.5 1316.3 1345.7 1373.6 1402.0 1431.4 459.9 1491.9 1522.0 1552.9 1584.1

NoMNdngM AgePopuAellon 084.6 1139.8 1199.8 1210.1 1226.9 1239.? 1250.7 1269.3 1286.9 1309.6 13282 1356Se 1369.3 1400.0 1417.0
wle 531.9 M61.5 1SA 693.1 002.6 O0.a 612.8 618.0 6256 36.3 644.8 861.8 671.3
Female 562.7 578.3 611.4 617.0 624.4 631. 637.9 651.3 661.3 674.3 683.4 694.1 698.0

WodrnAgAePopuali- a' 1051.0 1261.0 1470.7 1513.8 1553.4 159S.4 1848.0 1968.1 1729.3 1766SB 1809.9 843.3 1880.3 1919.0 1967A
Male S64.7 676.1 789.6 812.3 832.1 86.7 881.9 908.0 930.7 9489 9713 9845 10002
Female 486.3 582.9 811,1 701.3 721.3 741.7 764.1 780.1 708.4 816 838.6 858.6 686.1

Labor Fo NA 973.5 1161.4 12122 1252.1 1295.2 1338.0 1378.7 1418.0 1466.2 14952 1534.1 1567.0 1600.0 1680.0
Mle NA NA 617.8 633.1 663.8 6772 699.9 721.9 740.5 757.9 m 798.1 812.0
Female NA NA 663.6 579.1 696.3 618S. m.1 6568 677S 6983 717.3 736.0 755.0

nae a Daepnden bt NA 287.4 289.3 301.4 301.3 3032 308.0 309.4 3113 310.3 314.7 3092 319.3 319.0 287.0
Mde NA NA 171.8 1792 178.3 179.6 182.0 186.1 190.2 191. 193A 186.4 1882
Femare NA NA 117Z. 1222 123.0 123.7 126.0 123.3 121.1 119.3 121.3 122.8 131.1

Totdal Emplom NA 3. 1122.0 1161.0 1216.0 1252.0 1279.0 12986 1341. 1381.0 1405.0 1431.0 1434.0 1370r 1247.0
Stat leotaed NA S03.0 66.0 6768 709.0 736.0 787.0 769.0 80.0 830.0 052.0 6610 905.0 8330 728.0
CooperveSeccrdl NA 390.0 407.0 465.0 507. 5167.0 522.0 529.0 541.0 551.0 553.0 550.0 529.0 12.0 481.0 o
Nowe.AU treb Pdvae Sedor 25.0 38.0

Labo Force mus Employment 80.5 9A4 51.2 36.1 432 59g 80.7 770 752 902 103.1 133.0 230.0 433.0

Registere Uempomen 16.6 19.5 21.5 1.4 21.2 25.5 30D. 37.1 303 303 26.7 332 S5.0 109.0
Mbb 3.0 4.8 6. 6.0 5.8 7.1 10.4 12.9 10.4 10.1 10.9 13.6 NA Nt.
Female 13.5 14.7 16.9 12.4 15A 1sA 20.5 242 19. 202 17.6 19.6 NA NA

Unemplnt Re 83 5. 42 2. 3.3 4.4 5.9 A 5.2 6. 6.7 8.5 14A 25.
Uemplomen owth Rate -13.8 -313 22.7 6.6 36.6 -4.6 -2.3 '19.9 143 29s 72.9 86.3

Soe Albnen syoEcnomy. Sasb ea.Wand WandWoud anedaffem sfor 1991 ad 1992.

at Wwqo age Is 1649 yeat (or men, and 1S-64 yeam for women.
btlnoludef disabled, pup_t 15 yeas and oder, studens. and midlaqwfces.
ofnlutes detaywohders, employes or dse enderpIes an f_rms.
d eces epoet sbud w of agrluua ooperat nd Irecenty pulaized _ .mooopaAe.
W Reprets Mose e n beneft

Nota In 190. 48.7 percent of unemployed were beween 1S ad 24 year cap, 293 pert beten 2S and 35 yeas
of e.nd 22 parcnoer 3 yea doage.

Tbe 12e: Albnia: Lor Force and Emplymw

C0A SIta b Apptrk PCEMSTAPPJXLWIEMPT1X2XS 72294
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table 2.1: Albnia -Gross Dometc Product by Sector of Ongin

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 199e 1992e 1093

(Milons of curnt Lem)
Net Material Prduct 12862 13264 13625 136s? 13300 13602 14013 136S9 13631 15223 13122 12870 35909 81776

Industry 5782 5704 s968 5928 s548 5886 6196 6276 6310 6822 5491 4695 6122 11307
Agulture 4319 4292 4314 4665 4399 4703 4768 4550 4296 4919 4716 5055 19442 45649
Contruchon So1 93 1041 1070 1065 979 936 879 891 989 841 793 2714 ?324
TrpoatIon 372 375 446 457 461 446 480 479 498 S17 434 412 1074 2491
Other Serocs 1498 1954 1856 1577 1527 15$8 1633 151S 1638 1976 1642 19+6 6557 15005

GOPINMP atio 1.21 1.21 1.21 1.22 1.24 1,24 124 1.26 1.25 1.23 1.28 1.28 1.35 1.35
GOP 15538 16073 1SS44 15n4 16510 1M63 17390 17253 17008 18681 16813 16474 48477 110398

(Mllions of Ina Lem)
NetMatual Prduct 12199 12929 13281 13351 12964 13200 14013 13699 13631 15223 13122 9497 8129 9020

Industry 5224 5463 5715 5677 600 637 6196 6276 6310 6822 5491 3465 1386 1247
Agdeulure 4091 4292 4314 4665 4399 4645 4768 4550 4296 4919 4716 3730 4401 5035
Construcbon 814 912 1011 1039 1035 S51 936 879 8s1 989 8.1 585 614 808
Transportation 37? 370 440 451 455 440 480 479 496 517 434 304 243 275
ottw &eS Css 1693 1892 1801 1519 1475 1527 1633 1515 1636 1976 1642 1414 1484 1655

GOPINMPratio 1.22 1.22 1.22 1.23 1.25 1.25 1.24 1.26- 1.25 1.23 1.28 1.28 1.35 1.35
GOP 14881 1576 16200 16379 16174 16462 17390 17253 17008 186a1 16813 12156 10974 12177

Orwth Rate ()
Net Matal Proalut 6.0 2.7 0.5 -2.9 1.8 6.2 -2.2 -0.5 11.7 -13.8 -27.8 -14.4 11.0

Industry 4.6 4.6 Q0.7 *1.4 0.7 9.9 1.3 S0.5 81 -19.6 .36.9 40.0 -10.0
Agrcutur 4.9 0.5 8.1 -5.7 5.6 2.6 -4.6 -4.6 14.5 -4.4 -20.9 18.0 14
Conruction 12.0 10.9 2.8 -0.4 '8.1 -1.6 *6.1 1A 11.0 .14.6 -304 5.0 31.5
TrPortat -1.9 18.9 2.5 0.9 -3.3 9.1 *0.2 4.0 3.8 -15.9 -29.9 -2Q0. 13.0
othe Servic 11.8 -4.8 -15.7 -2.9 3S 6.9 -7.2 8o 20.a -16.4 -13.9 5.0 11.5

GOP 5.7 2.9 1.1 -1.3 1.8 5.6 -0.6 -1.4 9.8 -10.0 .27.7 -9.7 11.0

Share of NMP in 1s86 Le (
Net Material Product 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Industy 42.8 42.3 43.0 42.5 43.2 42.7 44.2 45A 46.3 44.8 41.8 36.5 17.0 138
Agrulr 33.5 833.2 32.5 34.9 33.9 35.2 34.0 332 31.5 32.3 35.9 39.3 54.1 55.8
Conatuction 6.7 7.1 7.6 7.8 8.0 7.2 6.7 6.4 6.5 6.S 6.4 6.2 7.6 9.0
Trnapton 3.1 2.9 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.3 3.4 3s 3.7 3.4 3.3 3.2 3.0 3.0
Oter Servies 13.9 14.6 13.6 11A 11.4 11.6 11.7 11.1 12.0 13.0 12.5 14.9 18.3 18.3

Memowandum Itom:
Consumer Pre Index 104 102 102 102 102 102 100 100 100 100 100 136 442 a81
Infion Rate -22 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 -2.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 35.5 226.0 85.1
GOP Oeflor 1oO 136 442 907
Cawge tn GOP Defor 0.0 35.5 226.0 105.2
EchangseRPat ps eWUSS 9.5 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 14.6 70.1 100.6
Eae Ra. e.o.p. (LedUS 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 .. 103.1 109.0
Ada Conrwejon Psator WONVIOI *OIOI OIO! 7.7 7.7 11.7 49.4 102.3
GOP (S Min) 1635.6 1873.3 1928.2 1949.2 1924.2 196S.4 2173.8 2156.8 2126.0 2335.1 2101.6 1128.3 6915 1097.4
GNP (LeN MIt) 15568 16165 16660 16782 16538 16S75 17391 17256 17009 1868 16787 16107 46514 10677
GNP (S MIn) 1639.0 18839 1941.6 1955.8 1927.4 1966.7 2173.8 2157.0 2126.1 2335.0 2098.3 1103.2 663.5 1061.4
Popola 2670.5 2723.7 2780.3 2838.1 2896.7 2957.4 301q.2 3076.1 3138.1 3199.2 325e6 3319.0 3384.0 3450.0
GOP pWr capt () 612.5 87.8 693.5 686.8 664.3 664.6 720.7 701.1 677. 729.9 645.5 340.0 2044 318.1
GNP per capita(S) 613.7 691.7 698.3 689.1 665.4 665.0 720.7 701.2 677.5 729.9 644.5 332.4 196.1 307.6
Alas MeodooGOPperpcapit (5) .. .. 757.6 671.9 425.7 2899 312.7
Atls Methdoo GNP per capta(S) 757.6 670.9 416.3 278.2 302.4
• Non GOP: Agriculture 33.6 32.4 31.7 34.1 33.1 34.6 34.0 33.2 31.5 32.3 35.9 39.3 54.1 55.8

Nom GOP: Indusby 45.0 43.0 43.8 43.3 44.0 43.3 44.2 45.8 46.3 44.8 41.8 36.S 17.0 13.8
N Mom GOP: Sevce (ReaM 21.5 24.6 24.5 22.7 23.0 22.2 21.8 21.0 22.2 22.9 22,2 24.2 28.8 30A

Source: Alabn Mity f Fanc aEconomy and Word n taffestate fr 1991-1993.
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Table 2.2: Albania: GOP by ExpendItwr Caeo
(Miions ofuCnwd Les)

1960 1981 1082 1963 1964 1985 1986 1987 1988 1909 1990 1991t 1992e

Gross Domestc Product 15538.0 16073.0 16544.0 16724.0 16510.0 16863.0 17390.0 17253.0 17008.0 18681.0 16813.0 16473.8 48476.8

Resource Balance 63.1 235.9 -744.9 43.8 -324.2 373.4 -71.3 -16.6 -482.2 -518.2 -13392 -3388.7 -4915.8
Exports, GNFS 3591.7 3694.0 3205.4 3043.2 2874.9 2737.8 2618.5 2668.4 2786.3 3351.4 2541.1 1201.6 56080
Imports, GNFS 3528.6 3458.1 3950.3 3480.1 3199.2 3111.2 2689.8 2685.0 3268.6 3869. 3880.3 45902 44723.8

Total ExpendItures 15474.9 15837.1 17288.9 17160.8 168342 17236.4 17461.3 17269.6 17490.2 19199.2 18152.2 19862.5 87592.6
Consumption 10B69.9 10433.1 11299.9 11465.8 11911.2 12102.4 12088.3 12368.6 12574.2 13273.2 13286.3 18855.5 82587.6

PrlvateSectoraf 9284.9 9073.1 9899 10010.8 10375.2 10551.4 10473.3 10702.6 10965.2 11627.2 11633.9 15233.5 720922
Statistical Discrepancy -49.1 -161.9 540.9 135.8 194.2 257A 122.3 -8.4 195.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Goverment 1385.0 1360.0 1407.C 1455.0 1536.0 1551.0 1613.0 1664.0 1609.0 1648.0 1652.5 3622.0 10475.4

Gross Domestic Investment 4805.0 5404.0 5989.0 5695.0 4923.0 5134.0 5375.0 4903.0 4916.0 5926.0 4885.8 1007.0 5025.0
Gross Fied Captal Formation 4712.0 4778.0 5281.0 5590.0 5748.0 6060.0 5385.0 5588.0 5363.0 5854.0 5198.8 1007.0 5YSm.0
Public 1007.0 2025.0
PIvate 0.0 3000.0

Increaes In Stocks 93.0 628.0 728.0 105.0 823.0 74.0 -10.0 -685.0 .447.0 72.0 -333.0 0.0 0.0

Gross Domestic Savrns 4819.0 5478.0 5785.0 5394.0 4793.0 5018.0 5426.0 4798.0 4433.8 5407.8 3526.6 -2381.7 -34090.8
Net ftor lncome 29.7 92.0 116.3 57.6 27.9 11.5 0.6 2.9 1.2 -0.7 -26.4 .366.5 -196Z8
Current Transfers 50.5 61.3 56.5 51.9 56.2 49.8 45.5 55.3 55.8 84.4 120.0 1303.8 33641.0

Gross National Savings 4899.2 5831.3 5567.7 6503.5 4877.0 5079.1 5472.2 4856.1 4490.8 5491.5 3620.2 -1444.3 -2412.6
Gross Nainal Product 15567.7 16165.0 16660.3 16781.6 16537.8 16874.5 17390.7 17255.8 17009.2 18680.3 16786.6 16107.4 46514.0

Memorwadum ims:
IFS Exchnge Rate (LeWUSS) 8.7 8.7 8.7 8.7 8.7 8.7 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 14.6 70.1
GOP (S Mtn) 1786.0 1847.5 1901.6 1922.3 1897.7 1938.3 2173.8 2156.6 2126.0 2335.1 2101.6 1128.3 691.5

Soue. Albanin Misty of Finnc and Ecomy, a World Bank dsff imdaes fbr 1991 and 1992.

ao PrIvat setor cornsmpion taken as siu frm 1988.
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Taof 2.3: Mobnki: GMP by Exxnpiture Catgsoy
(M _lle of in9S Les)

1980 1981 1982 1983 1964 1985 1906 1987 1908 19B9 1990 19910 1992e

GrossDoAn satProduct 14861.0 15738.0 16200.0 16379.0 16174.0 16462.0 17390.0 17253.0 17008.0 18681.0 16813.0 12156.3 10974.2

Resource Bdance 60.4 231.0 -729.4 -427.8 -317.0 -364.5 -71.3 -16.6 -482.2 -518.2 -1339.2 -250D.5 -8855.1
Expost, GNFS 3439.8 3616.5 3138.8 2980.5 2816.4 2672.7 2618.5 2868.4 2786.3 3351.4 2541.1 886.7 1269.5
Imnqxts, GNFS 3379.4 3385.6 3868.2 3408.3 3134.1 30372 289.8 2685.0 3268.6 3869.6 388O.3 3387.2 10124.6

Total xpendtures 14820.6 1550S.0 16929.4 16806.8 16491.6 16826.5 17461.3 17269.6 17490.2 19199.2 18152.2 14656.8 19829.3
Consumptron 10218.7 10214.4 11064.9 11229.3 11668.8 11814.6 12086.3 12386.6 12574.2 13273.2 13286.3 13913.8 18691.7

PilvsaSectorel 8892.3 8882.9 9687.2 9804.3 10164.1 10300.5 10473.3 10702.6 10965.2 11627.2 11633.9 11241.0 16320.3
Staistca Dicrepancy -47.0 -158.5 529.7 133.0 190.2 251.3 122.3 -8e.4 1952 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Government 1326.4 1331.5 1377.7 1425.0 1504.7 1514.1 1613.0 1664.0 1609. 1646.0 1652.5 2872.7 2371.4

G DossDfmestc lnvestment 4601.8 5290.7 5864.5 5577.5 4822.8 5011.9 5375.0 4903.0 4916.0 6926.0 4865.8 743.1 1137.6
Gross Fbied Capit Formation 4512.8 4677. 5151.6 5474.7 5629.1 4939.7 5385.0 5588.0 5363.0 5854.0 5198.8 743.1 1137.6
PubIc 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o0 743.1 458.4
Prvate 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 679.1

Increases In Stcks 89.1 612.9 712.9 102.8 -808.3 72.2 -10.0 485.0 -447.0 72.0 -333.0 0.0 0.0 o
0'

Grss Dometic Savigs 46t52 5363.2 5684.7 5282.7 4595.4 4898.7 5426.0 4798.0 4433.8 5407.8 3528.6 -1757.5 -7717.5
Net facor Income 28.5 90.1 113.9 56.4 27.3 11.3 0.8 2.9 1.2 40.7 -28.4 -270.4 -444.3
Currnt Transfers 48.3 60.0 65.3 50.9 55.1 48.4 45.5 55.3 55.8 84.4 120.0 962.1 7615.7

Cross Nanal Savngs 4692.1 5513.3 5833.9 5390.0 4777.8 4968.3 5472.2 4856.1 4490.8 5491.5 36202 -1065.8 -5462
Gros Nationa Product 14909.5 15826.1 16313.9 16435.4 16201.3 16473.3 17390.7 17255.8 17009.2 18680.3 16786.6 11885.9 10529.9

Source: Albanin Mitr of F c and Economy, and Wd B danktf esimabes for 1991 and 1992.

/ Prvate secor consumption taken as resual ftrom 1988.
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Tab 24: IAMs: GOP by Expendt h Cuegy
(AtsShar of GOP)

1960 1981 1i92 1983 1964 1988 1986 1987 1968 1989 1990 1991e 1992e

Gross Domestic Product 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 10.0 100.0

Resource Baanoe (GNFS) 0.4 1.5 .4.5 -2.8 -2.0 -2.2 -0.4 -0.1 -2.8 -2.8 .8.0 -20.6 -80.?
Exports, GNFS 23.1 23.0 19.4 18.2 17.4 16.2 15.1 15.5 16.4 17.9 15.1 7.3 11.6
Imports, GNFS 22.7 21.5 23. 20.8 19.4 18.4 15.5 15.6 19.2 20.7 23.1 27.9 9Z3

Total Expendur 99.6 98.5 104.5 102.6 102.0 102.2 100.4 100.1 102.8 102.8 108.0 120.6 180.7
Consumption 68.7 64.9 68.3 68.6 12.1 71.8 69.5 71.7 73.9 71.1 79.0 114.5 170.3

Pdvate Sector al 59.8 86.4 59.8 59.9 62.8 62.6 60.2 62.0 64.5 62.2 69.2 92.5 148.7
Staistica Dse_paney -0.3 -1.0 3.3 0.8 1.2 1.5 0.7 -0.5 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

aoenment 8.9 8.5 85 8.7 9.3 9.2 9.3 9.8 9.5 8.8 9.8 22.0 21.6

Gross DomesNtc Inmestment 30.9 33.8 36.2 34.1 29.8 30.4 30.9 28.4 28.9 31.7 28.9 6.1 10.4
Gross Fbied Capit Fomation 30.3 29.7 31.8 33.4 34.8 30.0 31.0 32.4 31.5 31.3 30.9 6.1 10.4
Public 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.1 4.2
Prhvate 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o. 0.0 6.2

Increes Stocks 0.6 3.9 4.4 0.6 .5.0 0.4 *0.1 -4.0 -2.6 0.4 -2.0 0.0 0.0

Gross Domest SavIW 31.0 34.1 3S.0 32.3 29.0 29.8 31.2 27.8 261 28.9 21.0 -14.5 -70.3
Net factor incoe 0.2 0.6 0.7 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -02 .2.2 -4.0
Current Transfers 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.7 7.9 69.4

Grmss National SavIngs 31.5 35.0 36.0 32.9 29.5 30.1 31.5 28.1 26.4 29.4 21.5 -8.8 -5.0
Gross National Product 100.2 100.6 100.7 100.3 100.2 100.1 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.8 97.6 96.0

Source: Albanian Ministy of Fiance and Econom, and World Bank staff edsaes for 1991 and 1992.

of Prvae sector consumpo taken as residual from 1988.
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Table 2.6: AlbaUia. IndurW Production
(Millins of Current Leks)

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1967 1966 1969 1990

Energy
Ectrtly 922.0 719.0 676.0 557.0 619.0 567.0 594.0 543.0 527.0 543.0 463.0
Oil 1146.0 1093.0 1018.0 M08.0 810.0 770. 880.G 842.0 844.0 851.0 804.0

Minin
Coal i87.0 203.0 219.0 235.0 256.0 265.0 263.0 263.0 274.0 276.0 281.0
Chmium 222.0 235.0 280.0 20.0 2720 234.0 307.0 281.0 326.0 340.0 265.0
Copper 722.0 832.0 924.0 920 1097.0 1034.0 1304.0 1370.0 1461.0 126.0 1134.0
in-Nicke 275.0 518.0 480.0 612.0 578.0 518.0 488.0 528.0 620 671.0 621.0

Muiufa.cunn
Chemical and Rubber 655.0 737.0 864.0 833.0 835.0 909.0 O8.0 937.0 966.0 1017.0 8s7.0
Buildn ias 1199.0 1116.0 1160.0 1154.0 1173.0 1029.0 1023.0 1008.0 983.0 9.0 879.0
Wood Processing 722.0 708.0 735.0 754.0 765.0 779.0 758.0 729.0 706.0 742.0 62.0
Pape 141.0 153.0 156.0 154.0 153.0 165.0 161.0 153.0 144.0 165.0 1520
Maciniery & Equipent 430.0 4400 501.0 553.0 594.0 549.0 496.0 513.0 496.0 466.0 369.0
Spare Partt 420.0 433.0 462.0 493.0 498.0 503.0 466.0 485.0 493.0 513.0 482.0
ElectrotSchn.IMela*wos 1167.0 1276.0 1398.0 1451.0 1515.0 1535.0 1367.0 1396.0 1409.0 1490.0 1492.0
Gss and Cerm,c6 143.0 152.0 182.0 153.0 169.0 149.0 139.0 125.0 139.0 152.0 142.0
OtherMierals 89.0 100.0 102.0 105.0 117.0 103.0 109.0 110.0 108.0 115.0 116.0
Tedile 0.0 778.0 771.0 815.0 741.0 62L0 793.0 776.0 778.0 795.0 713.0
Clotng 0.0 862.0 923.0 950.0 911.0 957.0 866.0 883.0 956.0 1146.0 1318.0
Leaer Processing 0.0 301.0 320.0 325.0 345.0 326.0 317.0 350.0 385.0 412.0 432.0
Otherigt lndusty 2348.0 530.0 580.0 612.0 567.0 646.0 641.0 569.0 570.0 616.0 596.0
Tobacco Products 0.0 175.0 192.0 181.0 192.0 184.0 171.0 164.0 163.0 196.0 158.0
Fhery 0.0 42.0 52.0 45.0 48.0 61.0 58.0 66.0 74.0 66.0 78.0
Flu, Bread 0.0 1402.0 1412.0 1447.0 1511.0 1555.0 1543.0 1608.0 1635.0 1676.0 1720.0
Ote Food & Beages 4358.0 2843.0 2945.0 29920 3098.0 3003.0 3031.0 3153.0 3144.0 3273.0 309.0
Print 113.0 117.0 118.0 120.0 118.0 121.0 121.0 123.0 120.0 130.0 124.0
Ote 55.0 77.0 86.0 99.0 100.0 106.0 110.0 164. 173.0 179.0 169.0

Tota Grs Outpu 15314.0 15840 16516.0 166.0 17082.0 18690 19.0 17141.0 1?497.0 1370.0 1696.0
Capital Goods 9796.0 10227.0 10560.0 10553.0 10950.0 10773.0 10951.0 10950.0 11177.0 11574.0 10237.0
Consumer Goods 5518.0 5615.0 956.0 6097.0 6132.0 6117.0 5940.0 6185.0 6320.0 6796.0 6759.0

Tur Ta_s 3083.0 2750.0 2985.0 2894.0 2752.0 2847.0 3237.0 3350.0 3324.0 3325.0 4270

Socia Productiona 18397.0 18592.0 19S01.0 195440 19634.0 19737.0 2012L0 20491.0 20821.0 21%69.0 21272.0
Mrii Inputs 12615.0 12866.0 13533.0 13616.0 13986.0 13851.0 13932.0 14215.0 14511.0 14873.0 1S1850
Net Matel Producilon 5782.0 5704.0 S988.0 5928.0 584&0 5886.0 6196.0 6270 6310.0 6822.0 S466.0

Source: Aumaan Winsy of Heavy Industry. Mnng and Erwgy.

at Tnw eamss accouft for the dffwernc behween gross outpu and social producion.
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Tabe 2.: Albania: Industrl Production
(Mllioans ot 1986 Leks)

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 19C7 1988 1969 1990

Electricity 486.0 557.0 524.0 432.0 480.0 439.0 594.0 543.0 527.0 543.0 463.0
Oi 1214.0 1191.0 1115.0 880.0 879.0 837.0 880.0 842.0 844.0 851.0 804.0

Mii
Coa 182.0 197.0 212.0 229.0 248.0 257.0 263.0 263.0 274.0 276.0 261.0
Chromium 230.0 250.0 235.0 257.0 278.0 256.0 307.0 281.0 326.0 340.0 265.0
Copper 852.0 935.0 1042.0 1071.0 1234.0 1162.0 1304.0 1370.0 1461.0 1525. 1134.0
Iron-Nickel 397.0 511.0 474.0 602.0 570.0 512.0 466.0 528.0 6220 671.0 521.0

Manuaduring
Chwnical and Rubber 625.0 678.0 799.0 770.0 772.0 841.0 888.0 937.0 965.0 1017.0 657.0
BuildirgMaterials 1045.0 1071.0 1111.0 1106.0 1123.0 985.0 1023.0 1008.0 9630 996.0 679.0
Wood Processing 655.0 669.0 695.0 7120 723.0 736.0 75.0 729.0 708.0 742.0 662.0
Paper 123.0 133.0 136.0 134.0 133.0 144.0 161.0 153.0 144.0 165.0 152.0
Machirwy a Equipment 350.0 372.0 425.0 46&0 503.0 465.0 495.0 513.0 496.0 466.0 369.0
Spare Pats 327.0 350.0 374.0 399.0 404.0 407.0 466.0 485.0 493.0 513.0 482.0
Elctrohn a Mc &|_t 990.0 1129.0 1234.0 1283.0 1337.0 1358.0 1367.0 1396.0 1409.0 1490.0 1492.0
GlassndCermlos 116.0 1320 140.0 1320 146.0 131.0 139.0 125.0 139.0 152.0 142.0
OiirMinerals 86.0 105.0 107.0 110.0 124.0 109.0 109.0 110.0 108.0 115.0 116.0
Texte 700.0 ?36.0 729.0 771.0 701.0 778.0 793.0 776.0 778.0 795.0 713.0
ClothIng 812.0 829.0 887.0 914.0 878.0 922.0 866.0 883.0 956.0 1146.0 1318.0
Leahr Prooessn 265.0 279.0 298.0 302.0 319.0 302.0 317.0 350.0 385.0 412.0 432.0
OtWer Light ndsy 288.0 389.0 431.0 455.0 420.0 484.0 641.0 569.0 570.0 616.0 596.0
Tobacco ProdUCiS 145.0 150.0 165.0 155.0 165.0 158.0 171.0 164.0 163.0 195.0 158.0
Fsey 38.0 42.0 S2.0 45.0 48.0 61.0 58.0 6t.0 74.0 66.0 78.0
Flur. Bead 1348.0 1390.0 1400.0 1435.0 1499.0 1543.0 1543.0 1608.0 1635.0 1676.0 1720.0
Othr Food 8 BOverage 2712.0 2820.0 2920.0 2965.0 3069.0 2976.0 3031.0 3153.0 3144.0 3273.0 3069.0
Prnt 105.0 111.0 11S.G 114.0 112.0 116.0 121.0 123.0 120.0 130.0 124.0
Oter 52.0 59.0 6.0 110.0 97.0 105.0 110.0 164.0 173.0 179.0 169.0

ToM la ro &*Ou 14145.0 15085.0 15724.0 15851.0 16262.0 16082.0 16891.0 17141.0 17497.0 18370.0 16996.0
capallGr63 9024.0 9705.0 10014.0 10015.0 10387.0 10224.0 10951.0 106.0 11177.0 11574.0 10237.0
Conmsw rGoods 5121.0 530.0 5710.0 5836.0 5875.0 5856.0 5940.0 6185.0 6320.0 6796.0 679.0

Turnoe Taus 2956.0 3011.0 3255.0 3180.0 3042.0 3128.0 3237.0 3350.0 3324.0 3325.0 4276.0

SOCNlIPrometmnal 17101.0 18096.0 16979. 19031.0 19S04.0 19210.0 012S.0 20401.0 021.0 21696.0 21t720
Maealnu 11877.0 12633.0 13264.0 13354.0 13704.0 13573.0 13920 14215.0 14511.0 14873.0 15185.0
Net Mrial Produm 5224.0 5463.0 5715.0 5677.0 5600.0 5637.0 6196 76.920 3310.0 680 5486.0

Source: Aban M y of Hey Indusy Minn and Energy.

al/TUmvertom aasot forthr dbenc, btween gross ouljut and socmi produc o

COM GIUISdA$ WU ICEMSYAPPACLIINDPROO.JLS 71M



Tibb 3.1: A.aI Conaolkatd Silence of Paynr. af
(MOlo of US$)

________________ = 960 1961 19862 163 1964 1965 1986 1967 _9 19 1990 1991. 1992

Curretd Account BIlence 15.9 45.1 47.0 .38.) -28.1 -36.5 -3.1 5.2 -53.1 *54.3 -155.7 -167.9 -106.1
CAG Ectudin1 Ollicbl Stre 15.9 45.1 47.0 -3.3 -26.1 -36.5 43.1 5.2 5.1 -55.6 -155.7 -249.1 -4360

Tate Bablnce 13.3 35. -7T.9 -41.9 -34.1 4.7 -5.3 -44 43.7 -n7.1 -169 -207.9 454
Expo. fob 367.2 416. 3604 341.6 319.7 304.1 311.3 311.2 316.6 376.7 286.1 73.1 70.0
h_pot. fob 353.9 363.7 436.3 363.5 353.0 344.7 316.0 315.6 362.3 455.0 455. 281.0 524.0

Nan-Fact SaWoa 4.7 -7 9 -9.0 3.7 -2 -3.7 2.4 3.5 12.3 2A -242 .104.0
Reeill" 10.9 1 13.2 13.1 15.4 15.0 16.0 22.4 29.7 40.2 31.5 9.2 10.0

sN2m an0Olh Tu* 51 5.7 62 5.9 72 .2 6.9 7.6 7.3 6. 7.0 2.5
Trawl 0.7 IA 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 1.1 2.0 3.0 3.3 3.5 01
Oter 52 52 6S 6.6 7.6 6.2 9.1 12.7 19.3 28.1 21.0 6.6 10.0

ESAlre 17.5 ISA 22.1 22.1 19.1 17s 19.7 20. 262 27.0 29.' 33.4 114.0
8*nwA Olh Trm 6s.5 8 10 10.7 7.6 55 73 5$ 10.1 10.2 9.5 5.6
TOMea *kma e 1.6 16 2.1 1. 1.7 1.7 1.6 t. 1.9 2.3 2.2 0.5
othe 7.2 as 9.2 9.5 9.7 .O9 10.6 125 14.2 ISA 16.4 27.3 114.

Fado Swra 3.4 10J 13A 6.6 3.2 1.3 0.1 0Q4 02 -0.1 -3.3 *25.1 *24.0
Intat RAceIPt 7?A 12.0 14.7 7.7 4.3 2.3 0.8 1.1 0.9 0.4 0.0 0.6 2.0
Ndl OUhr
wIee twoalueu 3.9 1. t.3 1.1 1.1 0.0 0.7 0.7 0.7 0. 3.3 25.9 300

th Ad Tw_ne N.d Ne 7.1 6.5 6.0 6.5 5.7 5.7 6.9 7.0 10.6 1 69.3 479.9
Pdaa 5.6 7.1 6.5 6.0 6s 5.T 5.7 6.9 7.0 9.1 15.0 8.1 146.0

ReceIt 5.0 7.1 6.5 0.0 6.5 5.7 5.7 6.9 7.0 9.1 15.0 6.1 148.0
Payihi QO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 D 0 0. 0. 0.0 0.0

O<eWo 0.0 Oa 0 0.0 0.0 0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.5 0.0 61.2 331.

CeItt Aeeut -17.9 47A 35. -29.1 63 t26 .0. -2.0 37.6 *102 123.3 s0.6 66.1

Zk"F4reIg hweelm 21.0
ULT d Obumenwt 4.7 -1 -3.5 *2. .2.6 .2.7 *2.1 -2.0 -2.0 -1.t 27.1 21A 78.1

hSt-Trm C_l. ns 4.2 46. 36.3 26.3 11.1 15.3 1.9 0.0 39. -0.3 96.2 29.2 5*
OIbetC p, 0.0 .9

o and Oomiso -10.7 20 1.7 26.4 7. 6. 3.6 109 20.6 4.7 3.4 -34.3 -178.6

Ovwrl Bob -12.7 32.6 -41. -120 -17.6 0 14.1 5.5 -96 -9.0 -164.2 -24.6

F _wld Olerelbleno 12.7 4*4 32 410 12.0 17.6 0.0 .14.1 .5.5 59.6 29.0 164.2 24.0

cIh_pkA v(-MC.) 42 4-.0 13 41.A 11.t 17.4 1.4 -11.9 -127* -263* 194.2 223.6 -27.0

E_wo RolesadS$) 9O6 . A $A6 8.6 8.6 6.0 .0 8.0 146 70.1
RAaoetoe 6.6 27. 6.8 -509 37.6 -43.5 -6.9 -2.1 .60.3 44.6 -167.4 -M.1 -55.0

E_po.,GNF8 37.1 430.5 373.6 354.7 335.1 319.1 327.3 333.6 340.3 410.9 317.6 62.3 00.0
-ImU,GNF, ,. _,_,371A 403* 460.4 405 . 372.9 362.6 336.2 335.6 406 ..6 47 4650 314.4 63.0

Seo~ce: AN d 

Note: 1991 mi 11962 base a, WoMSn n_P efeit



Tale 4.1: Mnewy Swvey

1980 '1981 1962 1983 1964 1965 1988 1 197 198 19e6 1990 lU*te IS99

NeForonAts 4735 448.9 498.1 434.4 4052 4512 487.5 497.7 150.2 -769.7 -2490.0 -13873.0 -37368.0

Foreln A0St 630.5 706.1 M86 546.0 513.5 529.5 630.8 720.6 150.2 36452 1620. 808.0 6841.0

FwrnLiabsaf 157.0 259.2 168.8 11i 108.3 78.3 143.3 222.8 1390.0 4414.W 4110.0 14879.0 46209.0

Td DomesiCrdt 3836.1 4341.2 4551.4 5130.3 5139.7 55062 66965 642.4 6381.A 7754.0 94529 18915.0 317m6

ToGovnnt (M) -3951.A 489.0 40t4.3 -3345.9 -2968.0 -2559.7 -2523.1 -2274.8 -2246.4 -1336.3 -65t2 76822 2D234.0

To the Economy 7787.6 6236.3 6565.6 8476.3 8107.7 8064.9 8219.5 8703.3 8627.8 9090.3 10104.1 11252.8 11538.6

StEnterpre 585.0 6168.0 6438.9 03772 5901.4 6873.1 5626.1 S9Q6.4 6711.2 60.0 66712 6876.6 6818.6

81a Famis 689.0 677.0 710.0 712.0 765.0 800.0 993.0 1085.0 1175.0 1317.0 1538.0 1945.8 3344.6

Cooperatives 1127.0 1264.0 1306.0 1271.0 1318.0 1260D.0 1458.0 1536.0 1573.0 1590.0 1700.0 1942.3 0.0

Households 106.S 107.3 110.6 116.1 1232 131.8 142.5 155.9 108.6 183.4 194.9 488.1 1752

Priae Setor 12002

BroedMoney(M2) 26702 2703.6 26882 2960.0 3045.0 3173.0 3403.4 3646.9 3931.3 4514A 5570.0 11363.9 28369.0

Curren cyICilon 703.3 757.3 800.2 9112 944.S 967.1 10352 1162.4 1233.9 1241.7 1694.9 44392 9897.1

Deposit bi 1956.9 1946.3 1888.0 2068.8 2100.5 2205.9 23682 2484.5 28974 3272.7 3874.9 6944.9 18B74.3

DOSuIC Curny Deposht 1966.9 1946.3 1868.0 2068. 2100.5 2205.9 23682 2484.5 2696.7 3270.5 37589 6792.9 12030.9

State EnerprIses 1000.9 894.3 752.0 817.8 785.5 704.9 P34.2 777.5 879.7 1278.5 1588.9 2936. 5330.0

State erumi 62.0 69.0 73.0 96.0 75.0 69.0 65.0 78.0 83.0 76.0 104.0 t67.0 00

qoeperes 204.0 248.0 275.0 264.0 255.0 361.0 286.0 300.0 256.0 349.0 359.0 96.7 o0 o

Private Business 606.7 ~
Houseod Demand Deposit 405.0 415.0 445.0 507.0 558.0 606.0 670.0 755.0 832.0 864.0 917.0 2Z30.6 13302

Household Te Deposit 295.0 320.0 343.0 384.0 427.0 465.0 513.0 574.0 646.0 703.0 790.0 1362.6 43621

Othe The Deoi 401.9

Fo Cuey Depos 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 22 116.0 152.0 6843.4

Oter Items t) 2167.9 2472.6 2509.9 2665.0 2568.5 2840.4 2663.1 2690.8 2554.2 3202.5 1392.9 -6341.6 33964.4

Memorandum Nam.,
NatowMoney cl 1108.3 1172.3 12452 14182 1502.5 1573.1 17052 1917.4 2065.9 2105.7 2611.9 6669- 171635

VeOoltyoldMaMyM"2) 5.8 5.9 6.2 5.6 5.4 5.3 5.1 4.7 4.3 4.1 3.0 1.4 1.7

GDPetMaletPrlm 15538.0 16073.0 16544.0 16724.0 16510.0 16863.0 17390.0 17253.0 17006.0 16681.0 16613.0 16473.8 44768

Som: Abnia Ministry I Fne; World Bank ands F Staff esianes br 1991 and 1992.

s bhcwbn ars.
bl a nd demnd deposit of sae enterprises, stat fams an coopertvs canot be sepaated on the basis of InforTnation avabble. Their 1qukd is. de fado, coned and not

omparabb to helan standards.
ol Sum of curreoy in cIrcuatn an hosehold demad deposit. Since the dty of hoshod demand depst Is Imied, the definitn of narw mn adopted is not comparabe to

koefmddow s nd dards.

CEM Statiscal Appendi (CEMSTAPP.XLWIMONEY.XLS 7122094



Tab 42: Molneary Suvey
(As Percet of GP)

t980 1981 1982 1983 1964 1985 1986 1987 1968 1909 1990 19910 1992e

Net Foregn Mts 3.0 2.8 3.0 2.6 2.5 2.7 2.8 29 0.9 4. -14.8 -64.2 -77.1ForeignAsses 4.1 4.4 4.0 3.3 3.1 3.1 3.6 4.2 9.1 19.5 9.6 4.9 182Foregn Uablrles o 1.0 1.6 1.0 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.8 1.3 82 23.6 24A 89.1 95.3

Tohl Domntc Credi 24.7 27.0 27.5 30.7 31.1 32.8 32.8 37.3 37.5 4t.5 5S.2 i14.8 es.5To Goverment (Not) .25.4 -24.2 -24.3 -20.0 -18.0 -15.2 -14.6 -13.2 -13.2 -72 -3.9 45.5 41.7To the Economy 50.1 51.2 51.8 50.7 49.1 47.8 47.3 50.4 50.7 48.7 60.1 68.3 23.8state Enterprises 37.7 38.4 38.9 38.1 35.7 34.8 32.4 34.4 33.6 32.1 39.7 41.7 14.1State Farms 4.4 4.2 4.3 4.3 4 t 4.7 5.7 6.3 6.9 7.0 9.1 11. 6.9Coopeae 7.3 8o 7.9 7.6 8.0 7.5 8.4 8.9 9.2 8.5 10.1 11.8 0.0Households 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.2 3.0 0.4Prate Sector 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.5

BoadMonew WM 17.2 16.8 18.2 17.8 18.4 18.8 19.6 21.1 23.1 24.2 33.1 69.1 58.5

Curry in Cioulation 4.5 4.7 4.8 5.4 5.7 5.7 6.0 6.7 7.3 6.6 10.1 28.9 20.4

Deposits bl 12.7 12.1 11.4 124 12.7 13.1 13.8 14.4 15.9 17.5 23.0 422 38.9Dome CwrencyDeposuts 12.7 12.1 tA 12.4 1Z7 13.t 13.6 14.4 15.9 17.5 224 412 24.8State Entrprises 6.4 5.6 4.5 4.9 4.8 4.2 4.8 4.5 5.2 6.8 9.5 17.8 11.0State Fams 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.4 O.5 0.5 0.4 0.6 1.0 0.0 ,Cooperat_ve 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.8 1.5 2.1 1.6 1.7 1.5 1.9 2.1 0.6 0.0 Pdate Business 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3Housildd Demand Deposit 2.6 26 2.7 3.0 3.4 3.6 3.9 4.4 4.9 4.6 5.5 13.5 27Household Time Deposts 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.3 2.6 2.8 2.9 3.3 3.8 3.8 4.7 83 9.0Foen Crency Deposits 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.9 14.1

Oterlbtms(Net) 14.0 15.4 15.2 15.9 15.8 1S.8 16.5 15.6 15.0 17.1 8.3 -385 -70.1

Memoaran Items:
Naow Money d 7.1 7.3 7.5 8.5 9.1 9.3 9.8 11.1 12.1 11.3 15.5 405 35.4GOPatlaiMet Prices 15536.0 16073.0 16544.0 16724.0_ 16510.0 16863.0 17390.0 17253.0 17008.0 18681.0 16813.0 16473.8 48476.8

Sowre: Ablan Mnsyod Finance and Worldn and IMF Slelmate

e/ Nctnarnears.
bi Time and demand deposEs of slae enterpises, stte ams and cooperais cannot be separaed on the basis of hnkformon available. Their liquWt i, de facto, constrained, and notcompbe to inenn sbtndards.
d Sum of cmency In circuaion and houseld demand deposts. Sncehe "ut of household demnd depoits Is liedO, te defiionW of narrow mone adopted Is not compwrable tointernato taards.

CEM Satscal Appendw CEMSTAPP.XLWPRONEY.XLS 7rZ 4



Tawl 4J MsmluY 6usv.

tii 1ism im 1064 toes tos tlo tss tle l te toto logo

ZFo_dPAW 4.2 11.0 12.6 4.7 11.4 8.0 2. .69 412S 223.5 47.1 189.4
Fho_ A_M t13 4S -1. 40 3. 9.1 14.2 17 1351t -55.6 .02 U9
Pomp UIbeU o5.1 443 43.- -30 -27.7 03.0 so 93. 217.6 -64 2572 214.8

TelID*meofCreiM t32 46 127 02 7.1 35 128 4.7 2t.5 21S t0s 68.0
To amvam,u(I) -1.4 31 -86.7 -11.3 4138 -1.4 4. -12 -405 -51 -1276.6 164.1
TomEcomnn 536 4.0 -1 43 45 1s . 40 5.4 112 11.4 25
SbE*#puW 5.2 4.4 -1.0 -7.5 .0.6 4.2 53 36 5.1 112 3. 0A
91tis PUns-1.7 4.9 0.3 7.4 4.6 24.1 9.3 8.3 12t 16.8 25.5 .9
Cooperatives 139 1.7 -. 7 3t .4.4 1t.? 53 24 1.1 69 143 -100.0
H _euseholdm 0. 3.3 4. at 7.0 .1 9.4 .1 68. 6.3 15Q.4 44.1

llroadhbisy"l) 1.3 0.8 10.9 22 4.2 7.3 72 7.8 14.8 23.4 104.4 1492

CwuufoyhiClctdi1an 7.7 5.7 13.9 3.7 24 7.0 12.3 62 0. 36.5 161.9 122.9

Deposb w 1.0 -0 9.6 1S 5.0 74 4.9 8.6 213 18.4 792 1t.6
OomemstcCeCoepwo -1.0 -.0 9. 1.5 5.0 7.4 4.9 8.5 21.3 14.9 80.7 77.1
Stt EqwlAs -10.7 -15.9 8.7 -3.9 -0.3 18.3 4.8 13.1 45.3 24.3 84.8 61S
sab Fam 1t.3 5.6 3t.5 -219 8.0 45.8 20.0 6.4 .6.4 3.8 60.6 1400.0
CoMoeames 21.6 10.0 4.0 44 416 -20.8 4.9 -4.7 36.3 29 -13.1 100.0
Puab & #*Wn
Househomld emnd Dets Zs 72 13.9 10.1 8.6 10.6 127 t02 3.8 6.t 1432 -40.4
HNhudkDep sts 8.5 72 M20 112 6.9 10.3 tt.9 12.5 8.8 2.4 72. 22D.1

FenCunn¶y Depos 214.3 5172.7 31.0 44022

Ot emeet) 14.1 1.S 6.2 -3.6 10.6 0.8 4.0 -5.1 25.4 -56.5 4553 405.

MUlmndm rae
NWMWoMoney d1 5.8 62 13.9 5.9 4.7 8.4 124 7.7 1.9 24.0 155.4 173

SPA* Abanln Miniby of Fh SW WndW ant WM IMF SlM eSlmes

o b ones
WT Tmad dm depoststdeate ets, sate ftrm coopas cann b epared on the bs oomaon avb. TheW dayis e cto, corad, ad nt

omprabrl dt te andarXds
of Sum ot n cyin dran and household dmand doi. Sncet Uidlt od household demnd deposits sed, deiion o nw money aed not cma 

btoinmf cstand FIN
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95
Table 4A: Albani a CPI VW hdbaOn

In4x Ifltin

icsi 135.5 35.5%
1 at Quater 105.3 5.3%
2nd Quate 122.0 15.8%
3rdQuaftr 140.0 14.8%
4th Quwater 174.7 24.8%
January 100.0 0.096
Febuaray 106.0 6.0%
March 110.0 3.8%
April 115.0 4.5%
May 123.0 7.0%
June 128.0 4.1%
iuty 135.0 5.5%
August 140.0 3.7%
Seplember 145.0 3.6%
October 150.0 3.4%
November 170.0 13.3%
Deoenber 204.2 20.1%

1992 441.7 226.0%
let uarter 2552 46.1%
2nd Quae 3332 30.6%
3rd Quartr 505.0 51.6%
4th Quarter 673.5 33.4%
January 224.4 99%
Febnrary 256.2 142%
March 285.0 11.2%
April 310.6 9.0%
May 334.8 7.8%
June 354.1 5.8%
July 377.4 6.6%
August 549.7 45.7%
Septenber 568.0 7.0%
October 655.3 11.4%
November 678.2 3.5%
December 687.1 1.3%

1993 817.6 85.1%
lst Quarter 757.1 12.4%
2rid Quarwer 769.0 1.6%
3rd Quarter 847.3 10.2%
4th Quarter 8969 5.8%
Janury 733.8 6.8%
February 765.3 4.3%
March 772.3 0.9%
April 771.4 4.1%
May 767.5 -0.5%
June 768.2 0.1%
July 828.3 7.8%
AuW 638.8 1.3%
September 874.9 4.3%
Octobe 891.5 1.9%
November of 896.8 0.6%
December e 9022 0.6%

Memo:
1991 Year-on-ear Inflation 104.2%
1992 Year-o ar Inotrn 238.5%
1993 Yearn-year Inflaion 31.3%

Souce Alban Ist of Stascs.



TS.1*: AanWI: _oSNee oa owMt BddOOd

(MinLi)

.1982 19e3 tse4 ime 19BS 19B7 19Be t9e9 19t0 lS0le 1992

Tola Revenu 82S2.0 es3.0 8403.0 ssao e473.0 8488.0 sos2.0 s003.0 7808eo 4702.0 "no2

CwroM Revwen B2B2-0 B3e30 e403.0 e63o e473.0 048S.0 90s20 s003.0 7sSe.0 47020 95s2.0

Tax RevenLu 7400.0 7252.0 74S3.0 7es4.0 7B2B.0 7978.0 7707.0 eso.0 70ao.0 4394.0 84s3.0

TunrwTax 3sse.0 34S20 s2to.0 332.0 3883.0 3934.0 3880.0 4224.0 3939.0 2259.0 2366.0

Pmft and mmeTxes 3239.0 St46.0 2sSt.0 2600.0 t9a9.0 19720 tS3.7.0 20S7.0 133tsn 484.0 ItSBO

Stde hEnt sn 312BD0 3020.0 2443.0 2487.0 1S70.0 1B84.0 1740.0 1974.0 1273.0 4Br.0 

Adcubnu C-:pe t1t1 12S.0 11e.0 133tn 123.0 IOBO ee. 9.0 SZO02. 3.0 

Petsonal ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~21e.0
custarm Dudes 9~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4.0 1SQ4.0

Ek*o Dude 1204.0

Ertn"e So"lmu 1 FumS Conbib 5750 8S.0 e101ee.o eB^o B2ZO 883.0 eBs Oo 92t s7.0 U3S.0 1700.0

oe*Yf o.o on 10tt.0 1tO6.0 1124.0 t209.0 t10t.0 tOs7.0 852.0 124.0 33.0

Non4Rsvenu eSao tsst.0 940.0 ets.0 e4s0 6tO.0 1346.0 75.0 77e.0 300.0 1100.0

TOWl E xpi4us 85ss.e 90t3. st4to0 BBBB9 848O 877e.1 926.9 10B0t7 1o3to.s 10202.0 2s4-2.8

Cu"S*Bpwdh 3D4e.s 4227.0 4te&0 4417.8 4123.0 4W9.0 4753.7 Siase IMe70 9195.0 2t302.1
WG9BM toss.s 1032 112a8 1128.7 1178.0 t20s.0 12ts.7 12tS.0 t3st.0 tBS4.0 s37.0

Opebton&Mgft 70O 7e4. 794.0 795.0 853.0 70ao eo4.0 73B.0 173.0 17ee.0 sto0.4

oter 184.0 eS&o t920 204.0 tes.o 133n0 1S3.0 te9s0 9SD0 24S.0 e51.1

fm n P pawo. U 32.0 31.0 30.0 25.0 2S.0 25.0 70.0 oo0 0.0 e6-0.

DlmeN 0.0 M 0.0 0.0 0.0 Q0 0 0.0 n 0.0 0.0 Oo .o
BUMMd J4. 32.0 3t.0 30.0 2s.0 2B.0 25.0 70.0 o.o Moo eso.0

SulsO and T_r"t l90s 213B.2 2041 2260.1 2104.0 232.0 2ee.0 2*47.0 4077.0 532.0 s40S.6

Pan*m ff(So aS-tfF BO s7t.0 103S.0 110B.0 11620 123S0 1S3t.0 1440.0 lQno 3308.0

CdwSc_*shtnbf 3730.0

SusU 12S22 1Qn1I 1225.1 ssB*0 IWOb 1449.0 Islas 2R370 3345.0 22es.0

8dinkest EWb_ sea2 7S&I sQJ.1 738.0 $41.0 11U9.0 1241.8 2334.0 29SU0 22el3.0

Buay e2s0 54aO 5920 035.0 48B.0 33e. 5030 257.0 7440 22Bs.0

Bbaeudodry ~~~~339.2 24S.1 315.1 10oL0 355.0 MsO 735.e 2O717.0 2tesD oo

Focln Ttad ubWe 30.0 tBB.O 99.0 tQO0 o.o SSSO 14.0 354.0 - o.o 

ae ts3.0 140.0 3t5.0 QO o.o S26. 470.0 13so.0 - ooa

C PrdefnP*,Subk_ 2e4L 2eX0 2er 220.0 32&O 2960 s14.0 29S0 41&O OD0

A_eNdt BakQ0 2D.0 SBO 31D0 QO I" 8tD ao0 o.o o.o

C4p1W EnwAhn 4M~~"S 467M2 4s4t.3 4412.3 444Q0 444MOi 44st.3 5474.0 3tezo t0o710 2050.5

hXod k bd 4e3s 4870.2 5362 44t2S .. - lO 4440. 44st.3 5474.0 3tOZO lwoo7 =5so

mt Sph" S70S. s7s.9 4370.0 3441.0 3 .9.0 34ts.0 3483.0 4440.0 316ZO 1G07D0 205os

_botu 370S.0 3sss0 3sts.0 344tD0 3429.0 3418.0 3tOSD0 t433D 20MOD 1C07D 2060.S

Et4x0tr 00 2t2s9 4SI.0 (LO MO 0.0 177.0 1007.0 4e2>0 o.o o.o
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Table 6.1: Albania: Extemal Debt
(Millions of US$. end-of-periodl

1989 1990 1991e 1992e

Total Debt a/ 74.0 349.0 501.0 624.6
Medium & Long Term 0.0 36.0 76.0 112.1

Multilateral 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0
o/w IDA 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0

Bilateral 0.0 2.0 22.0 56.0
Private 0.0 34.0 54.0 54.1

IMF 0.0 0.0 0.0 13.5
Net Short-Term 74.0 313.0 425.0 499.0

o/w Stock of Interest Arrears on Long-Term Debt 5.0 10.0

Disbursements 0.0 33.0 49.0 61.0
Medium & Long Term 0.0 33.0 49.0 47.0

Multilateral 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0
o/w IDA 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0

Bilateral 0.0 2.0 20.0 42.0
Private 0.0 31.0 29.0 3.0

IMf 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.0

Amortizations 0.0 0.0 9.0 0.0
Medium & Long Term 0.0 0.0 9.0 0.0

Multilateral 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
o/w IDA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Bilateral 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Private 0.0 0.0 9.0 0.0

IMF 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Net Short Term 74.0 239.0 107.0 70.0
Increase in Interest Arrears on Long-Term Debt 0.0 0.0 5.0 5.0

Interest Payments 0.0 3.0 3.0 2.0
Medium & Long Term 0.0 3.0 3.0 2.0

Multilateral 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
o/w IDA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Bilateral 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Private 0.0 3.0 3.0 2.0

IMF 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Memo:
Total Debt Service 0.0 3.0 12.0 2.0
Total Debt Service as % of GDP 0.0 0.1 1.1 0.3
Total Debt Serice as % of Exports of GNFS 0.0 0.9 14.6 2.5

Source: Ministry of Finance, Bank of Albania, and World Bank staff estimates
a/ Differences between net disbursements and end-of-year stocks reflect exchango rate fluctuations.
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